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Many publications, documents, codes and guidelines exist related to the

seismic evaluation and rehabilitation design of existing buildings. This report

discusses the assumptions and methods employed for investigation of two

wood structures using four references: FEMA 154, FEMA 356, ASCEI'SEI 31,

and 1997 UBC.

The screening performed using FEMA 154 demonstrates the importance of

conducting pre-inspection investigation of existing documentation such as

construction drawings. In the absence of this information, the screening

indicated that the structures would not require additional evaluation. A plans

check revealed a deficiency in the structural systems, that if included in the

evaluation, would mark them for additional analysis.

This investigation examines the demand-to-capacity ratios for shear walls and

roof diaphragms in the two wood-framed structures. It was expected that



requirements for the design of new structures in the 1997 UBC would be the

most conservative of these references. It was also expected that the

rehabilitation design provisions of FEMA 356 would be more conservative

than the existing building evaluation provisions in ASCE/SEI 31. The results of

this study show that the new building design provisions in the 1997 LJBC are

not necessarily conservative when compared to the rehabilitation design

provisions in FEMA 356. In addition, the provisions in the design documents

FEMA 356 and the 1997 UBC are not necessarily conservative when compared

to existing building evaluation provisions in ASCE/SEI 31.

The likely cause of the unexpected results is the conservative Linear Static

Procedure and associated m factors for wood in the FEMA 356 and ASCE/SEI

31 documents. Additional research is needed to better calibrate these factors

and associated acceptance criteria to account for duration of shaking, the

number of cycles of nonlinear behavior, redundancy, etc.
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COMPARISON OF SCREENING, EVALUATION,
REHABILITATION AND DESIGN PROVISIONS FOR WOOD-

FRAMED STRUCTURES



1 INTRODUCTION

Earthquakes are one of the most terrifying and dangerous events in nature,

with the potential to cause widespread destruction and loss of life. While

historic records have shown specific geographic locations to be more prone to

seismic activity, earthquakes are in fact a national hazard. Geologists are

showing that many areas previously considered safe from earthquakes

actually have the potential to generate very large earth movements and cause

extensive damage. One such region is the Pacific Northwest, where there is

evidence of very large historic earthquakes along the Cascadia subduction

zone. As earthquakes become better understood, government officials, city

planners, building owners and citizens are becoming more concerned with

mitigation of seismic hazards through structural rehabilitation.

Many factors may lead to the decision to analyze and upgrade an existing

building for seismic hazard mitigation. Local ordinances may require the

evaluation and upgrade of public essential facilities. Building owners may

voluntarily choose to upgrade their facility for a number of reasons.

Whatever drives the decision to investigate the adequacy of an existing

structure to withstand anticipated ground shaking, there are many tools

available to the structural engineer to make the evaluation. Building codes and

handbooks are continually upgraded to incorporate what are believed to be

improvements to design and rehabilitation procedures.

New building codes have typically been concerned with ensuring a level of

"life safety" during the design seismic event. Life Safety may be defined as the

post-earthquake damage state that includes damage to structural components,

but retains a margin against onset of partial or total collapse (ASCE 2000b).
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Over the years the definition of "design seismic event" has evolved as the

profession's understanding of earthquakes has increased. Thus, a building

designed to the applicable building code in 1940, 1980, or much more recently

may not meet current code requirements. Other evolutions have taken place in

construction methods, materials, and workmanship. Many acceptable

practices from past years are no longer allowed in today's codes and

regulations. Even with all the changes, new building codes are an essential

tool for establishing acceptability of existing materials, the ability of structures

to perform under current "design seismic event" forces, and as a reference for

rehabilitation approaches.

Within the United States, three building code councils have historically

developed and updated separate codes for the design and construction of new

buildings. The Southern Building Code Congress International published the

Standard Building Code, traditionally used in the Southeast. The Building

Officials & Code Administrators published the National Building Code, used

in the Northeast and Midwest. The International Conference of Building

Officials published the Uniform Building Code, used traditionally in the West.

These three organizations have now formally consolidated to form the

International Code Council which publishes the International Building Code

which is intended for use throughout the United States.

On a nation-wide level, several agencies and groups work to promote seismic

hazard mitigation. In 1974, the U. S. Congress authorized the National

Institute of Building Sciences (NIBS) to improve the building regulatory

environment, facilitate the introduction of new and existing products and

technology into the building profession, and disseminate nationally-

recognized technical and regulatory information (NIBS.org 2003). NIBS
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oversees several councils and standing committees, including the Building

Seismic Safety Council (BSSC). BSSC works on a national level in developing

a unified approach to seismic hazard mitigation, bringing together public and

private interest expertise to provide broad consensus and authoritative

guidance (BSSCOnline.org, 2003).

In 1977 the U.S. Congress authorized the creation of the National Earthquake

Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP) to improve the Nation's

understanding of earthquake hazards and to mitigate their effects (USGS.gov

2003). Many agencies and councils have participated within NEHRP to

provide guidance for evaluation and rehabilitation of existing buildings. In

1984, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) first began a

program to address the risk posed by seismically unsafe buildings, and has

collaborated with other organizations such as the Applied Technology

Council (ATC), the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), the BSSC

and others. The results of their efforts have been the publication of numerous

reports, studies, handbooks, guidelines, and regulations. Some of these

publications include:

Non-technical reports on seismic considerations: FEMA 99, Improving

Seismic Safety of New Buildings - A Non-Technical Explanation (BSSC

1995); FEMA 74, Reducing the Risks of Nonstructural Earthquake Damage:

A Practical Guide (FEMA 1994)

Seismic guidebooks for schools: FEMA 88, Guidebook for Developing a

School Earthquake Safety Program (FEMA 1990); FEMA 149, Seismic

Considerations: Elementary and Secondary Schools (BSSC 1988); FEMA

159, Teacher's Package for K-6 Grades (NSTA 1992); FEMA 240,
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Earthquake Preparedness - What Every Childcare Provider Should Know!

(RPP 1993)

Rapid visual screening procedures: FEMA 154, Rapid Visual Screening of

Buildings for Potential Seismic Hazards: A Handbook (ATC 2002a); FEMA

155, Rapid Visual Screening of Buildings for Potential Seismic Hazards:

Supporting Documentation (ATC 2002b)

Seismic evaluations: FEMA 178, NEHRP Handbook for Seismic Evaluation

of Existing Buildings (BSSC 1992b); FEMA 310, Handbook for the Seismic

Evaluation of Buildings - A Prestandard (ASCE 1998); ASCE/SEI 31,

Seismic Evaluation of Buildings (ASCE 2003).

Seismic rehabilitation: FEMA 273, NEHRP Guidelines for the Seismic

Rehabilitation of Buildings (ATC 1997a); FEMA 274, NEHRP Commentary

on the Guidelines for the Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings (ATC 199Th);

FEMA 356, Prestandard and Commentary for the Seismic Rehabilitation of

Buildings (ASCE 2000b)

Rehabilitation costs: FEMA 156, Typical Costs for Seismic Rehabilitation of

Existing Buildings: Volume 1: Summary (Hart 1994); FEMA 157, Typical

Costs for Seismic Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings: Volume 2:

Supporting Documentation (Hart 1995); FEMA 227, Benefit-Cost Model for

the Seismic Rehabilitation of Hazardous Buildings: Volume 1: A User's

Manual (VSP 1992a); FEMA 228, Benefit-Cost Model for the Seismic

Rehabilitation of Hazardous Buildings: Volume 2: Supporting

Documentation (VSP 1992b).

Rehabilitation techniques: FEMA 172, NEHRP Handbook of Techniques

for the Seismic Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings (BSSC 1992a), FEMA

276, Guidelines for the Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings: Example

Applications (BSSC 1999a)
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Provisions for new buildings: FEMA 222, NEHRP Recommended

Provisions for the Development of Regulations for New Buildings (BSSC

1992c); FEMA 223, NEHRP Recommended Provisions for the Development

of Regulations for New Buildings, Commentary (BSSC 1992d); FEMA 302,

NEHRP Recommended Provisions for Seismic Regulations for New

Buildings and Other Structures, Part 1, Provisions (BSSC 1998a); FEMA

303, 1997 NEHRP Recommended Provisions for Seismic Regulations for

New Buildings and Other Structures, Part 2, Commentary (BSSC 1998b);

FEMA 368, 2000 NEHRP Recommended Provisions for New Buildings and

Other Structures, Part 1, Provisions (BSSC 2001a); FEMA 369, 2000 NEHRP

Recommended Provisions for New Buildings and Other Structures, Part 2,

Commentary (BSSC 2001b)

These publications are only a few of the many that make up the available

references for seismic hazard planning, identification, evaluation, mitigation

and rehabilitation. The design professional must decide which document(s)

are appropriate to investigate a proposed rehabilitation.

This report compares the use of several available methods for the evaluation

of the seismic performance of two wood-framed structures similar to

buildings that are part of Hoover Elementary School in Corvallis, Oregon.

Hoover School has been designated as a disaster shelter facility by local

officials, and thus it is a good candidate for seismic evaluation and potential

upgrade. The author has chosen from the many available approaches for this

report, making use of those most widely accepted and used currently in the

Pacific Northwest. The methods selected for comparative analysis are those

prescribed by:

FEMA 154, Rapid Visual Screening of Bulidings for Potential Seismic Hazards



FEMA 356, Prestandard and Commentary for the Seismic Rehabilitation of

Buildings

ASCE/SEI 31, Seismic Evaluation of Buildings

7997 Uniform Building Code

The specific objectives of this research are:

Complete the seismic screening in accordance with FEMA 154. Discuss

results of screening in context with overall design requirements.

Complete seismic analysis and rehabilitation design check in accordance

with FEMA 356.

Complete seismic evaluation in accordance with ASCE/SEI 31.

Complete seismic analysis and design check in accordance with the 1997

UBC.

Compare and discuss the approaches and results for each document.

Provide user comment on the documents used for this report, including

applicability, ease of use, completeness, etc. Make specific

recommendations for improving the use of the documents for wood

buildings.

Make recommendations for future research to improve these seismic

evaluation and analysis documents, specifically for use with wood

buildings.

7



2 LITERATURE REVIEW

As described in the Introduction section of this report, there are many

organizations and research groups that are working toward a better

understanding of seismic evaluation and rehabilitation of structures. The

results of their research are evident in the many reports, handbooks,

recommendations and codes that have been produced. While much

information is available on current research efforts and design

recommendations, little is available comparing the approaches, analysis

methods, evaluation and design results of these documents.

The model building codes (SBC, BOCA, UBC, IBC) for new construction

design are thorough and comprehensive. The codes include information on

building design, materials testing, field inspections, and a wide range of

construction-related subjects. The provisions are widely respected and trusted

to provide life-safety level performance of structures designed to the codes.

This "level of comfort" in the engineering community has been derived from

observations of building performance during and after seismic events, use of

many design approaches over a long period of time, and results of academic

research. The model building codes are legally adopted as the governing

document by which local buildings must be designed. The Uniform Building

Code is the model code currently adopted in the state of Oregon for new

building design.

Documents that specialize in seismic evaluation and rehabilitation are not as

widely accepted or used as the model building codes. These have not

traditionally been legally adopted as governing methods, partly because the

documents are relatively new and also because they have been written as

8



guidelines and handbooks for design professionals. Some documents will

continue to be published as handbooks, while others are being converted to

mandatory, code-like language. It is expected that seismic evaluation and

rehabilitation will eventually be governed by widely-accepted methods in

adopted codes.

This report focuses on only four of the many available handbooks, reports,

codes and other documents for structural evaluation and rehabilitation. These

documents can be categorized as Screening, Rehabilitation, Evaluation and

Design documents.

2.1 SCREENING DOCUMENT: FEMA 154

FEMA 154, Rapid Visual Screening of Buildings for Potential Seismic Hazards: A

Handbook (ATC 2002a) is a handbook intended to provide a fast, relatively

cheap, and simple method for designating structures which are most likely to

require rehabilitation.

The first edition was completed by the Applied Technology Council (ATC) in

1988, and in 1999 the ATC was contracted by FEMA to update the document.

The second edition was completed as part of a strategic plan to periodically

update all FEMA documents concerned with the seismic evaluation and

rehabilitation of existing buildings. Updates in the second edition are based on

information developed since 1988, including (1) new knowledge about the

performance of buildings during damaging earthquakes, including the 1989

Loma Prieta and 1994 Northridge earthquakes; (2) new knowledge about

seismic hazards, including updated national seismic hazard maps published

by the U.S. Geological Survey in 1996; (3) other new seismic evaluation and

damage prediction tools; and (4) experience from the widespread use of the

9



original FEMA 154 Handbook by federal, state and municipal agencies, and

others (ATC 2002a).

Updates were based on voluntary user feedback from those who had made

use of FEMA 154 for more than 70,000 structures, a review of available

information on the seismic performance of buildings, and a users workshop to

learn first-hand the problems and successes of those that had used the rapid

visual screening (RVS) procedures (ATC 2002a). FEMA 155 contains a

technical basis for the updated procedures, a summary of the results from the

solicitation of user feedback, and a detailed description of the scores and

modifiers used in the procedure (ATC 2002b).

One of the major updates from the first to the second edition was the revision

of the Basic Structural Hazard (BSH) scores. The first edition contained BSH

scores based on the expert-opinion damage probability matrices provided in

the ATC-13 report Earthquake Damage Evaluation Data for California (ATC 1985).

The scoring system update incorporates new knowledge on seismic hazard

mapping, new knowledge on earthquake performance of buildings, and

calibration information derived from studies of buildings evaluated using

both the FEMA 154 RVS procedure and the FEMA 178 detailed seismic

evaluation procedure (ATC 2002a).

Additional updates were made to the Performance Modification Factors, now

referred to as Score Modifiers. Several categories were added, removed, or

replaced and the scores altered. New modifiers for soil type are included, and

the relatively subjective category "Poor Condition" was removed.

The RVS procedure itself consists of no structural analysis calculations at all.

Instead the inspector assigns various scores and modifiers during the

10
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inspection, and according to a scoring system presented in the document. The

process will typically take between 15-30 minutes per building, and is

normally accomplished without even entering the structure. Because the

procedure does not include detailed structural calculations, a wider variety of

persons may be qualified to perform the inspections. The procedure was

developed for use by local building officials, professional engineers, registered

architects, building owners, emergency managers, and interested citizens

(ATC 2002a).

Initial screening procedures may be performed completely by external visual

inspection, or a "sidewalk survey" in which the screener completes a Data

Collection Form based upon visual inspection of the building exterior, and if

possible the building interior. The primary lateral-load-resisting system and

structural materials are identified and noted on the form, and a Basic

Structural Hazard Score is assigned based on the observations. Modifications

are made to the Basic Structural Hazard Score based on additional

observations, and the modifiers are either added to or subtracted from the

Basic Structural Hazard Score to arrive at a final Structural Score, S. Final S

scores typically range from 0 to 7, with higher scores corresponding to better

expected seismic performance.

A cutoff value of 2 is recommended, and buildings having an S score of 2 or

less should be investigated by a design professional. The more advanced

analysis may prove that the building is in fact adequate. Conversely, buildings

having an S score above 2 may in fact be potentially unsafe. However, the RVS

procedures are intended to quickly identify large groups or types of buildings

that are likely to require further analysis, and not necessarily to correctly
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classify every building as "safe" or "potentially unsafe" based solely on visual

observation.

In addition to the RVS survey forms and scoring sheets, the second edition of

FEMA 154 includes guidance on planning and managing an RVS survey, more

guidance for identifying the structural lateral-load-resisting system in the

field, the use of interior inspection or pre-survey reviews of building plans to

identify a buildings lateral-load-resisting system and updated Basic Structural

Hazard Scores and Score Modifiers (ATC 2002a).

2.2 REHABILITATION DOCUMENT: FEMA 356

At some point during the seismic screening and evaluation process for a

structure, it may be decided that the building requires rehabilitation to

upgrade the expected performance during an earthquake. FEMA 356,

Prestandard and Commentary for the Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings (ASCE

2000b) is one tool that provides designers with expected force levels and

component acceptance criteria. The result is a rehabilitation plan which will

upgrade the building to meet expected seismic demands at a chosen seismic

performance level. It is important to note that use of FEMA 356 is intended

only after a deficiency has been identified for rehabilitation, not for use as an

evaluation tool for existing structures.

FEMA 356 is an interim document that has two main objectives. The first is to

encourage the wider application of provisions used in FEMA 273, NEHRP

Guidelines for the Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings (ATC 1997a) by converting it

into mandatory language. The second is to provide a basis for a nationally-

recognized, ANSI-approved standard to help in disseminating and

incorporating the approaches and technology of the prestandard into the



mainstream of design and construction practices in the United States (ASCE

2000b). FEMA 356 is intended to be generally applicable to seismic

rehabilitation of all buildings, regardless of importance, occupancy, historic

status, or other classifications of use (ASCE 2000b).

The provisions of FEMA 356 are specifically written and applicable to the

rehabilitation of existing buildings and are, in general, more appropriate for

that purpose than are new building codes (ASCE 2000b). New building codes

regulate the design and detailing of structures to include design practices,

detailing and methods of construction that may not have been available when

a particular structure was constructed. Thus, the requirements and provisions

of new codes may not be directly applicable to existing structures.

FEMA 356 may be used as a follow-up to a previous evaluation, or it may be

used as a tool that ascertains compliance with a selected rehabilitation

objective. Evaluation using FEMA 356 may be more stringent than other

evaluation methodologies (such as ASCE/SEI 31) because the provisions have

been calibrated for use in design while other evaluation methods have

historically been set lower to minimize the need to strengthen those structures

with only moderate deficiencies (ASCE 2000b).

The description of damage states in relation to specific performance levels is

included in FEMA 356 and can be useful for owners and design professionals

when selecting an appropriate design objective. Techniques for repair of

earthquake damage are not included, but references are provided in the

materials chapters when such guidelines exist.

13

The design approach used in FEMA 356 is significantly different than the

approach used in the model building codes in that the provisions are based on



a performance-based design methodology. While the model codes are

calibrated to a "life safety" level of performance, a higher or lower

performance level may be selected when applying the provisions of FEMA

356. The chosen performance level governs the calculated force levels and

other requirements in the provisions. The model building codes have

historically been based on linear static force procedures. FEMA 356 includes

provisions for linear static, linear dynamic, non-linear static and non-linear

dynamic procedures.

FEMA 356 is currently an "interim" document, and committees will collect

comments from users, debate the merits of those comments, make updates

and changes to the language where appropriate, and eventually release a final

document for use. During the process of finalizing the document several

reports and studies have been and will be published. Summaries of revisions

made to FEMA 273 are documented in FEMA 357, Global Topics Report on the

Prestandard and Commentary for the Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings (ASCE

2000a). Changes include such global topics as reorganization of the document,

discussion of the level of seismic accelerations used, and other technical issues.

Similar reports on submitted comments will likely be produced as the process

continues to finalize the FEMA 356 methodologies.

FEMA 343, Case Studies: An Assessment of the NEHRP Guidelines for the Seismic

Rehabilitation of Buildings (BSSC 1999b) is a compilation of key findings and

user feedback based on use of FEMA 273. Much of the information contained

in the assessments from the building designs has been incorporated into the

FEMA 356 provisions (ASCE 2000b).

14



2.3 EVALUATION DOCUMEWE: ASCE/SEI 31

ASCE/SEI 31, Seismic Evaluation of Buildings (ASCE 2003) provides a three-

tiered process for the seismic evaluation of existing buildings. The tiered

methods were used in FEMA 178, Handbook for the Seismic Evaluation of Existing

Buildings (BSSC 1992b). FEMA 178 was updated and replaced by FEMA 310,

Handbook for Seismic Evaluation of Buildings - A Prestandard (ASCE 1998), which

has now been replaced by ASCE/SEI 31.

The need for evaluation may be indicated by other evaluations or screenings,

such as FEMA 154.The evaluation process systematically progresses from

simple, checklist-style screenings of buildings (Tier 1 evaluation) to more

detailed evaluations of building systems (Tier 2 and Tier 3 evaluations).

A Tier 1 evaluation consists of reviewing pertinent building documentation,

checking "Benchmark Building" criteria, and completing applicable checklists.

Potential deficiencies are summarized upon completion of the evaluation.

Deficiencies identified during the Tier 1 evaluation are evaluated in more

detail according to the provisions provided in the document. Detailed seismic

criteria and element acceptability are calculated. Potential deficiencies are

summarized upon completion of the evaluation.

When the design professional desires more detailed analysis of deficiencies

identified during a Tier 2 analysis, a Tier 3 evaluation may be performed. A

Tier 3 evaluation may be based on either approved provisions for seismic

rehabilitation design, or on well-established provisions for design of new

buildings. In either case, the designer should use 75% of the design forces for

the Tier 3 evaluation. This force reduction is allowed because the force levels

15
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in these documents are intended for design. Design spectra have traditionally

been based on "mean-plus-one standard deviation" from the 10%-in-50-year

earthquake. The additional standard deviation provides a factor of safety in

design which is considered too conservative for existing building evaluation.

The 0.75 reduction is intended to reduce the conservative load level to one that

is believed to be more appropriate for evaluating existing buildings (ASCE

2003).

Similar to results of screening procedures in FEMA 154, failing to meet criteria

of lower-tiered requirements does not necessarily mean that the building is

unsafe. Rather, such a result indicates the need for more detailed structural

analysis of the component or system.

In general, the information collected during the initial investigation must be

sufficient to complete all Tier 1 checklists, define the seismicity, and identify

the building type. This will typically include a review of construction

documents and specifications pertaining to the original design and

construction, as well as any subsequent construction during the life of the

structure. Destructive examination may be required, depending on the chosen

performance level and at the judgment of the evaluator. Unless provided

elsewhere in the construction documents, a list of acceptable default material

properties for Tier 1 and Tier 2 analyses is provided in ASCE/SEI 31. The

design professional should look for an existing geotechnical report on soil

conditions, to help establish site and soil parameters.

If a Tier 2 evaluation is required, additional information about the building

may need to be collected. Additional destructive and non-destructive

examinations and testing may be required. Default material properties may be

used, but it is recommended that material property data from the building



codes from the year of construction be used, or that physical testing be

performed.

Detailed building information is required for a Tier 3 analysis. If no

construction documents are available, then they must be created and critical

components and connections identified. Additional destructive and non-

destructive testing may be required to determine material properties; default

values provided in the document may not be used for a Tier 3 evaluation.

A site visit shall be conducted by the design professional to verify existing

data, or to collect required additional data Typical data to be determined or

confirmed include a general building description, structural system

description, description of nonstructural elements and their connections,

building type, site class, building use, architectural features, adjacent

buildings and general building condition. As needed, the design professional

may need to revisit the site to verify or determine additional required data.

ASCE/SEI 31 evaluations are based on two performance levels, Immediate

Occupancy (TO) and Life Safety (LS). The design professional conducting the

evaluation, preferably with input from the building owner, must decide which

performance level is appropriate. FEMA 178 addresses only the Life Safety

performance level, and ASCE/SEI 31 addresses both Life Safety and

Immediate Occupancy performance levels. The evaluations are also written

based on defined structure types, with Tier 1 and Tier 2 requirements written

specifically for separate building types and materials.

The checklists provided in the document include specific items for each of

various building types. Among many others, it includes "Wood Light Frames"

and "Wood Frames - Commercial and Industrial." If a structure does not

17
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match any of the types listed, a General Checklist is used. Judgment must be

used when selecting the building type, because many structures do not match

completely the descriptions provided. The user is encouraged to focus on the

lateral-force-resisting system when making the building type selection.

A "Benchmark Building" is defined as one built after acceptable seismic

provisions were instituted in the model building codes (National Building

Code, Uniform Building Code, International Building Code, etc.). A building

constructed according to acceptable seismic provisions is automatically in

compliance with the Tier 1 evaluation because it is assumed that the level of

design and detailing are adequate. For buildings built before acceptable

seismic provisions were in place, the designer completes checklists for the

identification of potential structural deficiencies.

The document lists, for each building type, the first year of publication of each

code in which the seismic provisions are considered acceptable. The

Benchmark Building year designation may change as new provisions are

instituted for particular building types. The use of the Benchmark Building

provisions are optional; the design professional may choose to proceed with a

structural Tier 1 evaluation even if the benchmark year criterion is met.

2.4 DESIGN DOCUMENT: 1997 UBC

Design provisions of the Untform Building Code (ICBO 1997) are used as a

comparison with the requirements of the rehabilitation and evaluation

documents. Evaluating existing buildings per UBC requirements is an

accepted method, but is not the primary intent of the document. However, use

of UBC provisions provides a good comparison with other publications of

force levels and rehabilitation requirements.
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Seismic provisions of the LJBC are based on recommendations and code

development by the Structural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC).

The other model building codes, (National Building Code, Standard Building

Code, International Building Code) are generally based on the seismic

requirements developed by BSSC and published as the NEHRP Recommended

Provisions for the Development of Seismic Regulations for Buildings and Other

Structures (BSSC 1998a and 1998b).

Wood design procedures and requirements are based on working-stress force

levels, whereas the evaluation and analysis requirements of FEMA 356 and

ASCE/SEI 31 are based on ultimate strength levels. For this reason, a direct

comparison of design forces for each code can not be made. Rather, a

comparison of the final design requirements for each code is presented.

Buildings designed or evaluated according to the provisions of the 1997 LIBC

are expected to meet the Life Safety performance level. The NEHRP-based

documents allow the user to specify varying performance levels ranging from

"Not Considered" (least stringent) to "Immediate Occupancy" (most

stringent). This flexibility is not part of the 1997 LJBC provisions, and has

historically not been included in any of the major model codes.

To increase the expected performance level of certain essential or other special

facilities, the 1997 LJBC provisions include an increase in design forces by

using an Importance Factor, I. For typical structures I = 1.0, but for essential

facilities I = 1.5. In the NEHRP-based codes, direct selection of the building

performance level is made, resulting in design spectral accelerations and m

factors.



For wood structures, seismic design forces in the 1997 LJBC provisions are

initially computed at the strength force level and then divided by a factor of

1.4 to reduce them to the working stress force level. This differs from the

NEHRP-based documents, which design to strength force levels. Allowable

element forces and stresses in the 1997 LIBC provisions are also provided at

working stress levels.

The load combinations in the 1997 UBC include a set of alternate combinations

for allowable stress design methods. When the alternate combinations are

used, an increase of 33% of the allowable stress may be taken for short-term

loads. For this analysis, it is assumed that the alternate combinations are used,

and the stress increase is taken. The allowable shear tables in the 1997 LIBC are

for short-term loading and include the allowable increase.

Ductility refers to the ability of an element to deform beyond the elastic limit

without experiencing complete structural failure. The 1997 UBC accounts for

the ductility of the lateral-force-resisting system by reducing the seismic force

using an R factor. This differs from the approach of the NEHRP-based

documents, which increases the element capacity by an m factor.

A complete design check of all of Hoover School's structures was completed

in 1999 using the provisions of the 1997 UBC under a contract between CH2M

Hill, Inc. and the Corvallis 509J School District (Baxter et al. 1999). That design

check includes investigation of overturning, diaphragm chord design, shear

wall rehabilitation, top-of-wall connections, comparison with wind forces,

CMU anchorage, and details for the recommended upgrades. The shear wall

upgrades recommended in the report included addition of ½-in plywood

panels to create new shear walls, addition of panel hold-down anchors if none

are currently installed (anchors are not indicated on the construction

20



documents), and addition of a steel strap diaphragm chord at the classroom

structures. These upgrades are used as the assumed rehabilitation for the

evaluation, rehabilitation and design checks for this report.

Some of the recommendations, such as addition of diaphragm straps and

shear wall hold-downs, are assumed to have been completed. For the shear

wall rehabilitation, addition of ½-in. C-D plywood to selected wall areas was

prescribed. The plan of adding ½-in. C-D plywood to exterior shear walls is

used as the primary rehabilitation scheme for all rehabilitations used in this

report. The nailing pattern used for all methods in this report is 8d @ 6 in. on

center at panel edges and 12 in. field spacing, common nail size.

For the roof diaphragms, the 3%-in. thick diaphragm panels (classroom

structure) are assumed to be nailed using lOd @ 4 in. at panel edges arid lOd @

12 in. field nailing (common nails), and the 5/8" thick panels (gymnasium

structure) are assumed to be nailed using lOd @ 6 in. at panel edges and lOd @

12 in. field nailing (common nails).

This report includes design provisions and checks for the shear wall and

diaphragm elements only. For a typical consulting engineer's evaluation

report, additional considerations such as adequacy of connections at the tops

of walls, anchorage to foundations, investigation of roof element sub-

diaphragms and soil bearing capacity checks would be included, but are not

addressed in this comparison report.

2.5 PROCEDURE COMPARISONS

Engineering procedures for evaluating the seismic sufficiency of existing

buildings and developing rehabilitation solutions have not been as well
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defined as new design procedures and, from a national perspective, there is no

uniformly accepted set of engineering requirements for seismic rehabilitation

(BSSC 1999a). There is also very little information published on a direct

comparison of design results from the existing codes and handbooks for any

material type. I consulted Dr. Dan Dolan, professor at Washington State

University and an active participant from the wood community in the

development of several FEMA documents pertaining to seismic rehabilitation.

Dr. Dolan was not aware of any such calculations or reports having been

published.

One article compares U.S. seismic codes (McIntosh and Pezeshk 1997), but the

article was based on previous editions of the NEHRP and UBC publications.

No published resources were located comparing the current versions of the

documents reviewed in this report.

Anecdotal evidence exists that the "m" factors employed in Linear Static

Procedures (LSP) of the NEHRP-based methods may be overly conservative.

Designs conducted by Dr. Tom Miller for the consulting firm CH2M Hill in

Corvallis, Oregon showed that the rehabilitation requirements of a FEMA 356

LSP analysis for a concrete building were much more stringent than those

required by a 1997 UBC analysis. Designers from other consulting firms have

confirmed that they have seen similar apparent problems with Linear Static

Procedures. Reports written by private consulting firms are typically not

published or available to the public, and I did not have access to any others.

Chris Poland, the Chairman, CEO and President of Degenkoib Engineers in

San Francisco also serves as chairman of the ASCE Seismic Rehabilitation

Standards Committee. When asked if he was aware of any reports or

published results with low m factors, he responded that he believes the
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problem is in the conservative analysis approach inherent with LSP

provisions. The R factors for new buildings are really calibration factors to get

us back to the level we have always been comfortable with, based on

observation of damage after earthquakes. The m factors are derived and, by

nature, do not include duration of shaking, number of cycles of nonlinear

behavior, etc. (Poland 2003). He suggested findings from this report be

presented to a wood structures committee being formed to deal with

comments on the FEMA 356 provisions.



3 STRUCTURE DESCRIPTION

Hoover Elementary School is located in Corvallis, Oregon. The facility

comprises several areas including classrooms, administrative offices,

kindergarten and a gymnasium. Each of these areas is separate structurally,

connected by hallways and corridors. The structural walls are wood framing

and the roof diaphragm is plywood.

3.1 CONSTRUCTION HISTORY

Original construction at Hoover School in 1967 included the two classroom

wings, the administration area, and the gymnasium. In 1976 the Kindergarten

Building was added and the play area behind the gymnasium was covered.

Both construction phases were designed by the architectural firm Jeppsen,

Miller & Tobias Architects of Corvallis, Oregon.

3.2 BUILDING DESCRIPTIONS

East and West Classrooms

Figure 1. East Elevation of East Classrooms

The classroom units (Figures

1 and 2) are 80 ft. by 90 ft. in

plan with interior bearing

walls. The classroom exterior

walls are 2x6 vertical wood

studs, batt insulation, and

gypsum or wood panel walls

inside. All exterior walls are

covered with a channeled
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vertical wood siding, with a in. minimum thickness and 1½ in. maximum



thickness. The walls are blocked at approximately 3 ft. 0 in. on center for edge
nailing of the siding, and diagonal wood let-in bracing is designed to resist
lateral loads.

The roof is supported by

open web trusses 32 in. deep

at mid-span, spaced at 4 ft. 0

in. on center. Glulam beams

support an upper roof

structure and span window

openings. Typically the soffit

(the horizontal extension of

the roof from the building

wall) overhangs the exterior

walls by 10 ft.

Gymnasium

The gymnasium (Figures 3 and 4) is the only area of the building which has

high ceilings, approximately

20 ft. high. At the high ceiling

area, the roof is framed with

wood trusses at 6 ft. 0 in. on

center, and 2x4 purlins at 24

in. on center. The exterior

walls consist of 2x6 vertical

studs with gypsum board on

the interior and wood siding
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Figure 2. South Elevation of East Classrooms

Figure 3. East Elevation of Gymnasium



Figure 4. East Wall of Gymnasium and Walkway
Between Gymnasium and East Classrooms

Figure 5. North Elevation of Admin istru tiwi Area
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on the exterior, similar to the

walls at the classrooms,

administration area and

Kindergarten Addition. In

addition, there are steel

channels at 6 ft. on center that

run full wall height.

Locker and shower rooms are

located east of the main

gymnasium room, with a

mechanical room above on a second floor mezzanine. West of the gymnasium

is the stage area, and also two smaller storage rooms. Above those two storage

areas, north of the stage area, is another mechanical mezzanine. Above these

two mezzanine areas the local roof is supported by prefabricated wood trusses

at 4 ft. 0 in. on center with blocking at 4 ft. 0 in. on center.

There is no soffit at any of the three exterior gymnasium walls.

Administration

The Administration area

(Figure 5) contains the main

offices, library, and a hallway

connecting the two main

classroom areas and the

gymnasium. The exterior

walls of this area are similar to

those of the classroom areas,



except the soffit overhang at this area is approximately 5 ft. The roof joists are

32 in. deep at mid-span.

Kindergarten Addition

The Kindergarten addition (Figure

6) was designed in 1976 and

constructed using the same methods

as for the east and west classroom

areas.

3.3 ANALYZED AREAS
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Figure 6. West Elevation of Kindergarten
Additio; i

The classrooms and gymnasium areas were chosen as a basis for the analysis

test structures for evaluation. The classroom areas are regular in plan

dimensions, have low ceilings, and have significant openings in two opposite

walls. For seismic loads in the East/West direction there are door and window

openings that will allow analysis of typical, separate wall piers. For seismic

loads in the North/South direction there are no openings. The North/South

seismic analysis will provide results representative of typical low-rise

structures with few openings, while the East/West seismic analysis will

include effects on "high aspect ratio" shear panels. A plan view of the

classroom test structure is shown in Figure 7.



1' I
Figure 7. Plan View, Classroom Test Structure

The other building configuration used is similar to the Hoover Elementary

School gymnasium. This area has high ceilings and will have a building

period and seismic coefficient different than the classroom. The wall openings

are comprised mainly of door and window openings, and also a display case

at the Northwest corner. A plan view of the gymnasium test structure is

shown in Figure 8.

6'

Figure 8. Plan View, Gymnasium Test Structure
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A previous rehabilitation design completed for Hoover Elementary School

using the 1997 LJBC provisions showed that one layer of ½-in. C-D grade

plywood is sufficient to rehabilitate the structure. To facilitate direct

comparison of the analysis, evaluation, rehabilitation and design provisions,

the buildings are assumed to be completely sheathed with one layer of ½-in.

C-D plywood, and the ratio of the calculated element forces divided by the

prescribed element capacity for each method is compared. Preliminary results

showed that a single layer of ½-in, plywood is not adequate for all methods,

so an additional analysis assuming two layers of ½-in, plywood wall

sheathing and additional roof diaphragm sheathing is also performed. A

double-sheathed wall would typically have a single layer of plywood

sheathing attached to both the inside and outside faces. Special nail stagger

requirements would need to be used to prevent wood splitting in the framing

members.



4 ANALYSIS ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS
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Figure 9. Seismicity Regions in California, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon and Washington
(ATC 2002a, Figure A-2)
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The Data Collection Form used depends on the Seismicity Region. Figure 9

shows the NEHRP Seismicity Regions for the northwestern United States.

Corvallis, Oregon is within the area shown as HIGH seismicity.

Figure 10 shows the RVS Data Collection Form for regions of High Seismicity.

All information required for and collected during a screening is recorded on

this form. Some of the information, such as Occupancy and Falling Hazards, is

intended for general information and categorization of building importance or

additional non-structural investigations. Since these items will not directly

affect the results of the screening score, they are not discussed here.

Structure types are grouped into fifteen general classes, such as "Light wood-

frame residential and commercial buildings smaller than or equal to 5,000

square feet (Wi)," "Braced steel frame buildings (S2)," and others.

Descriptions and examples of each building type are included in FEMA 154 to

help the screener choose the correct building type. Wood-framed buildings are

either type "Wi" or "W2." Type "Wi" structures are residential and

commercial wood-frame buildings equal to or smaller than 5,000 ft2. Type

"W2" structures are greater than 5,000 ft2. The classroom structure is (80 ft. x

90 ft.) = 7,200 ft2, and the gymnasium is (116 ft. x 96 ft.) = 11,136 ft2. Thus, each

structure is Building Type W2.

Each building type is assigned a Basic Structural Hazard score, depending on

the earthquake forces the building is likely to experience. These basic scores

range from 1.6 to 7.4, and are derived from the probability of collapse of the

building, given the ground motion corresponding to the maximum considered

earthquake (ATC 2002b). For Building Type W2 in High seismic area, the Basic

Structural Hazard Score is 3.8.
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Rapid Visual Screening of BuildIngs for Potential Seismic Hazards

FEMA-1 54 Data Collection Form HIGH Seismicity

Address:

Other Identifiers

.----..±......................... --H--................
Scrisner Di

,1t .}-.------,-- ToIfloA(s)
BuIIng Name

Use

iii..
PHOTOGRAPH

............................

............................................................

.... - _._I__ -- ........- __J............
Scaie:

OCCUPANCY SOIL TYPE FALLING HAZARDS

Assembly Go.1 OSice Nurnb&00Per*aa A B . I) E F m 0 0
Ccmmecc00 Hiatonc ResIdential 0- 10 11 -100 Hard Aog. Dense 6116 Soft Po Uuyá6xced P.mpets Clmthhig Other
Emer, SeMces Indusbial Scb 101-1000 1000+ RO00 ROCk $011 5011 SOIl 506

BASIC SCORE. MODIFIERS AND FINAL SCORE S

sulwIKG TYPE WI W2 SI $2 $3 $4 $2 Ci C2 03 PCI POE RNI R UR

) 5R (IW) 85w) pSI TU) pVI

Basic Sce 4.4 3.8 25 3.0 32 2.8 2.0 2.5 21 IS 2.6 2.4 11.6 2.6 U
Mid Rise (41o7 absics) N/A N/A +02 +0.4 N/A 0.4 +0.4 404 +0.4 +02 N/A 402 40.4 40.4 0.0

H3g1 Rise (.7 ttofles) N/A N/A .0,6 +0,8 N/A 401 +0.8 40.6 +01 +0. N/A 40.4 P4/A .0.8 N/A

VerticaIInee00y -2.5 -2.0 -1.0 -1.5 N/A -1.0 .1.0 -1.5 .1.0 -1.0 N/A -1,0 -1.0 .1.0 -1.0

Pies lriigulsitty -0.5 -0.5 -05 -03 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -03 -0.5 -0.5 .0.5 0.5 .05 .0.5 -0.5

Prs-Code 0.0 .1.0 -1.0 -0.6 -0.6 -0.6 .02 -12 -1.0 02 .0.8 -0.8 -1.0 -0.8 -02

Post-Benc$vnaik +2.4 *2,4 +1.4 +1.4 N/A .1.6 N/A +1.4 +2.4 N/A +2.4 N/A +21 +2.8 N/A

SoIl Type C 0.0 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0,4 0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4

Soi TypeD 00 -0.8 -0.6 -0.8 -06 -06 -0.4 -0.8 -06 -0.4 -01 -0.6 -0.6 - -0.6 -0.6

Sot TypeE 0.0 -0.8 -1.2 -1.2 -1.0 -1.2 -0.8 -1.2 -0.8 -0.8 -0.4 -1.2 -0.4 -0.8 .06

FINAL SCORE. S

COMMENTS Dsfalsd

R.qulrsd

YES NO
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After the Basic Structural Hazard Score has been determined, Score Modifiers

are applied for various attributes of the building and site. Each modifier adds

to, or subtracts from, the Basic Structural Hazard Score to arrive at the Final

Structural Score, S. If possible, the investigator should review construction

documents, specifications, soils reports, or any other documentation. When

this data is not available, the screening may proceed using visual inspection

only. This is often called a "sidewalk survey." Score Modifiers for a visual-

only inspection:

Mid-Rise Buildings and High-Rise Buildings: These modifiers are

applied for buildings having 4-7 stories and those higher than 8 stories,

respectively. Neither is true for the two buildings at Hoover School and the

modifiers are not used. (These modifiers are typically not applicable to

wood-framed buildings because they rarely exceed 3 stories.)

Vertical Irregularity: If the building is irregularly shaped in elevation (i.e.

walls not vertical or are set-back) this Score Modifier must be taken. This

Score Modifier also applies for buildings with soft stories (low stiffness

compared to stories above or below), or for buildings built on steep ground

slopes. At Hoover School, each area appears to have complete vertical load

paths from the roof to the ground, no soft stories exist, and the ground is

nearly level. This Score Modifier is not taken.

Plan Irregularity: This type of irregularity applies where a re-entrant

corner is present, such as for "L" or "T" shaped buildings. Other

irregularities that might cause torsion would also be justification for taking

this Score Modifier. Since both test structures are rectangular in plan, this

Score Modifier is not taken.

Pre-Code: This Score Modifier is taken if the building was constructed in a

high or moderate seismicity region, and if it was designed and constructed
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prior to the initial adoption and enforcement of seismic codes for that

building type. Original construction of Hoover School was completed in

1967, and it is assumed that the design was completed based on the LIBC

requirements of the then-current code. (FEMA 154 also allows for use of

the default code year 1941 when it is unknown whether the building was

constructed according to the requirements of a seismic building code.) The

buildings were not built "Pre-Code" and the modifier is not taken.

Post-Benchmark: This Score Modifier is applicable if the building being

screened was designed and constructed after significantly improved

seismic code provisions for that building type were adopted. Figure 11

shows the recommended Benchmark years. Since the original construction

of both the classrooms and gymnasium areas was completed in 1967,

which predates the benchmark year, this Score Modifier is not taken.

Soil Type: Score Modifiers for Soil Types C, D, and E are included on the

Data Collection Form. If the appropriate Soil Type was not identified prior

to the screening, Soil Type E may be assumed except for one- and two-

story structures with roof height equal to or less than 25 feet, Soil Type D

may be assumed. The classroom area wall height is 9 ft and the

gymnasium area wall height is approximately 21.3 ft. Due to the absence of

a soils report and geotechnical classification, Soil Type D is assumed for

both structures. A Score Modifier equal to 0.8 is taken.

During the course of this research project, the construction drawings were

obtained from the School District Offices. A review of the drawings revealed

that the lateral design did not include plywood sheathing on the walls, but

instead incorporated a diagonal brace member notched, or "let in" to the

vertical studs. Based on the poor performance of this construction method in

earthquakes, the lateral-load-resistance capacity is very low and for design



should be ignored (Breyer 1993). This deficiency triggers the inclusion of the

Vertical Irregularity Score Modifier, which is equal to 2.0.

Table 2-2. Benchmark Years for RVS Procedure Building Types (based on FEMA 310)
Model Building Seismic Design Provisions

Building Type 6004 56CC UBC Nfl-fR?

Wi: Lightwood-frame residential and commercial buildings 1992 1993 1976 1985
smaller than or equal to 5.000 square feet

W2: Light wood-frame buildings larger than 5,000 square 1992 1 99.3 1976 985

Si: Steel moment-resisting frame buildings 1994

Brdced steel frame buildings 1992 1993 1988 1991

Liglit metal buildings s * * *

Steel frame buildings with cast-in-place concrete shear 1992 1993 1976 1985
walls
Steel frame buildings with unreinforced masonry infihl
walls

Cl: Concrete moment-resisting frame buildings 1992 1993 1 976 1985

Concrete shear-wall buildings 1992 1993 1976 1985

Concrete frame buildings with unreinforced masonry * * *
infill walls

PCi: Tilt-up buildings * * 1997 *

PC2: Precast concrete frame buildings * * *

RM1: Reinforced masonry buildings with flexible floor arid 1997 *
roof diaphragms

RM2 Reinforced masonry buildings with rigid floor and roof 1992 1993 1976 1985
diaphragms

URM: Unreinforced masonry bearing-wall buildings 1991 *

4No benchmark year; **contact local building department for benchmark year.
BOCA: Building Officials and Code Administrators, National Building Code
58CC: Southern Building Code Congress, Standard Building Code
UBC: International Conference of Building Officials, Uniform Building Code
NEI-IRP: National Earthquake t-(azard Reduction Program, FEMA 302 Recommended Provisions for the Development olSeisrnic

Regulations for New Buildings

Figure 11. FEMA 154 Recommended Benchmark Years (ATC 2002a, Table 2-2)
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4.2 FEMA 356

Figure 12 shows the FEMA 356 process in flowchart format.
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Figure 12. Rehabilitation Process using FEMA 356 (AS CE 2000b)
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4.21 Prior Seismic Evaluation

Before an analysis is completed in accordance with FEMA 356, the structure

must already be designated as requiring rehabilitation. This can be

accomplished using any process for evaluating the existing structure, such as

the provisions of ASCE/SEI 31. The evaluation should be based on a specific

rehabilitation objective, similar or equivalent to those used in FEMA 356. The

evaluations performed for the test structures in accordance with ASCEISEI 31

(included in this report) show that they are non-compliant and require

structural rehabilitation.

4.2.2 Review Initial Considerations

The design professional must review initial (existing) conditions, and

understand any other rehabilitation design considerations such as structural

characteristics of the building, site seismic and geologic hazards, results of

prior seismic evaluations, building use and occupancy, historic status,

economic considerations, societal issues, and local jurisdictional requirements

(ASCE 2000b).

Structural Characteristics for Hoover School are primarily determined

from a review of the construction documents. General building layout,

member sizes, connection details, locations of doors and windows, and

other details are all available. The intended lateral load-resisting elements

are the diagonal "let-in" bracing in select walls. Several site visits have

been made to the school to verify the condition of the structure, check for

deterioration of structural elements, and investigate existing conditions

generally. There were no outward signs of deterioration or damage to the
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structure. Several photographs taken during those site visits are included

in the Structure Descriptions.

Site Seismic Hazards and Geologic Data were not available for the Hoover

Elementary School site. Default values prescribed in FEMA 356 are used

for this analysis.

Prior Seismic Evaluations of Hoover Elementary School include

evaluation in accordance with ASCE/SEI 31 and indicates the need for

structural rehabilitation. (Details on the assumptions and methods used for

this evaluation are included in this report.)

Building Use and Occupancy: Typically schools are not treated in building

codes with a higher degree of importance than other non-essential

facilities. However, the local Red Cross has designated Hoover School as a

disaster shelter facility in the event of an earthquake or other emergency.

Building Use and Building Occupancy are not considered explicitly in

FEMA 356.

Other Considerations: The building is not considered "historic" by the

community and it is assumed that there are no restrictions on the materials

or methods that can be used in the rehabilitation.

4.2.3 Select Rehabilitation Objective

The building owner or code official should select a Rehabilitation Objective for

the building. Rehabilitation Objectives are goals which consist of a Target

Building Performance Level and a Seismic Hazard Level. For this theoretical

analysis, the author makes these selections.



4.2.3.1 TARGET BUILDING PERFORMANCE LEVEL

Target Building Performance Levels represent a combination of the Structural

Performance Level and Nonstructural Performance Level.

Structural Performance Level

FEMA 356 defines four discrete Structural Performance Levels:

Immediate Occupancy (S-i), Life Safety (S-3), Collapse Prevention (5-5)

and Not Considered (S-6). Intermediate Structural Performance Ranges

are also allowed: Damage Control Range (S-2) and Limited Safety

Range (S-4). Definitions of each Structural Performance Level are

provided in the document, and the Structural Performance Ranges

represent the full range of damage between adjacent Structural

Performance Levels. General descriptions of expected damage for each

building type are also provided in the commentary to help the owner

make the appropriate performance level selection.

The Immediate Occupancy Performance Level (S-i) is defined as "the

post-earthquake damage state that remains safe to occupy, essentially

retains the pre-earthquake design strength and stiffness of the

structure, and is in compliance with the acceptance criteria specified in

this standard for this Structural Performance Level" (ASCE 2000b). The

Commentary indicates that the structural damage level at this

Performance Level is very low, and the basic gravity- and lateral-load-

resisting systems remain intact. Some minor structural repairs may be

needed, but would not be required before reoccupying the building.
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The Life Safety Structural Performance Level (S-3) is defined as "the

post-earthquake damage state that includes damage to structural

components but retains a margin against onset of partial or total

collapse in compliance with the acceptance criteria specified in this

standard for this Structural Performance Level" (ASCE 2000b). The

commentary further describes the expected damage associated with the

performance level as significant damage to the structure, but the overall

risk of life-threatening injury as a result of structural damage is

expected to be low. While it should be possible to repair the structure,

the extent of damage may be so great that repair may not be practical.

The Collapse Prevention Structural Performance Level (S-5) is defined

as "the post-earthquake damage state that includes damage to

structural components such that the structure continues to support

gravity loads but retains no margin against collapse in compliance with

the acceptance criteria specified in this standard for this Structural

Performance Level" (ASCE 2000b). This damage state would describe a

structure that continues to carry gravity load demands, but is on the

verge of total collapse. Significant structural damage and deflections

are likely, and there is significant risk of injury due to falling hazards.

The structure may not be technically practical to repair.

Other performance levels and ranges are described in the document,

but are not used for this analysis.

Hoover School is designated as a disaster shelter, so occupancy and

basic utilities must be available immediately after a seismic event. The

test structure representing the Hoover Elementary School gymnasium

is assumed to be the portion of the facility that would be used as a
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shelter. It includes a large assembly room, showers and restrooms, etc.

The Immediate Occupancy Structural Performance Level (S-i) is

selected for the gymnasium test structure.

The test structure representing the Hoover Elementary School

classrooms is assumed to NOT be required for use as a shelter, due to

the absence of any critical utilities. The Life Safety Structural

Performance Level (S-3) is selected for the classrooms test structure.

Nonstructural Performance Level

FEMA 356 defines five discrete Nonstructural Performance Levels,

consisting of Operational (N-A), Immediate Occupancy (N-B), Life

Safety (N-C), Hazards Reduced (N-D), and Not Considered (N-E).

Nonstructural components may consist of partitions, ceilings,

mechanical systems (HVAC, plumbing, fire protection), and electrical

systems. While rehabilitation for nonstructural items is not explicitly

addressed in this report, designation of a Nonstructural Performance

Level is required for assignment of the overall Target Building

Performance Level.

The Operational Nonstructural Performance Level (N-A) is defined as

"the post-earthquake damage state in which the nonstructural

components are able to support the pre-earthquake functions present in

the building" (ASCE 2000b). The Commentary further explains that it is

often necessary to provide emergency standby utilities to achieve this

performance level, as well as rigorous qualification testing of key

electrical and mechanical systems to ensure they remain functional

during or after strong shaking.
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The Immediate Occupancy Nonstructural Performance Level (N-B) is

defined as "the post-earthquake damage state that includes damage to

nonstructural components, but building access and life safety systems -

including doors, stairways, elevators, emergency lighting, fire alarms,

and suppression systems - generally remain available and operable,

provided that power is available" (ASCE 2000b). The Commentary

indicates that some window breakage and other slight damage may

occur, and that normal building operations may be impaired while

minor cleanup takes place, the main mechanical and electrical systems

should be able to function. The risk of life-threatening injury due to

nonstructural damage is very low.

The Life Safety Nonstructural Performance Level (N-C) is defined as

"the post-earthquake damage state that includes damage to

nonstructural components but the damage is non-life threatening"

(ASCE 2000b). There may be significant damage to nonstructural

components, but they haven't become dislodged or fallen such that

they would pose a threat to life safety. Repairs to the damaged systems

may be extensive.

Nonstructural Performance Not Considered (N-E) is an option in which

the nonstructural components are not considered in the building

rehabilitation. Other nonstructural performance levels are described in

the document, but are not incorporated into the analysis for this report.

A disaster shelter should only need the major mechanical and electrical

systems operational. Some minor damage to other systems requiring

cleanup would be acceptable, so the Immediate Occupancy

Nonstructural Performance Level (N-B) is selected for the gymnasium
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test structure. More extensive damage, but not loss of life, is considered

acceptable for the classroom structure, so the Life Safety Nonstructural

Performance Level (N-C) is selected.

The Target Building Performance Level designation is a combination of the

selected structural and nonstructural performance levels. A selection matrix

for the Target Building Performance Level is provided in Table 1. For a

combination of Immediate Occupancy Structural Performance Level (S-i) and

Immediate Occupancy Nonstructural Performance Level (N-B), the Target

Building Performance Level for the gymnasium test structure is the

Immediate Occupancy Building Performance Level (1-B). For a combination

of Life Safety Structural Performance Level (S-3) and Life Safety Nonstructural

Performance Level (N-C), the Target Building Performance Level for the

classroom test structure is the Life Safety Building Performance Level (3-C).

The combination of Collapse Prevention Structural Performance Level (S-5)

and Nonstructural Performance Not Considered (N-B) will also be considered

Table 1. Target Building Performance Levels (ASCE 2000b)
RlH'Q1-8 Thiet8ulIdlng Pefoniwce Levels and Ranges

9ructuraI Pwfonnancs Levesnd R.nss
5.2 54

Uta



for each structure as part of the analysis. The combination results in the

Collapse Prevention Building Performance Level (5-E).

4.2.3.2 SEIsMIc HAZARD

The acceleration parameters required for construction of the design response

spectra are the short-period response acceleration parameter, Sxs, and the

response acceleration parameter at a one-second period, Sxi. The parameters

are dependent on proximity to geologic fault lines, as well as the selected

probability of occurrence.

Site class modifications are dependent on the properties of the soil at the site.

Where no site-specific soils data are available, and where there is no evidence

of soft clay soils (Class E) in the vicinity of the site, the default site class is

taken as Class D (ASCE 2000b). For Hoover Elementary School there is no site-

specific geologic data available, so the assumed site class is taken as Class D.

Acceleration Levels

The United States Geological Survey (USGS), as part of a joint effort with the

BSSC, developed Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE) maps of the

United States. Values plotted represent ground accelerations for the short-

period response parameter, Ss, and the acceleration parameter at the one-

second period, Si. These 2%/50 year maps plot the accelerations for which

there is a 2% probability that actual seismic accelerations may exceed the

plotted acceleration within a 50-year period. The 2%/50 year acceleration is

defined as the Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE).
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Maps are also provided which show the seismic accelerations for which there

is a 10% probability that actual seismic accelerations may exceed the plotted



acceleration within a 50-year period. The MCE and 10%/50 year spectral

accelerations are used to set the default design parameters, but the designer

may choose ANY return period for the rehabilitation design. Equations are

provided to convert the mapped values to any desired probability of

exceedance. The MCE and 10%/50 year acceleration values are used for this

analysis.

The USGS has made the mapped values available on the internet (U.S.

Geologic Survey 2003). The user can input a 5-digit zip code, and the Ss (0.2

second) and Si (1 second) spectral acceleration (SA) values are reported from

several probabilistic maps. The results of the online inquiry for zip code 97330

in Corvallis, Oregon are shown in Figure 13. Ss0.43g for 10% probability of

exceedance (PE) in 50 years, and 1.08g for 2%/50 years. Si=0.20g for 10%/50

years, and 0.47g for 2%/50 years.

I

The input zip-code is 97330.
ZIP CODE 97330
LOCATION 44.6013 Lat. -123.27 Long.
DISTANCE TO NEAREST GRID POINT 2.1289 Inns
NEAREST GRID POINT 44.6 Lat. -123.3 Long.
Pro}abilistic ground notion values, in 4g, at the Nearest Grid point are:

10PE in 50 yr 5PE in 50 yr 2%PE in 50 yr
38.196200

(108.266296)
05.97999

Figure 13. USGS Probabilistic Accelerations

( 46.B7369)
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PGA 16.446269 26.818911
0.2 sec SA (42.995159) 63.602718
0.3 sec SA 41. 668541 62.426762
1.0 sec SA 20.166361 31.327040



Earthquake Hazard Levels

Two basic Earthquake Hazard Levels are defined in FEMA 356: the Basic

Safety Earthquake 1 (BSE-1) and Basic Safety Earthquake 2 (BSE-2). BSE-1 uses

the lesser of (1) accelerations with a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years,

modified for site class, or (2) two-thirds of the MCE spectral accelerations,

modified for site class. BSE-2 uses the MCE spectral accelerations, modified

for site class

Adjustments to the Ss and S1 values are applied according to the following

equations, FEMA 356 Eq. 1-4 and 1-5. Values of F and F are interpolated from

FEMA 356 Tables 2 and 3.

SXS FS (Eq. 1-4)

S = F,S1 (Eq. 1-5)

For Site Class D and Ss=0.43g (10%/50 year recurrence), the interpolated value

of Fa=1.456. For Ss=1.08g (2%/50 year recurrence), Fa=1.068. The

corresponding modified spectral response parameters Sxs are 0.626 (10%/50

year recurrence) and 1.153 (2%/50 year recurrence). The smaller of 0.626 and

two-thirds of 1.153 gives the design BSE-1 value Sxs=0.626.

For Site Class D and Si = 0.20 (10%/50 year recurrence), the value of F = 2.

For Si = 0.47 (2%/50 year recurrence), F = 1.530. The corresponding modified

spectral response parameters Sxi are 0.400 (10%/50 year recurrence) and 0.719

(2%/50 year recurrence). The smaller of 0.400 and two-thirds of 0.719 gives the

design BSE-1 value Sxi=O.400.
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Table 2. Fa Values (ASCE 2000b)

Table 14 ValUes Of a as a Function of Site
Class and Mapped Short-Period
Spectral Response Acceleration $$

Mapped Spectral Acceleration at Short-Periods

NOTE: Straight-line interpolalion shall be used for intermediate values of
ss,

' She-specific geotechnical Investigalion and dynamic site response
analyses shall be pedormed

Table 3. Fv Values (ASCE 2000b)

NOTE: &ra -line interpolation shall be used for intermediate values of
Si.

* Site-specific geotechnical lnvesngaon and dynamicsue response
analyses shall be performed.
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Slt S S = S = S
Class 0.25 0.50 0.15 1.00 1.25

A 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

B 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

C 1,2 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0

0 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.0

E 2.5 1.7 1.2 0.9 0.9

F .f * *

She
Class S, 0.1 S1 c 0.2 S1 0.3 S 0.4 S1 0.50

A 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

1.7 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.3

2.4 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.5

E 3.5 3.2 2.8 2.4 2.4

F * * *

Table 1-5 Values of F as a Function of Sit.
Class and Mapped Spectral
Respon.. Acceleration at
One-Second Period S1

Mapped Spectral Acceleration St One-Second
PerIod S



Figure 14. General Response Spectrum (ASCE 2000b)

The general response spectrum used by FEMA 356 is shown in Figure 14.

Spectral acceleration values are computed from the following:

[(5 " T 1 for 0 < T < To (Eq. 1-8)2i.+O.4
= SxsftI ,) T

for To < T < Ts (Eq. 1-9)
S

5

5x1 for T> TS (Eq. 1-10)
S=a B1T

The values Bs and Bi are based on the effective viscous damping ratio, jf3, of the

structure. The assumed value of /3 is 5%, except: (1) for structures without

exterior cladding, /3=2%; (2) for structures with wood diaphragms and interior

48



Table 1-6 Damping Coefficients Bs and B1 a
Function of Effective Damping 13

Effective Viscous Damping 13
(percenta?e of critical
damping) 13s B1

ag coefficients shalt be based on linear interpotauon for
e viscous damping values oth& than those given.

Period values Ts and To are given by the expressions:

(Eq. 1-11)
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partitions and cross walls that interconnect the diaphragm levels at a

maximum spacing of 40 ft. on center transverse to the direction of motion,

/3=10%; (3) for structures rehabilitated using seismic isolation or enhanced

energy dissipation technologies, /3 is calculated using special methods. Hoover

School has exterior wood siding attached, so the first exception does not

apply. The interior partitions at the classroom structure do not extend to the

roof diaphragm, and those in the gymnasium are spaced greater than 40 ft.

Thus, the second exception also does not apply. Therefore the effective viscous

damping for this analysis is 5%. Values of Bs and B1 are taken from the Table

4, and for 5% effective viscous damping, Bs=1.O and B1=1.O.

Table 4. Damping Coefficients (ASCE 2000b)

0.8 0.8

5 1.0 1.0

10 1.3 1.2

20 1.8 1.5

30 2.3 1.7

40 2.7 1.9

50 3.0 2,0



The combination of Target Building Performance Level and Seismic Hazard

lead to a Rehabilitation Objective selection. Objectives may be specified for

any expected seismic accelerations. The BSE-1 and BSE-2 acceleration levels

described in the document are used in this analysis.

The response spectrum for the BSE-1 and BSE-2 Earthquake Hazard Levels are

shown in Figure 15. As expected, the acceleration values for the BSE-2

Earthquake Hazard Level are higher than the BSE-1.

B SE-I Response Spectrum BSE-2 Response Spectrum

T0 = O.2.Ts (Eq. 1-12)

where:

U
< 0.250 I

I
Period T(sec)

cc c)
r'i- wLI

Figure 15. Response Spectra

Lateral seismic load is applied to the structure as a percentage of the weight.

The formula for determining the seismic load is:

V = CiC2C3CmSaW (Eq. 3-10)

<0.461 I III
Period T(sec)

50

0,
0.626 C 1.153

0

0.400 I
. 0.719

c
0

S
U



V = pseudo lateral load, lbf.
Ci = inelastic displacement modification factor
C2 modification factor for combined effects factor for pinched

hysteresis shape, stiffness degradation, strength deterioration
C3 = P- modification factor
Cm = higher mode mass participation factor
Sa = response spectrum acceleration, ft/sec2
W = effective seismic mass, ibm.

C1 is a modification factor used to relate expected maximum inelastic

displacements to displacements calculated using the linear elastic

approximation. The factor is calculated from the fundamental period (T) and

characteristic period of the response spectrum (Ta). The vaiue is determined as

shown in Table 5. For the classroom structure, Ci=1.304 for Life Safety and

Ci=1.298 for Collapse Prevention. For the gymnasium, C1=1.04 for Immediate

Occupancy and Ci=1.027 for Collapse Prevention.

Table 5. Ci Factor (ASCE 2000b)
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C2 is a modification factor to represent the effects of pinched hysteresis shape,

stiffness degradation, and strength deterioration. This factor is always taken as

1.0 for linear analysis procedures (ASCE 2000b), which is the procedure used

in this report.

Criteria

T.czO.lOsec

C7

1.5

T>=T5 1.0

0.10 sec <= T < T
Interpolate between

O.l0secandT5



C3 is a modification factor to account for increased displacements due to P-

effects. Shear wall displacements are expected to be small, and C3 is assumed

to be 1.0 for this evaluation.

Cm is an effective mass factor to account for higher mode mass participation.

For long-period structures (T> 1.0 sec), Cm = 1.0. For shorter-period structures,

the value of Cm is provided in Table 3-1 of FEMA 356. The value varies by

number of stories, material type and lateral-force-resisting system. For all

structures less than 3 stories in height, Cm = 1.0 regardless of material or

lateral-force-resisting system (ASCE 2000b).

VIW represents a seismic coefficient that can be applied laterally as a

multiplier for the self weight of the elements. The quantity (VIW) is denoted

Coef for this analysis.
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Table 6. Pseudo Lateral Load Coe; cients

A pseudo lateral load coefficient Coef is calculated for both the BSE-1 and BSE-

2 hazard levels for each structure and are shown in Table 6. These coefficients

are applied directly to all primary elements (shear walls and roof diaphragms)

in the 3-D stiffness models as a percentage of the self weight, applied in each

lateral direction. The resulting wall and diaphragm shears are checked against

acceptance criteria. For comparison with other rehabilitation, evaluation and

design documents, all shear wall elements are assumed to be rehabilitated.

The ratio of the demand to the capacity (DCR) of each element is computed.

Classrooms 0.816 1.497

Gymnasium 0.651 1.184
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A zone of seismicity is defined as High, Moderate or Low as shown in Table 7.

All values are based on the spectral parameters for 10%/50 year recurrence

(ASCE 2000b). For Hoover School, Sxs=0.626g and Sxi=0.400g. These criteria

satisfy both requirements for the designation High Zone of Seismicity.

Table 7. Zone o Seismicit (AS CE 2000b)
Zone of

Seismicity sxs sx1 Combination

High >= 0.5g >= 0.2g Both true

Moderate 0.167 <= Sxs <0.5g 0.067 <= Sxi <0.2g Either true

Low <0.l67g <0.067g Both true



Rehabilitation Objective Selection

Table 8. Rehabilitation Objectives Matrix (AS CE 2000b)

y

20%150 year

BSE-1
(-1 O%/50 year)

BSE2
(-2W5O year)

b C

Ic

C

Each cell in the above mar*x p&esecus a discne Rehabditatirn
Objective.

The Rehabilitation Objectives in the matrix above may be used o
rcpresesn the three specific Rehabilitation Objectives defined in
Sections L4iL42,an4 L43fliows

Ic + p Basic Safety Objective (I3SQ)
p-i- any of a e. I. ii. or a = Eniwaced Obecthcs

o alone or ii alone orn alone Enhanced Objective
Ic alone or p alone = Limited Objectives
c, g, d, b. I = Limited Objectives

ci

p
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Table Cl-I Rehabilitation Objectives

Target l3ulIdng Performance
Levels
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Rehabilitation objectives, with the associated Earthquake Hazard Levels and

Target Building Performances, are shown in matrix format in Table 8. The

Basic Safety Objective (BSO) is a defined objective that achieves the goals of

Life Safety Building Performance Level (3-C) for the BSE-1 Earthquake Hazard

Level and Collapse Prevention Building Performance Level (5-E) for the BSE-2

Earthquake Hazard Level (ASCE 2000b). These correspond to the matrix

values k and p.

An Enhanced Rehabilitation Objective is defined as either: (1) Target Building

Performance Levels that exceed those of the BSO at either the BSE-1 or BSE-2

hazard levels, or both, or (2) Target Building Performance Levels of the BSO

using an Earthquake Hazard Level that exceeds either the BSE-1 or BSE-2

hazard levels, or both. Enhanced Rehabilitation Objectives correspond to

matrix values to the left or below the BSO values (k and p).

The Target Building Performance Level selected for the gymnasium test

structure at the BSE-1 Earthquake Hazard Level is Immediate Occupancy (1-

B), which exceeds the Building Performance Level defined for the BSO. The

position in the matrix for this selection corresponds to letter j, which is

positioned to the left of the BSO entry of k. Thus, the rehabilitation for the

gymnasium structure is termed an Enhanced Objective. The Target Building

Performance Level for the BSE-2 Earthquake Hazard Level is Collapse

Prevention (5-E).

The Target Building Performance Level selected for the classroom test

structure at the BSE-1 Earthquake Hazard Level is Life Safety (3-C), which

corresponds to the matrix position k, the same as for the BSO. The Target

Building Performance Level selected for the BSE-2 Earthquake Hazard Level

is Collapse Prevention (5-E), which corresponds to matrix entry p. the same



as for the BSO. Thus, the Rehabilitation Objective for the classrooms test

structure is the Basic Safety Objective.

4.2.4 Obtain As-Built Information

The Corvallis 509J School District had archived the construction documents

from original construction of Hoover School and the Kindergarten addition.

No other documentation (specifications, as-built drawings, soils data, etc.) was

found.

A site visit was conducted to ascertain the general condition of the building.

The visible elements (roof, wall covering, doors, windows, etc.) were all as

shown on the construction drawings. No major differences in construction

were visible from what was shown in the drawings. An interior survey was

also made to verify some of the connections and structural systems that were

visible above the suspended ceilings. All major elements inspected were in

good condition.

A Knowledge Factor, K, is prescribed to account for uncertainty in the

collection of as-built information. The level of knowledge is based on several

factors, as shown in Table 9.

As the Rehabilitation Objective for a portion of Hoover Elementary School is

an Enhanced Objective, the Level of Knowledge must qualify for either Usual

or Comprehensive. The difference between these levels is the degree of testing

performed. For wood buildings, when design drawings are available expected

strength materials properties may be verified by observing a material grade

stamp at one or more locations. It is assumed that grade stamps at one or more

locations can be easily observed during rehabilitation construction. This
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Table 9. Data Collection Requirements (ASCE 2000b)

qualifies as the minimum testing required for compliance with

Comprehensive Testing (ASCE 2000b). Thus, the Knowledge Factor is equal to

1.00. If visual inspection of grade stamps is not possible during construction,

the knowledge factor is equal to 0.75. This analysis will use both levels of

knowledge and offer a comparison of results.

4.2.5 Select Rehabilitation Method

Two rehabilitation methods are defined in FEMA 356, the Simplified

Rehabilitation Method and the Systematic Rehabilitation Method. To achieve

the Basic Safety Objective or an Enhanced Objective, the Simplified

Rehabilitation Method is not permitted (ASCE 2000b). The Systematic

Rehabilitation Method is used for both test structures.

4.2.6 Systematic Rehabilitation

The steps in a Systematic Rehabilitation include identification of deficiencies,

selection of the rehabilitation strategy, use of an appropriate analysis
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Table 2-1 Data Collection Requirements



procedure, and giving consideration to general requirements as described

below.

Consider Deficiencies

The lateral-force-resisting system at Hoover Elementary School was designed

as vertical stud walls with 1x6 diagonal let-in wood bracing. Starting with the

1994 LIBC this construction method was disallowed for resisting lateral loads

in Seismic Zones 2B and higher (ICBO 1994). The method is not included at all

in FEMA 356, and no existing properties are provided for this system. A

system is discussed which includes horizontal lumber sheathing with

diagonal let-in bracing, but the commentary notes that the braces typically fail

at very low loads and any initial benefit from the braces is lost.

Experience in the 1971 San Fernando earthquake demonstrated the

inadequacy of diagonal let-in braces. Many either failed in tension or pulled

out of the bottom plate. It is common to set the lateral-load-resistance capacity

of this system to zero (Breyer 1993).

At the classroom roof diaphragms, the edges of the roof plywood are detailed

with blocking members only. Typical diaphragms include an edge member, or

"chord" to develop horizontal shear forces. The chord element must be

continuous or a series of elements connected with diaphragm ties. Stiffness

properties for "unchorded" diaphragms are provided in FEMA 356, and result

in approximately half the stiffness of a comparable "chorded" diaphragm.

During the CH2M Hill investigation this deficiency was deemed to be of high

enough importance that details were provided for the installation of

continuous steel straps to form a diaphragm chord (Baxter et al. 1999). For the

FEMA 356 analysis, it is assumed that these steel chord elements are installed.
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Select Rehabilitation Strategy

Several rehabilitation strategies are defined and explained in FEMA 356. Local

Modification of Components is used when the major building components

have substantial strength and stiffness, but specific components are deficient.

This method is typically appropriate when only a few components require

rehabilitation. As the entire lateral-force-resisting system at both test

structures is inadequate, Local Modification of Components is not an

appropriate strategy.

Removal or Lessening of Existing Irregularities is an acceptable method when

irregularities such as changes in stiffness, mass or strength are present. Such

differences may be apparent between adjacent stories of a structure, and may

be the result of a discontinuity in the structure. Each of the test structures are

regular-shaped and single story; Removal or Lessening of Existing

Irregularities is not an appropriate strategy.

Mass Reduction may be an effective means of reducing the seismic forces

developed in a structure. Reductions may include demolition of upper stories,

removal of heavy wall cladding, or relocation of heavy equipment. The wood-

frame construction of the test structures is relatively light, so Mass Reduction

is not an appropriate strategy.

Seismic Isolation and Supplemental Energy Dissipation are typically

employed to resist especially high seismic forces or deformations, or to protect

important building contents from damage. Heavy, stiff, historic structures are

a common application for base isolation. The level of force required to make

these strategies viable is far beyond the forces which are developed in the test

structures, so they are not appropriate in this case.
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Global Structural Stiffening and Global Structural Strengthening are two

strategies that involve the addition of structural elements to increase the

stiffness or strength of existing elements. Construction of new shear walls is

an effective way to increase both stiffness and strength. Both strategies are

appropriate and necessary for the rehabilitation of the test structures due to

the very flexible, weak system of let-in bracing currently in place.

Select Analysis Procedure

Five analysis procedures are described in FEMA 356: Linear Static Procedure

(LSP), Linear Dynamic Procedure (LDP), Nonlinear Static Procedure (NSP),

Nonlinear Dynamic Procedure (NDP) and Alternative rational analysis. The

LSP is the design method most often used during design, and is the method

used in the other analyses in this report. If applicable, LSP is the preferred

method of analysis for this evaluation.

Compliance with several criteria are required for the LSP to be applicable. For

either of the linear methods to be applicable, the structure must respond to the

design earthquake in a nearly elastic manner. Limitations on building

irregularity and component force demands help the designer predict elastic

response. A static analysis provides good approximation of building response

if the structure has nearly-uniform building properties and a low fundamental

building period. To qualify, the structure must meet specific criteria.

Limitations on use of linear procedures are, in part, dependent on the

structure having a regular configuration. Four irregularities are defined; the

presence of any may force the designer to use a nonlinear procedure. If none

of these irregularities is present, the LSP are acceptable.
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In-Plane Discontinuity Irregularity, Out-of-Plane Discontinuity Irregularity,

Severe Weak Story Irregularity and Severe Torsional Strength Irregularity all

relate to the relative stiffness of primary elements in the lateral-force-resisting

system from one story to an adjacent story. Since Hoover School is comprised

of single-story structures, these irregularities are not present and LSP are

applicable.

After verifying the applicability of the linear procedures, the user must then

decide whether the static procedure may be used. There are five criteria, four

of which relate to dimensional and stiffness properties from story to story.

Since the structures at Hoover School are all single-story, none of these criteria

apply or need to be checked. The remaining criterion states that for use of the

LSP, the fundamental period of the building must not be greater than or equal

to 3.5 times the characteristic period of the response spectrum Ts. This check is

made during the analysis computations, and for each test structure this

criterion is met. Thus, the LSP is an appropriate analysis method.

The following general design requirements are applicable for any building for

which the systematic seismic rehabilitation method is selected. These

requirements include modeling as well as detailing requirements.

Multidirectional Seismic Effects

Unless the building has a plan irregularity or a primary column that is

part of two or more braced intersecting braced frames, the structure

need only be checked with seismic forces applied from a single

direction parallel to each main axis of the building. The classroom and

gymnasium test structures do not have any of the listed plan



irregularities, nor do they have any primary columns or braced frames.

Multidirectional Seismic Effects need not be included.

P- L% Effects

For linear procedures a stability coefficient must be calculated at each

story:

where:

(Eq. 3-2)

P = portion of the total weight of the structure including dead,
permanent live, and 25% of transient live loads acting on the
bearing walls, lbf.

V = Total calculated lateral shear force, lbf.
h = height of the story, ft.
5 = lateral story drift, ft.

If the stability coefficient is less than 0.1, the P- A effects need not be

included. For the test structures, the ratio P/V = (DL + 25% * LL * W *

L) / (Coef * DL). The heights of the structures are known, and the

lateral story drift can be taken from the analysis. If the computed

stability coefficient is higher than 0.1 then the applied lateral load forces

must be increased. All stability coefficients are less than 0.1, so P- A

effects do not need to be included.

Horizontal Torsion

The effects of horizontal torsion are required to be included for the

analysis of all buildings without flexible diaphragms. FEMA 356

defines a flexible diaphragm as one for which the horizontal, in-plane
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deflection is at least twice the lateral deflection of the story below. A

diaphragm is defined as rigid if the diaphragm deflection is less than

half the lateral story deflection, and is defined as stiff otherwise. Using

3-D models that include a single layer of diaphragm sheathing for each

structure, the displacements at the top of wall are extracted and the

average value computed. The maximum diaphragm deflection is also

taken from the model. The ratio of the maximum diaphragm deflection

to the average wall deflection is used to assign the appropriate

diaphragm classification. (See Appendix C: FEMA Calculations for

diaphragm deflection results.) The results of the 3-D models show that

the classroom area roof diaphragm is rigid and the gymnasium area

roof diaphragm is stiff. This rules out two-dimensional analysis for

either structure.

Actual horizontal torsional moment is calculated as the story seismic

shear multiplied by the eccentricity between the center of mass and the

center of rigidity. The test structures are modeled using 3-dimensional

finite-element models which account for any actual torsion

automatically.

. w O.05*V

L

0.

5% * w

Figure 16. Accidental Torsion
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Accidental horizontal torsion is defined as the seismic story shear force

multiplied by a distance equal to 5% of the horizontal dimension of the

building perpendicular to the direction of applied seismic loading. This

quantity is intended to cover the effects of the rotational component of

the ground motion, differences between computed and actual stiffness,

and unfavorable distributions of dead and live load masses. The story

shear force for each roof diaphragm is equal to the dead load of the

diaphragm plus the top half of the walls perpendicular to the applied

shear, multiplied by the seismic coefficient, Coef. This force multiplied

by 5% of the building dimension perpendicular to the direction of load

represents the accidental horizontal torsion. To include this effect in the

3-D stiffness models, line loads are applied to the nodes at the edges of

the diaphragm as shown in Figure 16.

Increased forces and displacements due to accidental torsion must be

calculated when the accidental torsion is greater than 25% of the actual

torsional moment. Since there is insignificant actual torsion in the

rectangular-shaped structures, the effects of accidental torsion are

greater than 25% of the actual torsion. Thus, accidental torsion is

included.

An additional amplification factor must be applied to the accidental

horizontal torsional moment when the ratio of the maximum

diaphragm deflection to the average diaphragm deflection due to

actual loads and accidental torsion is greater than 1.2. A check of the

ratio of the maximum displacement to the average displacement for the

roof diaphragm elements resulted in a value of approximately 1.1.



Thus, the forces and displacements due to accidental torsion are not

further amplified in this analysis.

Overturning

Failing to meet the overturning requirements results in requirements

for increased anchorage of the structure to the foundation, or the

foundation to the soil. Since these requirements do not have an effect

on the required length of shear wall, and will not impact the results of

the wall length comparisons, overturning is not checked for this

analysis.

Continuity

All elements are required to be tied together into a complete load path

for the transfer of lateral forces. This level of detailing and document-

checking is beyond the scope of this research project.

Diaphragms

Diaphragms are the horizontal elements that transfer inertial forces to

vertical elements of the lateral-force-resisting systems.

Diaphragm Chords

Diaphragms are designated as "chorded" or "unchorded" depending

on whether a continuous diaphragm chord, a continuous wall or frame

element, or a continuous combination of both are provided. All Hoover

School roof diaphragms were originally designed and detailed with

continuous chord members except at the original classroom areas. The

expected shear stiffness of an unchorded diaphragm is half the value
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for a chorded diaphragm. The rehabilitation detailing for the

diaphragm considered during the CH2M Hill design included the

addition of a steel strap diaphragm chord. This analysis assumes that

the steel strap is installed as a chord at the classroom roof diaphragms.

Diaphragm Collectors and Diaphragm Ties

These requirements address collection of shear forces at boundaries or

other discontinuities in the diaphragms. Since both test structures are

regular in shape, no discontinuities are present and these provisions do

not apply.

Walls and Nonstructural Components

These requirements relate to out-of-plane force transfer between the

diaphragm and vertical wall elements, or the anchorage of

nonstructural components. This detailed connections check is an

important part of a complete design, but does not directly affect the

evaluation of the shear wall or roof panels and is beyond the scope of

this research project.

Structures Sharing Common Elements and Building Separation

The test structures act independently of any other structure.

Vertical Seismic Effects

The effects of vertical seismic loads must be considered only for:

Cantilever elements and components

Pre-stressed elements and components



3. Structural components for which the gravity load demands

exceed 80% of the nominal capacity of the component.

None of the primary elements are cantilevered or pre-stressed

elements. The lightweight framing is also loaded at much less than 80%

of the vertical load capacity.

4.2.7 Perform Rehabilitation Design

This portion of the project includes the development and analysis of the

mathematical models. Development of each mathematical model includes

determination of appropriate stiffness values for each of the element types, as

well as formation of the virtual model elements within a finite-element

program.

Nearly all elements in a structure will affect the building's overall stiffness

and response to lateral loads. Primary elements and components are those that

provide capacity of the structure to resist collapse under seismic forces.

Secondary elements and components are all that are not classified as Primary.

For linear analysis procedures, only the stiffness and lateral load resistance of

Primary elements are included.

For the test structures, the designated Primary elements and components are

the roof diaphragms and exterior shear walls. Other internal walls, framing,

and construction in the Hoover Elementary School buildings are classified as

Secondary elements and components, and therefore are not included in the 3-

D models.

Material properties for wood elements are provided in Chapter 8 of FEMA

356. The existing lateral-force-resisting system is not given any stiffness or
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strength properties; not only is the "let-in" bracing system very weak, but

Section 8.5.1 states that different walls sheathed with dissimilar materials

along the same line of lateral-force resistance shall be analyzed based only on

the wall sheathing with the greatest capacity. Thus, only stiffness values for

new shear wall elements and existing or new roof diaphragms are computed

and assigned in the model.

The material type used for the shear wall elements and roof diaphragms is

"Wood Structural Panel Sheathing." A "panel" refers to plywood nailed to

structural members, and a series of panels makes up a shear wall or roof

diaphragm element. In these formulations, the word "panel" may be used in

place of "shear wall."

Shear Wall Element Formulation

The general equation for stiffness of wood structural panel sheathing (or shear

wall) is:

8 v .h3 v h (Eq. 8-2)

A
" + O.75h e +

Y E.A.b G.t

where:

= Deflection of panel at yield, in.
Vy = Shear at yield in the direction under consideration, lbf/ft
h = Shear wall height, ft.
£ = Modulus of elasticity of boundary member, psi
A = Area of boundary member cross section, in2
b = Shear wall width, ft.
G = Modulus of rigidity of wood structural panel, psi
t = Effective thickness of wood structural panel, in.
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da = Deflection at yield of tie-down anchorage or deflection at load level
to anchorage at end of wall, in.

en = Nail deformation at yield load per nail, in.

As the computed deflection is intended to be at yield of the panel, the yield

strength must be a known quantity. FEMA 356 does not include any strength

values for wood structural panel sheathing but provides criteria for

determining the strength based on testing. An alternative method is to use

strengths calculated using LRFD-based values in an approved code, taken as

the nominal strength with p = 1.0, and multiplied by 0.8 for plywood. The

commentary references the 2000 Edition of NEHRP Recommended Provisions for

Seismic Regulations for New Buildings and Other Structures (BSSC 2001a) for

nominal strength values.

For this analysis, the new shear wall panels are assumed to be ½-in C-D

plywood with 8d common nails at 6 in. on center edge nailing. Because ½"

sheathing is not listed, values for 15/32" sheathing are used. The factored

shear resistance for this panel type is taken from Table 12.4.3-2a in FEMA 368

(BSSC 2001a) as 340 lbf/ft. The table footnotes state that the tabulated values

are based on = 0.65. An excerpt of Table 12.4.3-2a is shown in Table 10. The

yield shear force is equal to the factored shear resistance, divided by 0.65,

multiplied by 0.80.

Typical shear wall height at the classrooms is taken as h = 9ft for the purpose

of formulating the material stiffness. Gymnasium shear walls are taken as h =

2lft + 4in.



Table 10. Factored Shear Resistance in Kips per Foot for Seismic Forces on Structural
Use Panel Shear Walls (BSSC 200Th, Table 12.4.3-2a)
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The boundary members at the ends of the shear panels are typical framing

members, 2x6 framing studs. The actual material grade of the wall studs is not

included on the plans, so the modulus of elasticity of the studs is assumed to

be E = l600ksi and the cross-sectional area is A = (1.5in) x (5.5in) = 8.25in2.

To obtain the value for modulus of rigidity of the wood structural panel, the

designer is referred to the Plywood Design Specification (APA 199Th). Table 11

shows various plywood properties, including the modulus of rigidity, G. The

wood species is assumed to be Douglas-Fir native to Oregon, which is

I
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classified as Species Group 1. The sheathing is assumed to be rated APA C-D

Plugged, with exterior glue specified. This combination qualifies for Grade

Stress Level 2. The panels are assumed to be used in the dry condition, so the

modulus of rigidity, G = 90,000 psi.

The CH2M Hill rehabilitation scheme specified Simpson PHD tie-down

anchors at each end of the new shear wall panels (Baxter et al. 1999). This

analysis assumes that Simpson PHD2-SDS3 anchors are in place. These are

similar to a lag-bolt connection, and the document allows a default

deformation at yield for lag bolt connections of da = 0.10 in.

Nail deformation for 8d nails is given in the document as en = 0.08 for

Structural I grade panels. This value must be multiplied by 1.2 for other panel

grades, and C-D is the assumed grade for this analysis. Thus, en = 1.2 x 0.08 =

0.096.

The remaining variable in Equation 8-2 is the panel width b. Since this

quantity will be varied in the model based on assumed panel lengths, the

panel deflection cannot be directly calculated. It is also noted that Lt is not

directly or inversely proportional to the quantity b, and the panel deflection is

not linearly related to the panel width.

To overcome the nonlinear relationship between the panel deflection and the

panel width, a series of trial calculations and finite-element models was run to

calibrate the calculated deflection to the modeled element behavior. Models

were comprised of 1 ft. x 1 ft. plate elements and the panel capacity applied at

each node along the top of the modeled wall. For any given width b the

material constant E within the finite-element model was varied until the

predicted deflection per Equation 8-2 was achieved. This results in the
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following relationship between modeled material stiffness and shear wall

length, as shown in Figure 17 for classroom walls and Figure 18 for the

gymnasium walls The input and output of one such test model is included in

the appendices of this report.
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Table 11. Allowable Plywood Stresses (APA 1 997b)

Type of Stress

Species
Group

of
Face Ply

Grade Stress Level11)

S-1

Wet Dry

5-2

Wet Dry

5.3
-

Dry
Only

EXTREME FIBER STRESS IN BE"JDING (FbI

fb
1 1430 2000 1190 1650 1650

TENSION IN PLANE OF PLIES F1(
& 2,3 980 1400 820 1200 1200

Face Groin PorølkI o- Perpendicular to 5pan F'
4 940 1330 780 1110 1110

(At 45')o Pace Groin Use 1/6 Fl

COMPRESSION IN PLANE OF PLIES 1 970 1640 900 1S40 1540

Parallel or Perpendicular to Fcce Grain
F n

2

3

730
610

1200
1060

680
580

1)00
990

1100
990

(At 45C to Face Groin Use 1/3 F5) 4 610 1000 580 9513 950

SHEAR THROUGH THE THICKNESSI3I 1 155 - 190 155 190 160

Parallel or Perpendicular to Foce Groin F5 2. 3 120 140 120 140 120

(At 45" to Face Groin Use 2 F 4 110 130 110 131) 115

ROLLING SHEAR (IN THE PLANE OF PLIES) Marine &
Structural I 63 75 63 75 -

Parallel or Perper,d,cu'or to Face Grain
All Otherl7' 44 53 44 53 48

(At45"toFoceGrcinUse 1-i/3F5(

MODULUS OF RIGIDITY (OR
1 70,000 90,000 70,000 90,000 82,000

SHEAR MODULUS)
2 60,000 75,000 60.000 68,000

Shear ri Plane Perpendicular to Plies 0 3 50,000 60,000 50,000 60.000 55.000
trirouFh 115 thickness)

4 45000 50,000 45,000 50,000 45,000
A' 5 Ic, Face Grain Use 4G)

BEAR!NG(ONFACE) - 1 210 340 210 340 3-40

Perøendculor I Floire of Plies I",c, 2,3 135

105

210

160

l'15

105

210

160

210

160

MODULUS OF ELASTICITY IN 1,500,0(10 1,800.000 500,008 800,000 1.800,000
BENDING N PLANE OF PLIES 1,300,000 1500,000 1300,000 1.500,000 1.500.000

1.100,000 1200,000 1,100,000 1,200,000 1,700,000
Face Grc,,e Parallel or- P pe"rdtcuk,i to Span 900.000 1 .000,000 900.000 1000.000 1 000,000
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Figure 17. Classroom Shear Wall Element Stiffness Value "E"
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Figure 18. Gymnasium Shear Wall Element Stiffness Value "E"

The actual computed wall stiffness, defined as the design load capacity

divided by the wall deflection, is shown in Figure 19 for the classroom

structure and in Figure 20 for the gymnasium. The calibrated E values also

result in linear stiffness with respect to wall length.
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Roof Diaphragm Element Formulation

Wood Structural Panel Sheathing deflection is given by the following

equation:

5v L3 v L x(A.x)
(Eq. 8-4)

+O.188.L.e+
Y 8E.A.b 4Gt 2b

where:

Lty = Deflection of diaphragm at yield, in.
A = Area of diaphragm chords cross section, in2
b = Diaphragm width, ft.
E = Modulus of elasticity of diaphragm chords, psi
en Nail deformation at yield load per nail, in.
G = Modulus of rigidity of wood structural panel, psi
L = Diaphragm span, distance between shear walls or collectors, ft.
t = Effective thickness of wood structural panel, in.
Vy = Shear at yield in the direction under consideration, lbf/ft

(AX)/(2b) = Sum of individual chord-splice slip values on both sides
of the diaphragm, each multiplied by its distance to the nearest
support.

The values in Equation 8-4 are the same as those used in Equation 8-2 except

as noted here. "Diaphragm deflection" is not explicitly defined in FEMA 356.

For this evaluation, it is assumed to be the centerline deflection of a panel for

which the edges parallel to load are pin-supported.

The diaphragm chord is assumed to be a 14-gage x 3 in. steel strap at the

classroom structure, and wood framing elements indicated on the plans at

other locations. The steel strap was selected as part of the CH2M Hill

rehabilitation report (Baxter et al. 1999), and is assumed to be in place for this
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evaluation. (The alternative is no chord at all, which does not meet FEMA 356

requirements for diaphragm evaluation.) Diaphragm stiffness and area values

are different for each roof diaphragm type.

Diaphragm width is taken as the dimension of the diaphragm parallel to the

applied load. This is also equal to the length of supports for the diaphragm in

the stiffness model. Diaphragm span is the distance between shear wall

supports, and is taken directly from the construction documents. The effective

thickness of diaphragm panels is also taken directly from the construction

documents, and varies from structure to structure.

Factored shear resistance of the diaphragms is taken from Table 12.4.3-la of

the NEHRP Recommended Provisions for Seismic Regulations for New Buildings

and Other Structures (BSSC 2001a). An excerpt is shown in Table 12. The table

provides a set of values for Structural I panel grades, and another set of values

for all other panels. For consistency with other evaluations and design checks,

it is assumed that the panels at Hoover School are Exterior C-D grade. The

assumed edge nailing is lOd @ 4 in. for -in, diaphragms, and lOd @ 6 in. for

5/8-in, diaphragms. The factored shear resistance for -in. (23/32-in.)

diaphragms is 840 lbf/ft, and the factored shear resistance for 5/8-in. (19/32-

in.) diaphragms is 420 lbf/ft. The yield shear force is equal to the factored

shear resistance divided by 0.65.

Chord splice-slip values are assumed to be zero. Actual locations of splices

and magnitude of slip across those joints are not known, and FEMA 356 does

not provide any guidance for making an assumption in the absence of known

data for this value. The effect of the zero slip assumption is not expected to

have a material effect on the results of the analysis and comparisons.



Table 12. Factored Shear Resistance in Kips per Foot for Horizontal Wood
Diaphragms (BSSC 2001a, Table 12.4.3-la)
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Equation 8-4 is not a linear expression in terms of load or geometry. Therefore,

a series of trial calculations and finite-element models were run to calibrate

the calculated deflection to the modeled element behavior. A test model was

set up for each roof diaphragm and the material stiffness adjusted until the

calculated diaphragm deflection was achieved in the model.

FEMA 356 provides no guidance for the setup of such test models. For this

analysis, the diaphragms are assumed to be pinned-connected at the wall
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lines. Each diaphragm model consists of half the width of roof for a given

direction of load (East and South), with the symmetry "cut line" of the

diaphragm at the center of the diaphragm span. Nodes along that centerline

are restrained for symmetry against rotation about their "z" or "outward"

axis, and are allowed only to translate in the direction of load.

The shear load V is applied as a series of point loads along the diaphragm

centerline. This induces an equivalent uniform shear at the supported edge of

the model. The "E" value is adjusted until the lateral deflection matches the

deflection given by Equation 8-4. An example of the deflected shape for the

classroom structure roof diaphragm is shown in Figure 21.

The equivalent "E" property derived from the finite element models for each

roof diaphragm is different for each seismic load direction because the values

of "L" and "b" are reversed. The average value of the roof diaphragm "E"

properties for the two lateral load directions, as shown in Table 13, is used as

Figure 21. Classroom Roof Diaphragm Model
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Table 13. Roo Element Stii ess Values

Structure Diaphragm
Element Stiffness (ksi)

E/W Seismic I N/S Seismic Average
Load Load Value

the combined "E" property of the diaphragm in the 3-D model of each

structure.

Finite Element Model Construction

FEMA 356 permits analysis using two-dimensional models when the specific

diaphragm stiffness criteria are met. Diaphragm classification as Flexible, Stiff

or Rigid is based on relative deflections of the diaphragm and shear walls

Displacements taken from the finite-element models confirm that the

classroom structure roof diaphragm is rigid and the gymnasium roof

diaphragm is stiff. (Detailed calculations are provided in the Appendices.)

Thus, a two-dimensional analysis is not appropriate for the test structures.

Each building is modeled using plate elements for the walls and roof. The

material properties are assigned according to the results of the test modeling

for material "E" stiffness. All wall elements that are not part of a shear wall

are modeled with zero stiffness so that all shear is resisted by the new shear

panel elements.

Six Poisson ratios describe the behavior of orthotropic plywood panels, but a

single isotropic value is used in the finite-element model. A sensitivity

analysis on the effect of varied ratios showed that in-plane deformations of the

shear panels was not significantly affected by the Poisson ratio value used. An

average softwood value of 0.40 is used in the models (Bodig and Jayne 1993).
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Classrooms 83.2 82.7 82.95
G asium 59.2 67.7 63.45
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For the models which include a single layer of roof sheathing, the roof plate

elements are modeled as 0.75 in. thick at the classrooms and 0.625 in. thick at

the gymnasium. The weight density of these elements is equal to the estimated

total roof dead load (roofing, sheathing, trusses, joists, beams, ceiling, etc.),

divided by the element thickness. Thus, the elements represent the total roof

dead load. Where double sheathing layers are used, the estimated total roof

dead load is increased for the additional sheathing layer. The element

thickness is doubled to model a doubling of the in-plane element stiffness. The

weight density of the elements is decreased because the total weight increases

by a smaller percentage than the increase in element thickness.

For the models that include a single layer of wall sheathing, the wall plate

elements are modeled as 0.50 in. thick. The weight density of these elements is

equal to the estimated total wall dead load (framing, siding, gypsum,

insulation) divided by the element thickness. Thus, the elements represent the

total wall dead load. Where double sheathing layers are used, the estimated

total wall dead load is increased for the additional sheathing layer. The

element thickness is doubled to model a doubling of the in-plane element

stiffness, and the weight density of the elements is decreased because the total

weight increases by a smaller percentage than the increase in element

thickness.

The lateral seismic forces are "activated" by applying a factor of the element

self weight in the lateral (X- and Y-) directions. The factor is equal to the

calculated pseudo lateral load coefficient Coef.

Figure 22 depicts a typical classroom model, and Figure 23 shows a

gymnasium model. The program used for the analyses is MIDAS/GEN

version 5.8.1.
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Figure 22. Typical Classroom Model

Figure 23. Typical Gymnasium Model

All wall and roof elements are modeled as 1 ft. square to facilitate the

extraction of shear loads and reactions. This fine mesh size causes a

deterioration in the speed of model analysis, and is probably not necessary for

force output accuracy, but the author chose to use this mesh size for

convenience. Nodes at the base of the wall elements are fixed (no rotation or

translation), and all others are free (no restrictions).
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The terms and variables in the calculation of the pseudo lateral load coefficient

Coef are described earlier in this report. Calculations for the pseudo lateral

load coefficient Coef for each facility, for each performance level, and for each

knowledge factor are included in Appendix C.

4.2.8 Verify Rehabilitation Design

The typical "design process" would involve iterating lengths of wall panels

(applying the appropriate material properties for each panel) until the

capacity in each panel and diaphragm is not exceeded. To compare the results

of methods used in this report, all available wall panels are assumed to be

upgraded. The resulting shear force in each panel is then compared with the

capacity of the panel to arrive at a Demand-to-Capacity Ratio (DCR). A DCR

greater than 1.0 indicates that the demand exceeds the capacity, and the

structural configuration is not acceptable. The DCR for each model

configuration and for each element can be compared with associated element

DCR's from the other analysis, evaluation and design methods.

Primary components analyzed using linear procedures must be classified as

either deformation-controlled or force-controlled elements. Behaviors of these

element types are described by component force versus deformation curves,

as shown in Figure 24.

Deformation-controlled behavior is shown in the Type 1 curve. This behavior

type includes an elastic range (point 0 to point 1) followed by a plastic range

(points 1 to 3) with reserve strength for supporting gravity loads at point 3.

The response is defined as deformation-controlled when e> 2g on the curve.

That is, the element can experience relatively large deflections in the plastic

response range before loss of load-carrying capacity.
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Figure 24. Component Force Versus Deformation Curves (ASCE 2000b, Figure 2-3)

The Type 2 curve shows the response of a less-ductile material, one which can

absorb less deformation after yield than can a more ductile material. The Type

3 curve shows the response of a brittle material, and is designated force-

controlled. After reaching the yield stress (point 1 on the curve) the material

has very little or no reserve capacity.

Wood structures and connections are often ductile, and when used in shear

walls and diaphragms may deform well beyond the deformation at the elastic

limit and still maintain the ability to carry gravity loads. Thus, the acceptance

criteria for wood shear walls and diaphragms is considered deformation-

controlled. Examples of deformation- and force-controlled actions are shown

in Table 14.

Accounting for the component ductility is accomplished through the

assignment of an m factor. This Component demand modifier factor is

prescribed in FEMA 356 based on the material, element type, component

classification, panel dimensions and performance level. Table 15 shows the m

factors for the elements used in the Hoover School models. The factors are

based on the element dimensions h and b (height and length) for the shear

walls and L and b (length and width) for the roof diaphragms. The factors are



Table 14. Possible Deformation- and Force-Controlled Actions (ASCE 2000b)
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Table 15. Wood "m" Factors, om FEMA 356 Table 8-3
Element Performance in Factor

Level

Shear Wall, h/b < 1.0
JO 1.7
LS 3.8
CF 4.5

JO 1.4
Shear Wall, 2.0 <h/b <3.5 LS 2.6

CF 3.0
JO 1.4

Diaphragm, L/b <3.0 LS 2.6
CF 3.0
JO 1.4

Diaphragm, L/b = 4.0 LS 2.6
CF 3.0
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also different for the force level being investigated. For this analysis the

Immediate Occupancy (10), Life Safety (LS) and Collapse Prevention (CP) levels are

used.

Linear interpolation of the tabular values is allowed for h/b ratios between 1.0

and 2.0, and for L/b ratios between 3.0 and 4.0. Shear Wall factors are for

"Wood Structural Panel Sheathing or Siding." Diaphragm factors are for

"Wood Structural Panel, Blocked, Chorded."

The general equation for the acceptance criteria for deformation-controlled

actions in Linear Procedures is:

m.K.QCE (Eq. 3-20)

where:

m = Component or element demand modifier (factor)
QCE = Expected strength of the component or element at the

deformation level under consideration
Quij = Deformation-controlled design action
K Knowledge factor

The "m" factor, knowledge factor and expected strength have been described

previously. The deformation-controlled design action is the wall shear for wall

elements, and the in-plane diaphragm shear for roof elements. QCE is the

expected strength of the wall or roof element as calculated for the stiffness test

models.

In a typical design check, the designer would increase the dimensions of the

shear wall or roof elements until the acceptance criteria equation was met. For

this analysis, however, all walls are assumed to be sheathed with one or two
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layers of ½-in. C-D plywood, and the roof diaphragms are assumed to be

either single- or double-sheathed with the plywood shown on the drawings.

The ratio of QLID divided by (m * K * QCE) is equal to the Demand-to-Capacity

Ratio, or DCR. A DCR value greater than 1 indicates the demand is greater

than the capacity, and the structural configuration is not acceptable. The

computed DCR for each structural component is compared with the DCR

values computed for the other analysis methods.



4.3 ASCE/SEI 31

The evaluation process is shown in Figure 25.
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4.3.1 Evaluation Requirements

General evaluation requirements must be met before any analysis can begin.

These include: determine the level of investigation required, conduct a site

visit, define the desired level of performance, determine the level of seismicity,

and identify the building type.

Level of Investigation Required

Construction drawings for the Hoover School and the Kindergarten

Addition were available from the school district. No other data such as

specifications, soils reports, or physical testing results were available.

All data used for this report are taken from the available drawings or

the default values provided in ASCE/SEI 31.

Site Visit

Several site visits have been performed at Hoover School to verify the

existing conditions. The general condition of the structure is very good,

with no noticeable structural problems such as rot or excessive

deformations.

Level of Performance

The desired level of performance must be defined prior to the

evaluation. The two levels defined in the standard are Life Safety (LS)

and Immediate Occupancy (10).
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At the Life Safety Performance Level, the performance criteria include

(1) at least some margin against either partial or total structural collapse



remains following the earthquake, and (2) injuries may occur, but the

overall risk of life-threatening injury as a result of the structural

damage is expected to be low (ASCE 2003).

The Immediate Occupancy Performance Level is defined by the

following performance criteria: (1) following the design earthquake, the

basic vertical- and lateral-force-resisting systems retain nearly all of

their pre-earthquake, strength, and (b) very limited damage to both

structural and nonstructural components is anticipated during the

design earthquake that will require some minor repairs, but the critical

parts of the building are habitable (ASCE 2003).

Due to the emergency shelter designation by the local Red Cross

agency of the Hoover School, the gymnasium test structure is assigned

the Immediate Occupancy (JO) Performance Level. The classroom test

structure is assigned the Life Safety (LS) Performance Level. These

levels are similar in definition to the JO and LS Performance Levels

used in FEMA 356, however, the probability of achieving these

performance levels for an existing building is less than for a new or

rehabilitation design. A building which meets these provisions may or

may not meet similar performance level standards in a current code or

rehabilitation document.

Level of Seismicity

The level of seismicity shall be designed as low, moderate or high in

accordance with Table 16.
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Table 16. Levels of Seismicity (ASCE 2003, Table 2-1)

The USGS has made the Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE)

mapped values available on the internet (U.S. Geologic Survey 2003).

The user can input a 5-digit zip code, and the Ss (0.2 second) and Si (1

second) values are reported from several probabilistic maps. A more

detailed description of these acceleration values and the results of an

online query are is included in the FEMA 356 Analysis Assumptions

and Methods section of this report. The MCE values for S and S1 are

equal to 1.083g and 0.469g.

The parameters Sm and SDS are a function of the parameters Si and Ss,

modified for soil properties:

where:

2
SD1 =

2
SDS = FaSS

(Eq. 3-5)

(Eq. 3-6)

SDS = design short-period spectral acceleration parameter
SDI = design spectral acceleration parameter at one-second

period
F, Fa = site coefficients
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Level of Seismicity1 Sos

Low 0.167g <O.067g

Moderate 0167g 0.067g
<0.500g <O.200g

High 0.500g 0.200g
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The 2/3 factor is generally intended to provide a 50% margin of safety

between the force which causes the loss of the first primary element

and the force which causes collapse (ASCE 2003).

The site coefficients are provided in the document, and are functions of

the mapped MCE acceleration values and the site class. F0 values are

shown in Table 17 and Fa values are shown in Table 18.

Table 17. Fv Values, One Second Period (ASCE 2003, Table 3-5)

Table 18. Pa Values, Short Period (ASCE 2003, Table 3-6)

Site Class

E

Where sufficient soil information is not known to appropriately assign

the site class, the assumed site class is D. The values of F, and Pa are

interpolated as F0=1.530 and Fa=1.068. The associated spectral

acceleration values are equal to SDI=O.479g and SDS=O.769g. Both

parameters meet the criteria to assign the Level of Seismicity equal to

High.

Site Class
Mapped Spectral Acceleration at One-Second Period1

S1'c 0.1 S,=O.2 = 0.3 S, 0.4 SI> 0.5
A 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

1 7 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.3

D 2.4 2.0 1.8 1,6 1.5

3.5 3,2 2.4 2.4

F

Mapped Spectral n
S5 <0.25 s5 0.5 S5 0.75 SI S5> 1.25

0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

1.2 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0

1,6 1.4 1.2 1.0

2.5 1,7 1.2 0.9 0.9



Building T,'pe

The Wood Light Frames (Wi) building type description is very similar

to the construction methods used for Hoover School. Descriptors that

match include: roof framing consists of wood joists or rafters on wood

studs at 24 in. on center or less, first-floor framing supported directly

on the foundation, foundation consists of concrete spread footings,

lateral forces resisted by wood frame diaphragms and shear walls, and

shear walls and roof diaphragm sheathing consist of plywood.

However, the main use-descriptor for this building type is single- or

multi-family dwellings, which does not describe the use of Hoover

School.

The Multi-Story, Multi-Unit, Residential (W1A) is building type is

similar to Building Type Wi, but includes multiple stories with plan

areas at each floor greater than 3000 ft2. This description does not match

Hoover School, which has only a single story height.

Wood Frames, Commercial and Industrial (W2) includes commercial

and industrial buildings with a floor area of 5000 ft2 or more and

includes few if any interior walls Other descriptors are similar to

Building Type Wi.

Because the floor plan area of each test structure is more than 5000 ft2

and the majority of the descriptors for Building Type Wi match the

construction, Building Type W2 is selected for each structure.
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4.3.2 Screening Phase (Tier 1) - Existing Structure

ed tn

Figure 26. Tier I Process (ASCE 2003, Figure 3-1)
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The ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 1 of the evaluation process is shown in Figure 26.

Benchmark Building Check

The construction drawings for Hoover Elementary School are marked with the

year 1967, so the structure was likely designed in accordance with the 1964

Unform Building Code. Table 3-1 in ASCE/SEI 31 indicates that for Building

Type W2 and using UBC provisions, the Benchmark Building year is 1976.

Thus, Hoover School does not meet the Benchmark Building criteria and the

Tier 1 building evaluation is required. In addition, buildings originally

designed in accordance with UBC requirements but evaluated to the

Immediate Occupancy Performance Level are automatically disqualified from

Benchmark Building status because UBC provisions are at the lower, Life

Safety level.

Selection of Checklists

For buildings within a high level of seismicity and being evaluated to

Immediate Occupancy or Life Safety levels of performance, the Basic

Structural, Supplemental Structural (where applicable), Geologic Site Hazard

and Foundation, Basic Nonstructural, and Intermediate Nonstructural

checklists are all required. Buildings evaluated to the Immediate Occupancy

level of performance also use the Supplemental Nonstructural checklist.

Because this project is only concerned with the relative impacts that each

approach has on the structural rehabilitation, the Geologic and Nonstructural

checklists are not completed. During an actual building evaluation, however,

these checklists would all be required. Although not included in the list of

structural checklists in FEMA/SEI 31 section 3.7, the Supplemental Structural
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Checklist for Building Type W2: Wood Frames, Commercial and Industrial is

assumed to be required and is included in this evaluation.

For each checklist statement, the reviewer marks the "C" if the item is

compliant, the "NC" if not compliant, or "N/A" if not applicable. Those items

that are marked "NC" will require further investigation. Because the same

construction methods were used and the same checklists are required for each

test structure, the statement responses are the same for both structures. A

description of each statement and the result for the test structures (before

rehabilitation) follow.

Basic Structural Checklist for Building Ttipe W2: Wood Frames, Commercial

and Industrial

Building System

LOAD PATH: The "let-in" braces in the existing shear walls are

considered inadequate to carry any significant lateral load, and

therefore the lateral-force-resisting system is inadequate.

MEZZANINES: N/A

WEAK STORY: Each structure has only one story. N/A

SOFT STORY: Each structure has only one story. N/A

GEOMETRY: There are no changes in horizontal dimension of the

lateral-force-resisting system.

VERTICAL DISCONTINUITIES: Vertical elements in the lateral-force-

resisting system are continuous to the foundation.



MASS: Each structure has only one story. N/A

DETERIORATION OF WOOD: No signs of wood decay or other

deterioration, and none of the metal connectors appeared deteriorated

or loose. c

WOOD STRUCTURAL PANEL SHEAR WALL FASTENERS:

Inadequate fastening was not observed. ç

Latera i-Force-Resisting System

REDUNDANCY: There are 2 lines of shear wall in each direction

(although they are not considered effective due to "let-in" bracing

details). C

SHEAR STRESS CHECK: the check is calculated according to the Quick

Check procedures provided in the document. However, for the pre-

rehabilitation structures there are no viable shear walls NC

STUCCO (EXTERIOR PLASTER) SHEAR WALLS: N/A

GYPSUM WALLBOARD OR PLASTER SHEAR WALLS: None of the

gypsum walls are considered primary shear wall elements. NL

NARROW WOOD SHEAR WALLS: Panels with an aspect ratio of 1.5:1

are not used in the quick shear stress check.

WALLS CONNECTED THROUGH FLOORS: Each structure has only

one story. N/A

HILLSIDE SITE: The site is nearly flat. NL
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CRIPPLE WALLS: There are no cripple walls present at either

structure. N/A

OPENINGS: The maximum opening percentage is at the North and

South walls of the classrooms where 50% of the wall length is openings.

N/A

Connections

WOOD POSTS: There are no wood posts in the structural system.

WOOD SILLS: The drawings do not explicitly show or specify spacing

of sill bolts. Sills are assumed to be bolted to the foundation, which

could be verified through destructive investigation. c

GIRDER/COLUMN CONNECTION: Columns are not used in the

structural systems.

Supplemental Structural Checklist for Building Type W2: Wood Frames,

Commercial and Industrial

Lateral-Force-Resisting System

HOLD-DOWN ANCHORS: For Immediate Occupancy performance

level, all shear walls must have hold-down anchors attached at the end

studs. Hold-down anchors are not indicated on the original

construction drawings, and are assumed to not be present.

Diaphragms

DIAPHRAGM CONTINUITY: Wood diaphragms do not include split-

level floors or expansion joints. ç
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ROOF CHORD CONTINUITY: At the classrooms roof diaphragm,

there is not a continuous chord member indicated in the drawings.

PLAN IRREGULARifIES: Each structure has a regular plan free from

re-entrant corners. N/A

DIAPHRAGM REINFORCEMENT AT OPENINGS: No diaphragm

openings greater than 50% of the area are present. NL

STRAIGHT SHEATHING: There are no straight-sheathed diaphragms.

N/A

SPANS: Each roof diaphragm is comprised of wood structural panels.

C

UNBLOCKED DIAPHRAGMS: Each roof diaphragm is assumed to be

blocked. N/A

OTHER DIAPHRAGMS: Each roof diaphragm is comprised of wood.

Connections

WOOD SILL BOLTS: spacing shall be 4 feet or less for Immediate

Occupancy. For this analysis, the spacing of wood sill bolts is assumed

to be in compliance. This could be verified by destructive investigation.

C

Deficiencies Summary

The use of "let-in" bracing at shear walls is assumed to be an inadequate

system for resisting lateral loads (LOAD PATH) and this very weak system

does not meet the SHEAR STRESS CHECK. Both of these deficiencies are
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proposed to be addressed by the addition of wood structural panels (also

called shear walls) to provide adequate lateral shear resistance. The new shear

panels would require installation of panel HOLD-DOWN ANCHORS,

installed per accepted practice.

The roof diaphragm elements are lacking a continuous chord member (ROOF

CHORD CONTINUITY). The proposed rehabilitation is the installation of a

continuous steel nailer strap at the edge of the plywood diaphragm, per the

CH2M Hill report (Baxter et al. 1999).

4.3.3 Screening Phase (Tier 1) - Rehabilitated Structure

The previously-identified Tier 1 deficiencies for the existing structures will

now be re-evaluated assuming the proposed rehabilitations have been

provided.

Basic Structural Checklist for Building Tiipe W2: Wood Frames, Commercial

and Industrial

Building System

LOAD PATH: Plywood-sheathed wall panels provides a continuous

load path for seismic forces.

Lateral-Force-Resisting System

SHEAR STRESS CHECK: Shear stress in shear walls is computed using

the following equation:

(Eq. 3-12)



where:

Wall Type

Reinforced Concrete, Precast Concrete, Wood, and
Reinforced Masonry
Urireinforced Masonry

The pseudo lateral force V is calculated using the following equation:

VCSaW (Eq.3-1)

where:

V = Pseudo lateral force, lbf.
C = Modification factor, taken from ASCE/SEI 31 Table 3-4
Sa = Response spectral acceleration at the fundamental building

period, ft/sec2
W = Effective seismic weight of the building, lbm.

v = average shear stress in shear wall, lbf/ft
m = component modification factor
V = story shear (for 1-story building), lbf.
A = total length of shear wall in direction of loading for wood-

framed buildings, ft.

The component modification factors m are shown in Table 19. For the

Immediate Occupancy screening level and a wood structure m = 2.0.

For the Life Safety screening level and a wood structure m = 4.0.

Table 19. Shear Wall m Factors (ASCE 2003, Table 3-7)

Level of Performance1
LS 10

4.0 2.0

1.5 NIA
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Table 20. Modification Factors (ASCE 2003, Table 3-4)
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BuIldIng Type'

Wood (Wi. W1A, W2)

Moment Frame (Si, 53. Ci. PC2A)

Shear Wall (S4, S5, C2, C3. PC1A, PC2, RM2, URMA)

Braced Framo (S2)

Unreinforced Masonry (URM)

Flexible Diaphragms (S1A S2A S5A C2A C3A PCi RM1)

1

Number of Stories

3

1.4

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.0

1 0

1.0

1.0

1.0

The modification factors are shown in Table 20. For a single-story wood

building, C = 1.3. The building's fundamental period is calculated as:

T =
(Eq. 3-8)

where:

T = fundamental period, sec.
= 0.060 for wood buildings
= height to roof level, ft.

= 0.75 (except for concrete or steel moment-resisting frames)

The height, h, at the classrooms is taken as 9ft and at the gymnasium as

2lft 4in. The fundamental period, T, is O.3l2sec at the classrooms and

O.596sec at the gymnasium.

The response spectral acceleration is related to the MCE accelerations

and fundamental period by the following expressions:

where:

S1S --a T

(Eq. 3-4)

Sa = spectral acceleration, not greater than SDS



T = fundamental period of vibration of the building, sec.
SDI = design one-second spectral acceleration parameter

The values SDS and SDI were calculated previously. The spectral

acceleration Sa = O.769g at the classrooms and O.769g at the

gymnasium, both controlled by the value of SDS.

The acceptable load in each shear panel can be computed based on the

checklist-specified allowable shear stress of 1,000plf for structural panel

sheathing. Re-arranging Equation 3-12, the required length of shear

wall equals:

i(vA=-.I-m'v
where:

v= 1,000 plf

Calculations for the required length of shear wall compared to the

actual length of shear wall are provided in the Results section of this

report. All panels meet the requirements to pass the Tier 1 SHEAR

STRESS CHECK. C

Supplemental Structural Checklist for Building Type W2: Wood Frames,

Commercial and Industrial

Lateral-Force-Resisting System

HOLD-DOWN ANCHORS: The proposed rehabilitation includes

installation of hold-down anchors at the end of each shear panel. c
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Diaphragms

ROOF CHORD CONTINUITY: The proposed rehabilitation includes

installation of a steel strap at the edges of the Classroom roof

diaphragms. ç

4.3.4 Evaluation Phase (Tier 2) - General

FEMA 356 Table 3-3 provides the maximum number of stories, based on

building type and level of seismicity, beyond which a Full-Building Tier 2

analysis is required. For all single-story, wood-framed structures a Full-

Building Tier 2 analysis is not required. Thus, only those Tier 1 statements that

are Non-Compliant must be evaluated at a Tier 2 level. For each of the Tier 1

checklist statements an associated Tier 2 section is provided, and must be

checked for statements that are "NC". Although all Tier 1 statements for the

rehabilitated structures are in compliance, the Tier 2 evaluation is included in

this report for comparison with other methods.

The Tier 2 evaluation includes Linear Static, Linear Dynamic, and Special

Procedures. The Linear Dynamic Procedure is required only when the

building is taller than 100 feet, or when a SOFT STORY, GEOMETRY or MASS

DISCONTINUITY exist. The Special Procedures are used only for

unreinforced masonry structures. Since none of the specified discontinuities

exist, and for the wood-frame building type, the Linear Static Procedure is

used for the Tier 2 analyses.

4.3.5 Evaluation Phase (Tier 2) - Existing Structure

The Tier 1 statements that were "NC" for the existing structure that relate to

the main lateral-force-resisting elements (the shear walls and roof
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diaphragms) are checked using the Tier 2 evaluation. The rehabilitation

procedure is described for each.

Basic Structural Checklist for Building Tupe W2: Wood Frames, Commercial

and Industrial

BuiIding System

LOAD PATH (Sec. 4.3.1.1): There is no Tier 2 Evaluation procedure for

this deficiency. Rehabilitation of the existing structure is required.

Lateral-Force-Resisting System

SHEAR STRESS CHECK (Sec. 4.4.2.7.1): A Linear Static Analysis is

required to check shear stresses. The procedures are similar to those

required in the Tier 1 analysis, but because no viable shear walls are

part of the existing structure this check is not compliant. Rehabilitation

of the existing structure is required.

4.3.6 Evaluation Phase (Tier 2) - Rehabilitated Structure

The Tier 2 analysis is performed assuming the addition of structural panel

sheathing has been performed to create viable shear walls. The analysis is

performed using either the Linear Static Procedure (LSP) or Linear Dynamic

Procedure (LDP). The LDP is used for buildings taller than 100 ft., those with

structural irregularities, or for other special building types. The test structures

meet all the requirements for the use of the LSP, which consists of the

following steps:

Develop a mathematical building model

Calculate the pseudo lateral force
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Calculate the lateral forces vertical distribution

Calculate the building or component forces and displacements

Calculate diaphragm forces

Compare the component actions with the acceptance criteria.

Mathematical Building Model

Two-dimensional analysis is allowed either for (1) buildings with flexible

diaphragms, or (2) for buildings in which the torsional effects are insignificant.

Given the regular plan shape (i.e. no re-entrant corners, regular distribution of

shear walls) any torsional effects are minor. Thus, a two-dimensional model

is used for this analysis.

Inclusion of horizontal torsion due to accidental torsion is required. The

minimum applied torsion moment is equal to an offset of the seismic load by

5% of the dimension perpendicular to the direction of load. For a rectangular -

shaped building, the resulting shear transferred to one shear wall is 0.55*V, or

a 10% increase over the load calculated without accidental torsion (see Figure

27). The effects of shear load reduction at the opposite shear wall due to

horizontal torsion are ignored.

Components are classified as Primary or Secondary. Primary components are

those which are considered to resist seismic forces, and are the only

components required to be included in the model. The designated Primary

components are the roof diaphragms and exterior shear walls.
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5%*L

T L/2 ,,. L/2
A5

I dL
O.55*V O.45*V

Figure 27. Force Increase for Accidental Torsion

Seismic forces may be checked in each of the principal building directions

separately unless the building is torsionally irregular. The rectangular shape

of each test structure is torsionally regular; therefore inclusion of the effects

of multi-directional excitation are not required.

Pseudo Lateral Force

The pseudo lateral force is computed using the same procedure as for Tier 1.

Vertical Distribution of Seismic Forces

For a single-story structure, the load assigned to the roof diaphragm is based

on the assumed seismic weight for the roof, as well as the upper half of the

walls perpendicular to the direction of load. This assumption is the same

made for the 1997 UBC distribution of forces.

Calculate Building Forces and Displacements

Building forces are calculated for the shear walls, and are compared with the

acceptance criteria. Because the buildings are regular in shape, are

approximately symmetric about the centerline of the diaphragms in each



direction, and the wall panels are assumed to be flexible, the uniform shear to

the top of each panel is equal to the total shear multiplied by the ratio of the

panel length to the total lengths of all panels for a given load direction.

The assumption that the diaphragms are flexible elements is a typical design

assumption for wood-framed buildings. A procedure for determination of

diaphragm deflections, which would be used to verify this assumption, is not

provided in ASCE/SEI 31. This analysis is based on the assumption that the

wood roof diaphragms are flexible.

Calculate Diaphragm Forces

Since the diaphragm is symmetrically loaded and the structures are both

torsionally regular, the reactions to each shear wall line are equal. The

diaphragm load is calculated using the following formula for a one-story

building:

1F =F (Eq. 4-4)

where:

Pp = total roof diaphragm force, lbf.
C = modification factor
F = lateral force applied at roof level, lbf.

The modification factor is taken from Table 3-4 (ASCE 2003), and is equal to

1.3 for wood structures. The lateral force applied at the roof level is equal to

the pseudo lateral force for the roof component, plus the pseudo lateral force

for the upper half of the two walls perpendicular to the direction of seismic

loading.
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Compare Component Actions with Acceptance Criteria

Acceptance criteria are based on the classification of each component as either

Deformation-Controlled or Force-Controlled. Examples of each are given in

Table 21.

Shear in the wood shear walls and diaphragms are Deformation-Controlled

actions. (The diaphragm carries no lateral loads from elements in any story

above.) Other component actions, such as axial load and moment, are not

considered for this analysis. Also ignored for this analysis are the effects of
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Table 21. Possible Deformation- and Force-Controlled Actions (ASCE 2003)

Table C4-1. Examples of Possible Deformation-
Deformation-Control

Component MUon;

Moment Frames:
Beams
Columns
Joints

Shear Walls

Braced Frames:
Braces
Beams
Columns
Shear Link

ConnecUons

Diaphragms

M, V

P

ofled and Force-Controlled Actions
Force-Controlled

Actions

V

P, V
VI

P

P
P,M

P, V, M

P,V,M

gravity loads, because only the lateral shear forces due to seismic loads are

investigated.

M moment, V = shear force, P axial k,ad

1Shear may bea delormat,on-controNed action n steel moment frame

21t the diaphragm c5rries Iaef& loads from vertical seismic resisting elements above the dlahragm #4 and V that be
ceraidered torce-cont4Fe1 actions.

AsIaI. shear, and moment may be deforinsflon-cenofled actions br certain steel end vcd connections.



For Deformation-Controlled actions, the acceptance criteria is:

QUD (Eq. 4-11)

QCE m

where:

QCE = expected strength of the component, 1.25*nominal strength, lbf.
QLID = load effect from seismic force, lbf.
m = component demand modifier

The component nominal strength for shear walls is taken from the NEHRP

Recommended Provisions for Seismic Regulations of New Buildings and Other

Structures (BSSC 2001a). An excerpt from Table 12.4.3-2a is shown in Table 22.

For this analysis, the new shear wall panels are assumed to be ½-in. C-D

plywood with 8d @ 6 in. on center edge nailing (t = 0.5in). The factored shear

resistance for this panel type is 340 lbf/ft. The table footnotes state that the

tabulated values are based on = 0.65, which means the resistance values are

divided by 0.65 to arrive at yield values.

Component strength for the diaphragms is taken from Table 12.4.3-la of the

NEHRP Recommended Provisions for Seismic Regulations for New Buildings and

Other Structures (BSSC 2001a). An excerpt is provided in Table 23. It is

assumed for this analysis that the diaphragm sheathing is Exterior C-D grade

(not Structural 1), and the assumed edge nailing is lOd @ 4 in. for 34-in.

diaphragms, and lOd @ 6 in. for 5/8-in diaphragms. The factored shear
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Table 22. Factored Shear Resistance in Kips per Foot for Seismic Forces on Structural
Use Panel Shear Walls (BSSC 2001a, Table T12.4.3-2a)

Siructural I

Sd

Sheathing.
Panel Siding

and
Other

Grades
Coveted in
Rcfercncei

9.10
and
911

i ic

l0d

10d

0.95

066

079'

0.87'

0.58

0.80

0.66

0.69'

0.76'

0.70

080

resistance for -in. (23/32-in.) diaphragms is 840 lbf/ft, and for 5/8-in.

(19/32-in.) diaphragms is 420 lbf/ft.

The component demand modifier is taken from Table 24. For shear walls

where 1.0 <h/L <2.0, it is assumed that linear interpolation between 2.0 and

1.7 may be used. All modifiers are from the "Primary" columns.

026 039 0.51

1-3/8 0 30 0.47' 0.60'

7/16 O.3Y 0,51' 0.66'

0.36 0,56 0.72

0,44 0.66 0.86

0.19 0.29 039

2 7/16 040 0.53

0.26 0 39 0.51

029' 042' 0.53'

7/16 031' 046' 0.59'

0.49 0.64

1-112 0.60 0 78

19132 0.44 0.66 086

0.17 025 0.33

7/16 0.23 0.36 047

027 0.40 053

Panel (irade Nail Size Minimum Panel Panel Applied Direct to Framing Nail Spacing
(Common or Penetration Thickne at Panel F_dges (in)
HotDipped in Framing U
Galvanized (m) (iw)

Box)



Table 23. Factored Shear Resistance in Kips per Foot for Horizontal Wood
Diaphragms (BSSC 2001a, Table 12.4.3-la)

I - ?...
I 033
I 0.36

0.31 0.42
035 0.47

0.33
037

LJ_
0.44
049
0,47
0.52

0.50
0.56

055

0.84

and other

122
0.78
1.07

'For hit 2.0, the component than not be considered eflective as a primary component.
2For hit 3.5, the component shall not be considered effective as a primary component.

I
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Fastener spacrn at d
cdgesparalleltoload(

6 4
I I

Table 24. rn-Factors for Wood Components (ASCE 2003, Table 4-8)

Spec

Secondary
l0

2.0

2.0
1.7
2.0
2.0

Panel Grade

astene(

Minimum
nominal

width of
framing

(in.)

hiesof

ftcncr

Type Minimum Minimum
pencracrn nomrnal

in 1r2n1ng panel thick-
(m.) ness(in.)

Stnctura1 I e

1-1/4
3

8d
common

1-3/8 3/8 2
3

1

1

lOdr

cOm!nirl
1-1/2 15/32 2 I

__________________________
Shthing,

ngc floor

________________________
2
3

2
3

covered
104i'

comrmm
1-/2 15/32

19/32
in R.ef

23/32 3
9-10 and 9-11 4 2

4

14 gauge 23/32 3 2
staples 4 3

ComponenUCondftions
i IiT1 I'

I0
Straight Sheathing, Diagonal Sheathing, and Double 3.0 1.5 4.0
Di onal Sheathin"
GA' sum Shaathin.mallboard 4.0 2.0 5.0
Structural Panel Sheathing

Shear Walls
hit 1.0 4.5 2.0 5,5
3.5 h't 2.02 3.5 1.7 4.5

Dia.hra.ms 3.5 2.0 4.0
Hold-Down Mcli 3.5 2.0 4.0

6
0.24 0.33
0.27 0.36
0.35 0.47
0.39 0.52

042 0.55
047 0.62
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For comparison with results for the other methods used in this report, a

Demand-to-Capacity (DCR) ratio is calculated for each panel and diaphragm.

The DCR for each component is equal to the REQUIRED length of shear panel

divided by the ACTUAL length of shear panel. If the resulting DCR is greater

than 1.0, that indicates the panel length is inadequate. It is assumed for this

analysis that all available panels are sheathed.

4.3.7 Detailed (Tier 3) Evaluation - Rehabilitated Structure

The Tier 3 evaluation is performed by repeating the analysis according to

FEMA 356 provisions, except the input forces are multiplied by 0.75. This

reduction factor is described in the Literature Review section of this report.

The Tier 3 Demand-to-Capacity Ratio (DCR) for each component is equal to

0.75 times the DCR from the FEMA 356 analysis.

4.4 1997 UNIFORM BUILDING CODE

The static force procedure in the 1997 UBC is used for this analysis. The

procedure is a linear, static approach as in the other rehabilitation and

evaluation documents used in this report. It is also the most commonly-used

method, and is appropriate for the design analysis of the test structures.

4.4.1 Design Base Shear

The total design shear (at ultimate strength level) is calculated from the

following equations:

Cv.' (Eq. 30-4)
v=-l/v

RT



L

2.5 Ca1
v= w

R

(Eq. 30-5)

V = O.11CaIW (Eq. 30-6)

where:

V = the total design lateral force, lbf.
C = seismic response coefficient

= seismic response coefficient
I = importance factor
R overstrength and ductility factor
T = fundamental building period, sec.
W = total seismic dead load, lbf.

The seismic response coefficients are selected based on the seismic zone factor,

Z, and the appropriate soil profile type. Western Oregon is located in seismic

zone 3 as shown in Figure 28. Therefore Z = 0.30 from Table 25.

Soil profiles are defined based on soil properties such as shear wave velocity

and standard penetration blow counts. The soil type definitions are the same

as those used in the NEHRP-based documents. If inadequate information is

available to assign the soil profile based on the definitions, the default Soil

Profile Type is SD. Since no soils report is available, the default profile is used.

The seismic response coefficients Ca and C are obtained from Tables 26 and

27.

Using Z = 0.3 and soil profile type SD, the seismic response coefficients are Ca

= 0.36 and C = 0.54.
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Figure 28. Seismic Zone Map (ICBO 1997, Figure 16-2)

Table 25. Seismic Zone Factor Z (ICBO 1997, Table 16-I)-r

Table 26. Seismic Coefficient Ca (ICBO 1997, Table 16-Q)

Table 27. Seismic Coefficient Cv (ICBO 1997, Table 16-R)

0.30
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4j
((.40

$OIL PROFLE TYP

SEISC ZONE FACTOR. Z
Z Z 015 2' 0.2 Z 0.4

SA 0,06 0.12 0,16 0.24 0.32V.

0,08 015 (1.20 0,30 O.40N

Sc 0.09 0,18 0,24 0.33

0.12 0.22 0.22 0.36 I.)4.tW

019 030 0.34 0.36 0.36N

Sc Sce Foothole I

804. PROFLETVPE

SEJSM(C ZOME FACTOR, Z

2' 0.07 2' 0.16 2' 0.2 '. 2' 0.4

0.06 0.12 (1.16 (L32

SF (1.08 0.15 0.20

Sc 0.13 (1.25 0.32 c

So 0.18 0.32 0.40 0.54

SF 0.26 0.50 ' 0.64 0.84

SF Scc Footnole I



Table 28. Occupancy Category (ICBO 1997, Table 16-K)

OCCUPANCY CATEQ

Pb.,unu. - Do .wn I 2 (t .ind Oixupaxk..,. ,nd SlOW I!,ICi ihtieiui hou.rn
ftIiIier. ItpItung Its.. or plrr.ric .hrmui.aI, or sLan.c'I

utliiri qv.s hoiis;n ,u imp or nt.o.inr quniitte'. iI lu IC Pt
phrsli. suhsinei. Ussi, II oonisiuid tiIhin a uiIdinp WOuld c.ius, thI

IruihJin ii, hi. clv's.,if,ed an a (Jioup It, DllMi,n I, 2i,r 7 ()i,i.upani.y

(.riiup . P)o.hsns I. 2 45d 2 I (xup.lncie.
I%uildin b.1mg Ir,.iup £. Di ipn'. I and Ocup.trwuu with a caps
grcait.r h,m 34)1' .lud,nIs
Building'. Inht (irnul' U ()ccupanci.'. used fin .tlk!'r r adu1i edurt

uii a I'J4XI&It\ ,4r,jir tk.i ..*isjcal'.
Groupt. t'u,os 2 (kl)nh'Cl. With Mt ist IU'Sli IMUt'PI TK
pJlicnts, but It'll imlodcd in ( sli.t.rs I

()n'up I, J)tsrsion ' Oi..upancies
All qIruaures 'uith an oei,upani.y gI\.SICT :hnri c,iIiwl per'.eiiis

iW
quiprncnt NI per*cr-gcIxr,iInn slalleins. and othet public utility

fai.itpUes not lticludcd in C ikgor I or 2 .*b.,nr .mii requircel
in, IIi.'ii

t Spidul
uixuctais
sit t-.i are'.

4 Sianj.inl

St rat time"-t

i Mbi.elLmncirus
sirulisie',

OCCUPANCY ON PUNCTIONS OF STRUCTUF1E

(iroup I Iii. sum I ikiip,ir..p lt\ nv surpu rm uid r'mer)urc) iteiIuI1CflI

I ire ..raJ )im.itliC '.l.iIliins
(uampe'. omd htlui-i'. Ira mmcrnni srIui.k'. and rflhi -nrmrlJ
,Iur-luri'A anti niKilcu' p tliiLiprnr'.prNr(dnisS e,u'krs

AsuIi,,n ia'turosI t4uisC'
'suucnrrc'. iind euuiupnu.ni in cunnient r.uunmunatrmn center'. arid ottici
ticiIiuit' utprLri.rI for CmIlClO Iii. 'r leulac
Slmindhy Jwt'geneIutlrup equipIticnL liii ( .ikport I Ii. ulitics

or other '.trUciur,'. irrulnrning housing or slppp,irling W,iier if ut
Iire-i.uppurni'ern miuLenal ill cqwpnrrnl rtqu,red lvi the prcem,Li.tuo((

1oc u'uInui.uIIre

'hit '.trucluirc-s bousing ui.upllnste,, ,r hamg tuni'Iwns ituti riled in (
L 2's and Grirup I Otxup.nw. iuuWcr'

vu1, U Oc upaaueucu. e*1C1,L bY LirAcu"

SEISNIC SEISMIC WINO
poalANce IMPORTANCE IMPORTA$Ct
FACIOR,V PACTOA FACTON,4

124 LSI) 115

L25

The importance factor, I, is taken from Table 28. The local Red Cross has

designated Hoover School as an emergency shelter. It is assumed for this

analysis that only the gynmasium will be required in the case of an

emergency, and is assigned the importance factor I = 1.25. The classroom

structure is assigned the importance factor I = 1.00.

The overstrength and ductility factor is taken from Table 29. The structural

system for the Hoover School structures is a bearing wall system with light-

framed walls with shear panels, three stories or less. Thus, the ductility factor

R = 5.5.
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Table 29. Structural Systems (ICBO 1997, Table 16-N)
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The fundamental building period, T, may be computed from the following

expression.

3 (Eq. 30-8)

T = c.(h)4

HEIGHT UNIT POfl
SEl8M ZONES

AND 4 (taIl)

BASIC ST UC 'ORAl, S'y515N2 IATEtIAL.FORCE-RESISTING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION R 1

I. Lt.,rr,'. ' L, I I iglit-Fiamed ssalls with shear panels
wJ strulu'al panel walls lot structures thrce stcoies or less

I
2.8 65

h All other Irght'Iramitd walls
2 Shear wills

I a , 2.8 65

a. Cana,rrle 4.5 25 Ito'
6. M,istnrs 4.5 2.11 liii

3. I .iItL sti','l -Ir.otn-d l.iriag wljs is III tcn'-oi,.rily bracing 2.8 2.2 uS
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where:

T = fundamental building period, sec.
Ct = 0.020 for wood structures

= height to roof, ft.

Using h = 9 ft. for the classrooms and h = 21 ft. 4 in. for the gymnasium, the

fundamental building periods are T = 0.104 sec for the classrooms and T =

0.199 sec for the gymnasium.

The quantity V/W (written Coef in the calculations) is equal to the seismic

coefficient which is applied to the dead load of the structure to represent the

design lateral force. The value of V is computed from equation 30-4, with the

expression in equation 30-5 representing an upper limit and the expression in

equation 30-4 the lower limit. The resulting lateral force coefficient Coef=

0.164 for the classrooms and Coef = 0.205 for the gymnasium. These

coefficients are multiplied by the structure weight to give the lateral strength-

level design force.

4.4.2 Earthquake Loads

The earthquake load, E, to be used for design is given below.

E = p.Eh + E (Eq. 30-1)

where:

E = earthquake load, lbf.
p = reliability / redundancy factor
Eh = earthquake load due to the base shear, V, lbf.
E = load effect due to vertical component of the earthquake ground

motion, lbf.
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where:

p = reliability / redundancy factor, not less than 1.0 nor greater than 1.5
rmax = maximum element-story shear ratio
AB = ground floor area, ft2

For shear walls, the element-story shear ratio is defined as the maximum value

of the product of the wall shear multiplied by 10/lw, where 1 is the length of

wall in feet. For structures with flexible diaphragms (assumed for the test

structures), the wall shear is equal to the total diaphragm shear multiplied by

the ratio of the panel length divided by the sum of all panel lengths.

Substitution of terms reduces the expression for r to 10 divided by the sum of

all panel lengths (in feet). See Appendix E for a description of this algebraic

substitution. For each structure, p = 1.0 and E = V. To reduce the strength-level

forces to allowable stress level, the design loads E are divided by 1.4.

The seismic weight for diaphragm shear calculation is taken as the weight of

the roof elements plus the weight of the top half of each wall and panel

perpendicular to the direction of seismic load, multiplied by the seismic

coefficient Coef. The diaphragms do not meet the criteria for classification as

20 (Eq. 30-3)
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The vertical seismic load effect may be taken as zero for allowable stress level

forces.

The reliability /redundancy factor is given by the following expression.
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flexible (see Appendix C), so the roof diaphragm shear force is distributed to

each shear panel based on relative rigidities. To account for accidental torsion,

the diaphragm loads are increased by 10%.

Each panel (element of shear wall) also resists its own in-plane seismic load.

When added to the shear load from the roof diaphragm, the total load

represents the in-plane shear on the panel. This total load is compared to the

allowable panel shear.

4.4.3 Allowable Shear

The allowable shear load for a horizontal wood structural panel diaphragms

or wood structural panel shear walls is dependent on many factors. Those

directly considered by the 1997 UBC include panel grade, nail size, width of

framing members, edge nail spacing and panel blocking. Allowable shear

values for horizontal wood structural panel diaphragms are given in Table 30.

Allowable shear values for wood structural panel shear walls are given in

Table 31.

The classrooms roof sheathing is assumed to be grade C-D, -in, plywood

with lOd @ 4 in. edge nailing. The thickest panel listed is 19/32-in., so the

allowable diaphragm shear is 425 pif. The gymnasium roof sheathing is

assumed to be grade C-D, 5/8-in, plywood with lOd @ 6 in. edge nailing The

value for 19/32-in, is used, and the allowable diaphragm shear is 320 pif.

The new wall sheathing is ½-in, plywood, grade C-D, nailed with 8d @ 6 in.

The allowable panel shear is taken as 260 pif.
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The Demand-to-Capacity (DCR) ratio calculated for the 1997 LIBC is equal to

the calculated shear in each element (at allowable stress force level), divided

by the allowable shear. Element DCR values greater than 1.0 indicate the

element capacity is inadequate to resist the calculated demand.
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Where "double panel" calculations are performed, it is assumed that the

allowable shear forces are doubled. This would represent sheathing the wall

on both sides with plywood (inside and outside) to double the shear capacity.

Table 30. Allowable Shear (p1/) for Horizontal Wood Structural Panel Diaphragms
(ICBO 1997, Table 23-11-H)
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Table 31. Allowable Shear (pif) for Wood Structural Panel Shear Walls (ICBO 1997,
Table 23-11-I)
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 DESIGN RESULTS

5.1.1 FEMA 154

The final Structural Score S is determined by adding up the applicable scores

and modifiers noted during the survey. For the Hoover Elementary School,

the final S scores based on the "sidewalk survey" level of investigation are

equal to (3.8 - 0.8) = 3.0 which is above the cutoff value. Thus, the structures

would likely be considered adequate to resist seismic loads based on the RVS.

A review of the construction drawings for Hoover Elementary School shows

that the exterior shear walls were constructed with diagonal "let-in" bracing to

resist lateral loads. This construction method has been shown to perform

poorly in seismic events, and should not be considered a viable lateral-force-

resisting system (Breyer 1993). Thus, the VERTICAL IRREGULARITY Score

Modifier 2.0 should be taken for both structures, resulting in a Final

Structural Score of (3.8 - 2.0 - 0.8) = 1.0. Since this is below the cutoff value of

2.0, a more detailed evaluation is deemed appropriate.

5.1.2 FEMA 356

The Demand-to-Capacity Ratios (DCR) for the classroom roof and gymnasium

roof diaphragms are shown in Tables 32 and 33, respectively. A DCR less than

or equal to 1.0 represents an acceptable structural configuration.
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Table 32. FEMA 356 Classroom Roo Dia #hra I mDCR

For each configuration and load direction, the higher DCR value represents

the controlling load level. For example, the gymnasium single layer

configuration loaded in the East/West direction with K = 0.75 has an

Immediate Occupancy level DCR equal to 1.16, and a Collapse Prevention

DCR equal to 0.79. Since the Immediate Occupancy DCR is the higher value,

this controls the design check for the diaphragm element in the East/West

seismic direction. Because the controlling DCR is greater than 1.0, the

diaphragm would be considered inadequate and a different rehabilitation

method or system would be required.

The resulting DCRS are inversely proportional to the knowledge factor, K. If a

higher degree of knowledge about the materials and construction methods is

attained, the DCRs are proportionally reduced. For the classroom roof

diaphragm, the existing configuration meets the acceptance criteria using K =

0.75 or K = 1.0. In practice, this means that there would be no benefit to the

designer in conducting the required testing or demolition of roofing materials

to view sheathing grade stamps. Increasing the knowledge factor is not
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1(1.0 0.75

Thickness LS CP LS CP
EIW N/S EIW N/S E/W N/S FJW N/S

Single Layer 0.25 0.13 0.35 0.18 0.34 0.18 0.47 0.24
Double Layer 0.15 0.08 0.21 0.11 0.20 0.10 0.28 0.14

Table 33. FEMA 356 G mnasium Roo Dia #hra DCR
K1.0 K0.75

Thickness JO CP 10 CP
E/W N/S E/W N/S EJW N/S FJW N/S

Single Layer 0.87 0.83 0.59 0.56 1.16 1.10 0.79 0.75

Double Layer 0.50 0.48 0.34 0.33 I 0.67 0.64 0.46 0.43
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required because even at the lower level of knowledge, the existing classroom

diaphragm meets the acceptance criteria.

At the gymnasium, the existing diaphragm configuration would not be

deemed acceptable for ic = 0.75 because the DCR values for the East/West and

the North/South load directions both exceed 1.0. If sufficient demolition were

performed to assure the plywood grade and to attain K = 1.0, then the existing,

single-layer configuration would be acceptable. Otherwise a rehabilitation

involving addition of a second layer of roof sheathing meets the acceptance

criteria.

At the classroom roof, the Collapse Prevention DCRs are higher than the

corresponding Life Safety DCRs. This indicates that the Collapse Prevention

force level and associated acceptance criteria control the design check of the

classroom roof diaphragm. Conversely, the Immediate Occupancy DCRs at

the gymnasium diaphragm are all higher than the Collapse Prevention DCRs.

This indicates that the Immediate Occupancy force level and associated

acceptance criteria control the design check of the gymnasium roof

diaphragm. Several factors are included in the development of the design

forces, such as building period, sheathing thickness and panel aspect ratios.

The most significant effect is from the very low m factors used with the

Immediate Occupancy level forces, compared to the factors used for Collapse

Prevention and Life Safety.

The DCRs for the classroom panels resisting East/West seismic loads are

provided in Table 34, and for panels resisting North/South seismic loads in

Table 35. Similar tables for the gymnasium are provided in Tables 36 and 37.



Table 34. FEMA 356 Classrooms Wall Panel DCR, E/W Seismic Direction
Panel
Length

(ft)

Table 35. FEMA 356 Classrooms Wall Panel DCR, N/S Seismic Direction
Panel

Length
(ft)

LS

Single Double
cP

Single Double

LS

Single Double
cP

Single Double
80 I 0.38 0.23 0.59 I 0.35 I 0.51 0.30
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K = 0.75
LS CP

Single Double Single Double
0.57 1.50 0.89
0.52 1.36 0.81

K = 0.75
LS CP

Single Double Single Double
0.79 0.47

Table 36. FEMA 356
Panel

G mnasium Wall Panel DCR, E/W Seismic Direction
K = 1.0 K = 0.75

Length 10 CP JO CP
(ft) Single Double Single Double Single Double Single Double
14 2.34 1.34 1.77 1.01 3.12 1.79 2.36 1.35
16 2.51 1.44 1.83 1.05 3.35 1.92 2.43 1.40
23 2.21 1.27 1.52 0.87 2.94 1.69 2.02 1.16
24 1.65 0.95 1.13 0.65 2.20 1.26 1.51 0.87
26 1.98 1.14 1.36 0.78 2.64 1.52 1.81 1.04
45 1.28 0.74 0.88 0.51 1.71 0.98 1.17 0.67

Table 37. FEMA 356 G mnasium Wall Panel DCR, N/S Seismic Direction
Panel K = 1.0 K = 1.75
Length 10 CP 10 CP

(ft) Single Double Single Double Single Double Single Double
9 2.47 1.41 2.10 1.20 3.30 1.89 2.80 1.60
10 2.19 1.26 1.86 1.07 2.92 1.68 2.48 1.42
13 1.98 1.13 1.53 0.88 2.64 1.51 2.04 1.17
18 2.13 1.22 1.51 0.87 2.84 1.63 2.01 1.16
21 2.01 1.15 1.38 0.79 2.68 1.54 1.84 1.06
37 1.54 0.89 1.06 0.61 2.06 1.18 1.41 0.81
55 1.20 0.69 0.83 0.48 1.60 0.92 1.10 0.63

0.73 0.43 1.12 0.67 0.97
0.66 0.39 1.02 0.61 0.88
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For K = 0.75, only the longest classroom panels (length = 80 ft.) have DCRs that

meet LS and CP level forces using a single layer of sheathing. All other

classroom panels have either the LS or CP DCR greater than 1.0. Because the

existing structures would require addition of plywood sheathing, as there are

no existing sheathed walls, it is unlikely that this knowledge factor would be

appropriate. The plywood grade and connection details are known for new

construction, so the knowledge factor would equal 1.0. Even at this level of

knowledge, only the longest of the classroom panels would meet the

acceptance criteria. Thus, the proposed single-panel rehabilitation is not

acceptable for the shorter classroom shear panels. Installation of double layer

sheathing results in DCRs less than 1.0, and would be an acceptable

rehabilitation.

At the gymnasium structure, none of the single-sheathed panels meet the

acceptance criteria. For a knowledge factor K = 1.0, appropriate for addition of

new sheathing panels, only the longest panels (24 ft., 37 ft., 45 ft. and 55 ft.)

meet the acceptance criteria when two panel layers are added. Double

sheathing layers would not be acceptable at other panel locations because the

DCRs for the remaining panels are greater than 1.0 at the JO or CP levels, or

both.

For a typical rehabilitation design, methods that are not acceptable would be

modified until the resulting DCR's were below 1.0. Some methods might

include increasing the thickness of plywood, increasing the amount of nailing,

installation of additional interior shear walls or other bracing, reducing the

expected performance level, or some combination of any or all of these.

For comparison with the other analysis methods and results, only the values

obtained for K = 1.0 are used. It is assumed that for an actual rehabilitation the
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engineer would be able to specify the required number of tests or grade stamp

inspections to ensure the use of the appropriate assumed material properties.

The element DCR used for comparison with results from the other methods is

the HIGHER of the two force levels. For example, the DCR for the 21 ft. long

gymnasium shear panel is equal to 2.01, the greater value of the Immediate

Occupancy DCR (2.01) and the Collapse Prevention DCR (1.38).

5.1.3 ASCE/SEI 31

5.1.3.1 TIER 1 RESULTS

Tier 1 includes a check only of the wall panels for each seismic load direction.

No checks are made for the acceptability of the roof diaphragm elements. The

Design-to-Capacity Ratios (DCRs) for this analysis are shown in Table 38.

Table 38. ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 1 Wall Panel DCR
Seismic Direction

Structure
E/W N/S

0.74
0.23
0.76

Classrooms 0.41

The Tier 1 analysis shows that the shear force in each wall panel (classrooms

and gymnasium) is at an acceptable level because all DCRS are less than 1.0.

The results are the same whether the rehabilitation includes a single or double

layer of sheathing, because the acceptance criteria is a force of 1,000 lbf/ft for

walls sheathed with plywood, regardless of the thickness of the sheathing or

nailing pattern.



5.1.3.2 TIER 2 RESULTS

Tier 2 involves evaluation of roof diaphragm and wall panel elements for each

seismic load direction. The DCRs for the classroom roof diaphragm are shown

in Table 39, and for the gymnasium roof diaphragm in Table 40.

Table 39. ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 2 Classroom Roof Diaphragm DCR

Thickness

Single Layer 0.23 0.13
Double Layer 0.13 0.08

Table 40. ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 2 G mnasium Roof Diaphragm DCR

Thickness
Seismic Direction

E/W N/S
Single Layer 0.52 0.49
Double Layer 0.30 0.28
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Because all DCRS are less than 1.0, this indicates that the existing, single-layer

configurations do not require rehabilitation. The double-layer configuration

DCRS are computed in this report to allow comparison with the results from

other methods. As expected, the DCRs for the double-layer configuration are

lower than for the single-layer configuration because the added sheathing

layer provides added capacity.

The DCRs for the classroom panels resisting East/West seismic loads are

provided in Table 41, and for panels resisting North/South seismic loads in

Table 42. Similar tables for the gymnasium are provided in Tables 43 and 44.



Table 41. ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 2 Classrooms Wall Panel DCR, E/W Seismic Direction
Panel Length Panels

(ft) Single Double

15 0.63
0.37
0.37

10 0.63

Table 42. ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 2 Classrooms Wall Panel DCR, N/S Seismic Direction
Panel Length Panels

(ft) Single Double
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urn Wall Panel DCR, N/S Seismic Direction

The calculated DCRs indicate that all classroom shear walls meet the

acceptance criteria for a single layer of sheathing. The evaluation would

conclude that these structures, with only a single layer of wall sheathing,

would not require rehabilitation because the DCRs are less than 1.0. At the

Panel Length Panels
(ft) Single Double
14 1.23 0.70
16 1.19 0.68
23 1.13 0.65
24 1.13 0.65
26 1.13 0.65
45 1.13 0.65

Table 44. ASCE/SLI
Panel Length

(ft)

31 Tier

Single
Panels

2 G mnas

Double
9 1.19 0.68
10 1.19 0.68
13 1.12 0.64
18 1.04 0.59
21 1.01 0.58
37 1.01 0.58
55 1.01 0.58

80 0.35 0.21

Table 43. ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 2 Gymnasium Wall Panel DCR, E/W Seismic Direction
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gymnasium structure, a single layer of sheathing would not be adequate, but a

double layer would meet acceptance criteria. The higher DCR values at the

gymnasium are in large part due to the decreased m factors used for the

Immediate Occupancy level. The factors are approximately half of the values

used for the Life Safety level at the classrooms.

Some of the DCR values are identical with the values computed for other wall

lengths, and some are different. For example, in the East/West seismic

direction the DCR value for the 16 ft.-long gymnasium wall panel is not equal

to the DCRS for the gymnasium panels 23 ft. or greater, but the DCRS for the

longer panels are equal to each other. The shear panels are assumed treated as

flexible elements and resist the same diaphragm shear per foot at the top of

wall regardless of length. However, the m factor is calculated based on the

ratio of height to length. Where those m factors are equal, the resulting DCR

values are also equal. For the example cited here, the m factor for the 16 ft.

panel is equal to 1.80, and the m factors for the panels 23 ft. or longer are all

equal to 2.0.

5.1.3.3 TIER 3 RESULTS

ASCE Tier 3 involves the same processes used in FEMA 356, with the forces

multiplied by 0.75. Thus, the Tier 3 DCRs are equal to 0.75 times the associated

DCRs from FEMA 356. This relationship is valid only because Linear

Procedures are used in the analysis, and linear element behavior is assumed.

DCRs for the classroom roof and gymnasium roof diaphragms are shown in

Tables 45 and 46, respectively.



Table 45. ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 3 Classroom Roo Dia ihra: m DCR

These results show that each existing roof diaphragm is acceptable regardless

of the knowledge level used (0.75 or 1.0) for the calculated seismic loads

because all DCR values are less than 1.0. Comparing the DCR values for the

classroom roof, the Collapse Prevention level forces control the evaluation

because the DCRs are higher than the Life Safety DCRs. At the gymnasium

structure, the Immediate Occupancy DCRs are higher than the Collapse

Prevention DCRs, so the Immediate Occupancy level forces control the

evaluation.

The DCRs for the classroom panels resisting East/West seismic loads are

provided in Table 47, and for panels resisting North/South seismic loads in

Table 48. Similar tables for the gymnasium are provided in Tables 49 and 50.

Table 47. ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 3 Classrooms Wall Panel DCR, E/W Seismic Direction
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K = 1.0 K = 0.75

Thickness IS cP LS CP
E/W N/S E/W N/S E/W N/S E/W N/S

Single Layer 0.19 0.10 0.26 0.14 I 0.26 0.14 0.35 0.18
Double Layer 0.11 0.06 0.16 0.08 I 0.15 0.08 0.21 0.11

10 0.55 0.32 0.84 0.50 0.73 0.43 1.13 0.67
15 0.50 0.29 0.77 0.46 0.66 0.39 1.02 0.61

Table 46. ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 3 G mnasium Roo Dia #hra: DCR
K = 1.0 K = 0.75

Thickness TO CP 10 CP
E/W N/S E/W N/S E/W N/S E/W N/S

Single Layer 0.65 0.62 0.44 0.42 0.87 0.83 0.59 0.56
Double Layer I 0.38 0.36 0.26 0.25 I 0.50 0.48 0.35 0.32

Panel K 1.0 K = 0.75

Length LS CP LS CP
(ft) Single Double Single Double Single Double Single Double



Table 48. ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 3 Classrooms Wall Panel DCR, N/S Seismic Direction
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Panel
Length

(ft)

K = 1.0

LS CP
Single Double Single Double

K = 0.75

LS CP
Single Double Single Double

80 I 0.29
I

0.17 0A4 0.26 I 0.38 0.23
I

0.59 0.35

The 10 ft. and 15 ft. classroom panels do not meet the acceptance criteria for

single-layer sheathing because of the reduced knowledge factor. The panels

do meet acceptance criteria if double sheathing is used. The 80 ft. panels meet

the criteria for a single layer of sheathing, using either K = 1.0 or K 0.75. For

the gymnasium structure, none of the single-layer panels meet the acceptance

criteria for K = 0.75, and only the 45 ft. and 55 ft. panels meet the single-layer

acceptance criteria with K =1.0. Actual rehabilitation at either of these

Table 49. ASCE/SEI
Panel

31 Tier 3 G mnasium Wall Panel DCR, E/W Seismic Directioii
K = 1.0 K = 0.75

Length 10 CP 10 CP
(It) Single Double Single Double Single Double Single Double
14 1.76 1.01 1.33 0.76 2.34 1.34 1.77 1.01
16 1.88 1.08 1.37 0.79 2.51 1.44 1.82 1.05
23 1.66 0.95 1.14 0.65 2.21 1.27 1.52 0.87
24 1.24 0.71 0.85 0.49 1.65 0.95 1.13 0.65
26 1.49 0.86 1.02 0.59 1.98 1.14 1.36 0.78
45 0.96 0.56 0.66 0.38 1.28 0.74 0.88 0.50

Table 50.

Panel
ASCE/SEI 31 Tier

K =
3 G mnasium Wall Panel DCR, N/S Seismic Direction
1.0 K = 0.75

Length JO CP 10 CP
(ft) Single Double Single Double Single Double Single Double
9 1.85 1.06 1.58 0.90 2.48 1.42 2.10 1.20

10 1.64 0.95 1.40 0.80 2.19 1.26 1.86 1.07
13 1.49 0.85 1.15 0.66 1.98 1.13 1.53 0.88
18 1.60 0.92 1.13 0.65 2.13 1.22 1.51 0.87
21 1.51 0.86 1.04 0.59 2.01 1.16 1.38 0.80
37 1.16 0.67 0.80 0.46 1.55 0.89 1.06 0.61

55 0.90 0.52 0.62 0.36 1.20 0.69 0.83 0.47



Table 51. 1997 UBC Classroom Roo

Thickness

Single Layer
Double Layer

Table 52. 1997 LIBC G

Thickness

Single Layer
Double Layer

Diaihragm DCR
Seismic Direction
E/W N/S
0.17 0.19
0.10 0.11

Diaihragin DCR
Seismic Direction
E/W N/S

mnasium Roo

0.22 0.27
0.13 0.16
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structures would involve addition of new plywood sheathing, so the higher

knowledge factor would be applicable. Gymnasium panel lengths greater than

16 ft. meet the acceptance criteria for double sheathing, but the shorter panels

do not. The shorter panels have lower m values, which reduces their capacity

and increases the DCRs.

For comparison with other analysis methods and results, only the values

calculated for K =1.0 are used.

5.1.4 1997 UBC

The Demand-to-Capacity Ratio (DCR) for the classroom roof and gymnasium

roof diaphragms are shown in Tables 51 and 52, respectively.

Because all DCR values are less than 1.0, this indicates that the existing, single-

layer configuration of roof sheathing is acceptable to resist the calculated

loads. The double layer values are included for comparison with the other

analysis methods.



The DCR for the classroom panels resisting East/West seismic loads are

provided in Table 53, and for panels resisting North/South seismic loads in

Table 54. Similar tables for the gymnasium are provided in Tables 55 and 56.

Table 53. 1997 UBC Classrooms Wall Panel DCR, E/W Seismic Direction
Panel Length Thickness

(ft) Single Double

15 0.66
0.38
0.39

Table 54. 1997 UBC Classrooms Wall Panel DCR, N/S Seismic Direction
Panel Length Thickness

(ft) Single Double

all Panel DCR, E/W Seismic Direction

all Panel DCR, N/S Seismic Direction
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Table 55. 1997 LIBC G mnasium l'V
Panel Length Thickness

(ft) Single Double
14 0.70 0.41
16 0.71 0.42
23 0.74 0.43
24 0.74 0.43
26 0.75 0.43
45 0.78 0.44

Table 56. 1997 LIBC G mnasium
Panel Length Thickness

(ft) Single

I/V

Double
9 0.61 0.35
10 0.63 0.36
13 0.65 0.38
18 0.68 0.40
21 0.69 0.41
37 0.73 0.42
55 0.75 0.42

80 0.39 0.23

10 0.64
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All single-layer DCR values are less than 1.0, indicating that a single layer of

½-in, plywood sheathing is an acceptable rehabilitation method. The double

layer values are provided for comparison to the other methods in this report.

This result was anticipated, because the addition of a single ½-in, layer of

plywood sheathing to the exterior walls was the recommended rehabilitation

method for these elements in the original CH2M Hill report.

5.2 DCR COMPARISONS

The Demand-to-Capacity Ratio (DCR) value for each element, and for each

method of analysis or evaluation, should be compared to the expected level of

conservatism inherent in the method. For example, application of provisions

from the design methods (1997 UBC and FEMA 356) are expected to result in

more conservative results. Moreover, new buildings would generally be

designed for increased calculated design forces, a longer life expectancy than

for rehabilitation of existing structures, more stringent seismic detailing

requirements for new elements, etc. Lower requirements for existing building

evaluation vs. design can be thought of as giving a "break" to existing

buildings, exempting the evaluation from all of the requirements in design

methods. Therefore the DCRs for new building design using the 1997 UBC are

expected to be higher than for FEMA 356, which are expected to be higher

than all of the values computed for the ASCE/SEI 31 methods.

In general, a measure of the conservatism in a given method is the level of

investigation involved. Where more detailed evaluation or analysis is

performed, this generally (but not always) results in a less conservative design

check and would be represented by a lower DCR value. For the three

ASCE/SEI 31 methods, the level of conservatism from Tier 1 through Tier 3 is
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expected to decrease as the level of analysis increases. Therefore the DCR

values should be highest for Tier 1 (most conservative), lower for Tier 2, and

lowest for Tier 3 (most detailed analysis).

A 3-D analysis is generally expected to provide less conservative results,

which would cause a reduction in the element DCR values. Because the FEMA

356 and ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 3 results are based on 3-D models, it is possible that

the DCR values might be lower than an ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 2 evaluation, which

is based on a more conservative 2-D analysis. It is still expected that the 1997

UBC results will be the most conservative, and have the highest DCR values.

In summary, the expected results of a DCR comparison should show that the

values increase in the following order (except FEMA 356, which could be

lower than ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 2):

ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 3 (lowest DCR)

ASCE/SEI3lTier2

ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 1

FEMA 356

1997 UBC (highest DCR)

While this ranking order may not be true for all elements, it is expected that

the evaluation method DCRs (ASCE/SEI 31) should generally be lower than

the design method DCRS (FEMA 356, 1997 UBC).

The summary DCRs for the classroom roof are shown in Table 57, and for the

gymnasium roof in Table 58. There is no value in the ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 1

column because that method does not include any provisions for checking

horizontal diaphragms.



The relative values of the DCRs do not match what was expected. Instead of

being the highest value, the 1997 UBC DCRs are lower for the East/West

seismic direction than the other methods. This indicates that the 1997 UBC

method would actually allow the TFIINNEST diaphragm element. In the

North/South seismic direction the results are about equal. This loading

direction is relatively simple because there are no openings in the walls.

In all cases the existing, single-layer configuration would be deemed

adequate, even if the relative values are not in the expected increasing order.

Thickness

Thickness

Table 58. Summa

Thickness

Thickness

Table 57. Summar o Classroom Roo Dia'hra: DCR
E/W Seismic Direction

FEMA 356
ASCE/SEI

1997 UBC
Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

N/S Seismic Direction
ASCE/SEI 31

1997 UBCFEMA 356 Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

G mnasium Roo Diaihra: m DCR
E/W Seismic Direction

ASCE/SEI 31
FEMA 356 1997 UBC

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

N/S Seismic Direction
ASCE/SEI 31

FEMA 356 Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3
1997 UBC
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Single Layer 0.83 NA 0.49 0.62 0.27
Double Layer 0.48 NA 0.28 0.36 0.16

Single Layer 0.18 NA 0.13 0.14 0.19
Double Layer 0.11 NA 0.08 0.08 0.11

Single Layer 0.35 NA 0.23 0.26 0.17
Double Layer 0.21 NA 0.13 0.16 0.10

Single Layer 0.87 NA 0.52 0.65 0.22
Double Layer 0.50 NA 0.30 0.38 0.13



The difference in roof DCRs is notable at the gymnasium structure, where the

FEMA 356 and ASCE/SEI 31 provisions result in much higher values. This is

because the m factors used in the Immediate Occupancy force level are much

lower than for the Collapse Prevention level check, causing an increase in the

DCR. The 1997 LIBC also requires an increase in design forces for the

gymnasium structure due to its status as an essential facility, but the increase

is a lower percentage than the increase required in FEMA 356 and ASCE/SEI

31. The higher FEMA 356 values also cause the ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 3 DCRs to be

higher than the 1997 LIBC values.

The increase in the FEMA 356 provisions also causes the ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 3

results to be higher than the Tier 2 result, which is reverse of the expected

relative values. The Tier 3 results and FEMA 356 results are both higher than

the 1997 LIBC results, which is the reverse of the expected relative values. The

m factors in the FEMA 356 provisions are the main reason for the higher

values.

Table 59. Summa o Classroom Wall Panel DCR, E/W Seismic Direction

Panel Length
(ft)

Single Panel Layer
ASCE/SEI 31

FEMA 356 1997 UBC
Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

Panel Length
(ft)

Double Panel Layer
ASCE/SEI 31

FEMA 356 1997 UBC
Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

10 I 0.67 0.41 0.37 0.50
15 I 0.61 0.41 0.37 0.46

0.38
0.38
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10 1.12 0.41 0.63 0.84 0.64
15 I 1.02 0.41 0.63 0.77 0.64



Panel Length
(ft)

Single Panel Layer
ASCE/SEI 31

FEMA 356 1997 UBC
Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

Double Panel Layer
Panel Length

ASCE/SEI 31
(ft) FEMA 356 Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

0.23 0.21

1997 UBC

The summary DCRs for the classroom wall panels are shown in Table 59 for

seismic load in the East/West direction, and in Table 60 for seismic load in the

North/South direction. The DCR values are comparable between the Tier 1

(double panel layer), Tier 2 and 1997 LJBC methods, but it was expected that

the 1997 UBC method would have the highest DCR. The values for 1997 UBC

are lower than the FEMA 356 and ASCE/SEI 31 results, which is not the

expected result.

Comparison of the ASCE/SEI 31 Tier 2 and Tier 3 shows the Tier 2 values are

lower than the Tier 3 values, reverse of the expected results. This is because

the results from the FEMA 356 analysis are also high, arid the Tier 3 results are

equal to 75% of the FEMA 356 values.

Summary DCRs for the gymnasium walls are shown in Tables 61 and 62.

Similar to previous results, the 1997 UBC DCR values are not the highest of

the methods. Except for the longest wall panels with single layer sheathing,

the 1997 UBC values are lower than all other methods. The Tier 1 results are

comparable to the 1997 LIBC results for the single-layer sheathing, but the

comparison values diverge for double-layer sheathing. No reduction is

evident in the Tier 1 DCRs for double-layer sheathing because the acceptance
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Table 60. Summa Classroom Wall Panel DCR, N/S Seismic Direction

0.59 0.23 0.35 0.44 0.39



irection

criteria is not based on panel thickness, while the allowable forces in the 1997

LIBC methods are increased for thicker panels.

The Tier 3 results are generally higher than the Tier 2 or Tier 1 results, which

was not expected. This is because the Tier 3 results are directly proportional to

the FEMA 356 results, which are significantly higher than all other methods.

This unexpected result is most likely due to the conservative approach in the

FEMA 356 and ASCE/SEI 31 Liner Static Procedures, as well as the m factors

used in each analysis. This result was observed in the classroom structure also,

but the differences are much more pronounced in the gymnasium structure.

The wider difference is due to the much more stringent requirements of the

Immediate Occupancy force levels (gymnasium) compared to the Life Safety

force levels (classroom). The 1997 UBC analysis also includes an increase in
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Table 61. Summar o G mnasium Wall Panel DCR, E/W Seismic
Single Panel Layer

Panel Length
ASCE/SEI 31

(ft) FEMA 356 1997 UBC
Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

14 2.34 0.76 1.23 1.76 0.70
16 2.51 0.76 1.19 1.88 0.71
23 2.21 0.76 1.13 1.66 0.74
24 1.65 0.76 1.13 1.24 0.74
26 1.98 0.76 1.13 1.49 0.75
45 1.28 0.76 1.13 0.96 0.78

Panel Length
(ft) FEMA 356

Double Panel Layer
ASCE/SEI 31

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3
1997 UBC

14 1.34 0.76 0.70 1.01 0.41
16 1.44 0.76 0.68 1.08 0.42
23 1.27 0.76 0.65 0.95 0.43
24 0.95 0.76 0.65 0.71 0.43
26 1.14 0.76 0.65 0.86 0.43
45 0.74 0.76 0.65 0.56 0.44



irection

the forces for the gymnasium structure, but the increased importance factor

represents only a 25% increase in forces due to importance. The m factors for

Immediate Occupancy are approximately half of the Life Safety m factors,

which results in double the DCR values. The m factors in ASCE/SEI 31 for

Immediate Occupancy are also approximately half the values for Life Safety.

5.3 DOCUMENT USE DISCUSSION

5.3.1 FEMA 154

A final S score of 2.0 or less indicates that the structure requires additional

detailed structural evaluation. A high Rapid Visual Screening (RVS) score
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Table 62. Summa o G mnasium Wall Panel DCR, N/S Seismic
Single Panel Layer

Panel Length
ASCE/SET 31

(ft) FEMA 356 1997 UBC
Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

9 2.47 0.74 1.19 1.85 0.61
10 2.19 0.74 1.19 1.64 0.63
13 1.98 0.74 1.12 1.49 0.65
18 2.13 0.74 1.04 1.60 0.68
21 2.01 0.74 1.01 1.51 0.69
37 1.54 0.74 1.01 1.16 0.73
55 1.20 0.74 1.01 0.90 0.75

Panel Length
(ft) FEMA 356

Double Panel Layer
ASCE/SEI 31

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3
1997 UBC

9 1.41 0.74 0.68 1.06 0.35
10 1.26 0.74 0.68 0.95 0.36
13 1.13 0.74 0.64 0.85 0.38
18 1.22 0.74 0.59 0.92 0.40
21 1.15 0.74 0.58 0.86 0.41
37 0.89 0.74 0.58 0.67 0.42
55 0.69 0.74 0.58 0.52 0.42



does not necessarily "rule out" a more detailed seismic evaluation of the

structure. Schools, emergency facilities, historic buildings or other special

structure types may have elevated importance following an earthquake that

would dictate a detailed analysis. Hoover School is a designated Red Cross

Disaster Shelter, and should probably have a detailed analysis completed

regardless of the FEMA 154 Final Structural Score.

Hoover Elementary School is one of those buildings that FEMA 154 states may

be mis-categorized by the procedures and screening. In this case, the

structures were deemed to be adequate based on the visual screening alone,

but a serious structural deficiency was identified based on a plans review. The

visual analysis alone did not expose the deficiency because the building

system was obscured from the view of the screener.

While the screening failed to identify the hazard present in the Hoover

Elementary School system, the RVS is a good tool for making fast and easy

evaluations for a large number of buildings in a relatively short period of time.

These initial screenings could have great value to a local municipality that

must prioritize resources toward the detailed analysis and rehabilitation of the

most hazardous structures.

The organization, explanations, examples and descriptions are all very good

for the intended users of the document. The method is quick and easy, which

would allow for evaluations of many buildings in a relatively short period of

time.
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5.3.2 FEMA 356

In general, FEMA 356 is written in technical language that would probably be

difficult to understand for most users not thoroughly familiar with structural

design for seismic loadings. Many important design decisions are to be made

by building owners (such as performance levels), but the document is not

written to their level of understanding of structural systems, building

performance and seismic behaviors. A structural engineer with seismic design

experience or the local building official would need to guide the owner

through the process of determining appropriate performance levels and

rehabilitation objectives. As a rehabilitation tool, FEMA 356 is very

comprehensive and detailed. The depth of analysis and engineering will tend

to exclude non-experienced users of the document, which is not a criticism.

The user should have an in-depth knowledge of structural engineering

principles and seismic design before applying the provisions of this

document.

Several items and procedures in the document seemed inadequate, confusing,

or potentially incorrect. A brief discussion of those items follows.

1. Performance Levels for Essential Facilities

The document is written with the stated intent to allow for a wide range of

rehabilitation objectives and performance levels. This represents a departure

from the codified "Importance Factors" used in the model codes, where

building classifications are provided and design modifiers specified. Model

codes that are based on Life-Safety performance do not explicitly allow for

performance-based designs, so many owners do not have experience in

making this type of selection for their building.
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Certain facilities should generally be rehabilitated to higher performance

levels than other buildings. Emergency facilities, hospitals, and other essential

facilities should be evaluated and rehabilitated to Enhanced Rehabilitation

Objectives to increase the likelihood that they will be operational immediately

after or soon after an earthquake. Hazardous materials storage facilities or

other important, but non-emergency-response related buildings, may also

require certain minimum design levels.

Cost of Performance Level Selection

The shift in responsibility for specifying performance objectives from the

design document to building owners may be difficult for owners who likely

do not have a "feel" for how the performance levels and rehabilitation

objectives will impact the rehabilitation design, cost of upgrades, and time

required for construction. Engineers will be required to bridge the gap

between state-of-the-art science implementation and the impact on

construction costs. A compilation of actual building designs and associated

costs, or design case studies and cost analyses, would be a valuable tool for

those who need to choose an appropriate performance level for rehabilitation

design.

General Design Criteria

Very little mention is made throughout the document of other design forces

which should be considered during a rehabilitation design. I recognize that

the NEHRP-based documents deal with seismic provisions only, but designers

must not neglect other forces such as wind, earth pressures, hydraulic loads,

etc. Especially for light-weight, tall buildings (such as the Hoover Elementary

School gymnasium) wind forces may induce higher force levels in the
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elements than do seismic forces. This was the result in the rehabilitation report

completed by CH2M Hill (Baxter et al. 1999).

Requirements for Use of 3-D Model

A two-dimensional stiffness model is allowed when the horizontal

diaphragms are classified as either flexible (no further restrictions) or rigid

when horizontal torsion is negligible or accounted for as specified.

Classification is based on the relative deflection of the diaphragm compared to

the story drift of the story below. Some key information is not provided in the

text or commentary of FEMA 356 in determining the applicability of a 2-D

design.

No guidance is provided in the document for estimating diaphragm

deflections. Several methods and approaches currently exist to estimate in-

plane deformations, but none are referenced in the document. Most methods

involve complicated equations, factors for nail spacing and patterns, and other

assumptions. Determining an estimated in-plane diaphragm deflection, and

relating that to the associated story drift are not trivial efforts even when a 2-D

analysis is used. For this report the deflection results from the 3-D analysis

were used as the basis for classification of the diaphragms. The result was that

the wood diaphragms (which have been assumed to be flexible elements)

were either stiff or rigid, which ruled out use of a 2-D design approach.

Wood Structural Panel Expected Strength Determination

Default Expected Strength Values are provided for all wood elements EXCEPT

wood structural panel sheathing in Table 8-1, Chapter 8 of FEMA 356. The

document allows use of calculated LRFD values from "an approved code,"

with specified p factor = 1.0 and an additional 0.8 factor for panels, for
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determining a panel deflection at yield. (The 0.8 additional factor converts

nominal to expected strengths, but is only referenced in the section pertaining

to wall panels.) Only in the commentary are the "AF&PA LRFD" and "BSSC

(2000)" referenced. The second reference is the 2000 Edition of NEHRP

Recommended Provisions for Seismic Regulations for New Buildings and Other

Structures (BSSC 2001a), and is used as the basis for the wood structural panel

strength values in this report. Values are taken from Table 12.4.3-2a, which

according to the table notes (printed on a separate page) are based on = 0.65.

Dividing the listed values by 0.65 and multiplying by the 0.8 reduction factor

provides the expected strength values for this report. Another reference is

required to obtain the Shear Modulus value, G. Once this deflection is

calculated, it must be calibrated to the particular length of shear wall under

consideration, and a series of stiffness values produced to provide the

expected strength. This process of consulting several references and multiple

calculations to arrive a an expected strength value seems more time-

consuming and error-prone than should be necessary.

6. Wood Structural Panel Model Element Stiffness

Significant effort was required to determine the element stiffness used for the

roof and shear wall elements. The stiffness was based on equations provided

in Chapter 8 of FEMA 356 for lateral deflections at yield. It is assumed that the

response of the elements at loads below yield are linear from zero to yield.

To model the plate elements in a 3-D elastic model, an equivalent "E" value is

required. Equations 8-2 and 8-4 for deflection at yield have several

components. For a given wall height, h, or diaphragm width, L, the deflection

is not linearly dependent on the other element dimension. This means that the

constant components such as shear deformation and nail deformation (not
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dependent on element dimensions) contribute a higher percentage of the

deformation for longer panel lengths and deeper diaphragms. For modeling

element properties this also means that for each shear panel length and

diaphragm depth the element will be assigned a different stiffness property

"E" to match the expected deflections at yield.

The process described in this report is quite tedious, requiring a series of

finite-element models. For each wall panel height, h, a series of models with

different lengths is required. For each diaphragm and for each seismic loading

direction, a finite-element model is required with the assumed boundary

conditions. Finally, for each model the stiffness value "E" must be modified by

trial-and-error until the expected displacement is attained. This yields a curve

of stiffness values based on the actual wall panel or diaphragm dimensions,

and this must be applied to the structural models accordingly. Each curve is

valid only for the assumed panel thickness, t, used in the deformation

equations.

The "E" value determined for the roof diaphragms is different for each seismic

load direction. For this analysis, an average of the "E" values for each

direction is used as the element stiffness in the finite-element models.

Computing the stiffness vs dimensions curves for each element is only part of

the process. For this analysis, the dimensions of rehabilitated panels and roof

diaphragms were not changed. If this analysis were being run to determine

the minimum length of each wall panel, different material properties would

have to be assigned when the panel lengths were optimized. If the minimum

required roof panel thickness is being evaluated, a new set of stiffness vs.

dimensions curves would be required for each panel thickness evaluated. This
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represents an extraordinary amount of computational effort when compared

to current methods of practice.

7. Verification of "m" Factors in Linear Static Procedure

The results of the DCR comparison were quite surprising. It was anticipated

that the "design-level" requirements (FEMA 356 and 1997 UBC) would be

more stringent than for the screening and evaluation requirements (FEMA 154

and ASCE/SEI 31), but the relative DCR values for FEMA 356 seem to be

excessively high. One explanation could be that the m factors used are not

properly calibrated for use in the Linear Static Procedure.

Several sources have suggested that the m factors in the NEHRP-based

documents may not be properly calibrated for use in Linear Static Procedures.

An email from Chris Poland (2003) states:

"The problem with the m factors is real and in my mind stems from the

conservative analysis approach inherent in the LSP. The R factors we

[use] for new buildings are really calibration factors to get us back to

the level we have always been comfortable with based on observation

of damage after earthquakes. The m factors are derived and, by nature,

do not include duration of shaking, the number of cycles of nonlinear

behavior, redundancy, etc."

Anecdotal evidence from other designers indicates that these results are

typical of the conservative LSP, regardless of the material used.



5.3.3ASCE/SEI3TI

The evaluation document ASCE/SEI 31 is written for use by experienced

structural designers. The terms used, equations presented, and calculations

required are beyond what a "lay-person" would be able to understand. While

not a limitation, potential users of the document should understand who the

target audience is.

1. Level of Investigation

In general, ASCE/SEI 31 is organized very well. One exception is the "Level of

Investigation Required" section in which the level of information collected is

explained. For a Tier 1 analysis, the document requires that "the level of

investigation shall be sufficient to complete Tier 1 Checklists." The same

section also states that "In addition to the information required for a Tier 1

Evaluation, sufficient information shall be collected for a Tier 2 Evaluation to

complete the required Tier 2 Procedures." These statements may seem

obvious at first, but when considered with respect to the progression of the

evaluation further clarification is required.

For a typical Tier 1 evaluation the level of investigation required is relatively

low, relying on visual inspection of the building and construction documents.

Tier 2 investigation may involve destructive examination and possibly

physical material testing. It does not make sense to require the Tier 2 level of

investigation until and unless the Tier 1 evaluation identifies structural

deficiencies. The intent of the document is not to require Tier 2 level of

investigation before any evaluation begins, but this is not clearly explained in

the document. Consulting engineers who contract with a building owner to

conduct an evaluation will need to include contract language to address when
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and what type of investigations are to be performed, and under what

circumstances.

Tier 1 Shear Stress Check

The SHEAR STRESS CHECK does not actually check the stress in the shear

panels. The acceptable load value is given in units of pounds per foot, which

does not account for thickness of wall sheathing or nailing pattern. This is

likely intended to be a conservative estimate of linear load reaction that

should work for most existing panels. However, the acceptance value of 1,000

lb/ft seems quite high. For example, the calculated ultimate capacity of the

wall panels according to FEMA 356 procedures was 418 lb/ft.

Based on the DCR for wood panels in this report, the Tier 1 force level is not

necessarily conservative. While the Tier 1 check did prove to be equal to or

more conservative than the 1997 LIBC requirements, the comparison with Tier

2 and Tier 3 analyses often showed Tier 1 to be LESS conservative. This could

be due to the m factors on structural wood panels, which may not be properly

calibrated to a Linear Static Procedure. (See discussion for FEMA 356.) This

unconservative result is likely also due to the high Tier 1 acceptance shear

load of 1,000 lb/ft.

Tier 3 Evaluation

The Tier 3 evaluation is a check against acceptable design codes, with a 25%

reduction in design forces. This reduction is an acknowledgment that design

forces under current seismic provisions are typically higher than were

required when existing structures were built. Requiring all structures to meet

current design code level forces would, in theory, require all structures being

evaluated to be rehabilitated to current code requirements. This is not the
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intent of the evaluation process; rather, the intent is to identify those

structures that are found to be potentially dangerous during a seismic event.

This reduction in forces also verifies the basic idea that the results of an

evaluation or analysis for an existing structure should be less stringent than

the results obtained by use of design level forces. As is discussed in this

report, the findings for these test structures show that the provisions of the

current evaluation and rehabilitation analysis documents do not necessarily

result in the less conservative results expected.

5.3 .4 1997 UBC

The use of model building codes is not typically recommended for the analysis

or rehabilitation of existing buildings. It is generally accepted that design

forces for new buildings are significantly higher than appropriate for either

rehabilitation or evaluation. New design codes have been developed and used

for many years, and engineers have become accustomed to the provisions and

requirements. For this reason, using familiar building code provisions can be a

useful benchmark for comparison with other rehabilitation or evaluation

methods. However, the designer needs a clear understanding of what the

expected results of a new building design compared to a rehabilitation design

should be. Further research similar to this report for other building types,

materials, configurations, building uses, design and rehabilitation provisions

will add to the body of knowledge available to help guide designers.



6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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The FEMA 154 screenings show that with no prior knowledge of the

structures or building systems, the facility would not be recommended for

further analysis. If a plans review is performed prior to the screening, then

the results do indicate that further structural analysis is warranted.

Developers of a screening procedure should recognize that essential

facilities require more detailed analyses performed regardless of the Final

Structural Score. For more important facilities, a preliminary plans review

should be a required part of the screening process.

FEMA 356 requires that the Performance Level be selected prior to the

analysis. Some guidance or minimum Enhanced Performance Objectives

should be specified in the document for essential facilities. Additional

documentation that the effects of the various Performance Levels have on

rehabilitation costs should be compiled and made available to designers

and building owners to help make the appropriate selection.

The NEHRP-based documents (FEMA 356, ASCE/SEI 31) are written as

seismic rehabilitation and evaluation documents, but references should be

provided to other design codes or documents for comparison with design

loads such as wind. Current building design for wind allows selection of

wind speed to determine design loads, but it is unclear what loads would

be comparable with each seismic Performance Levels.

The 3-D modeling requirements and provisions in FEMA 356 need to be

clarified and improved. A clear process or more detailed explanation for

the use of the current deflection equations in determining model element

properties is needed. Boundary conditions for test models should be
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clarified. Another recommendation is the creation of a table of stiffness

values to be used in finite-element models, with the values based on panel

thickness, materials, nailing patterns, assumptions on chord-splice slip, etc.

The process for determining element capacity values for wood structural

sheathing (horizontal diaphragms and shear walls) is not efficient. A table

of values of expected strengths based on panel thickness, nailing patterns,

direction of load, material grade, etc. provided within a single document

would make the design process more streamlined and reduce the chance

for computational errors. Where detailed information about an existing

panel system is not available, conservative, default expected strength

values should be provided.

The ASCE/SEI Tier 1 "stress check" is not conservative. The 1,000 lbf/ft

allowable load is not a conservative value, and is not dependent on the

panel thickness, nailing pattern, connections, etc. This check could

incorporate panel thickness and the allowable force level should be

reduced to a more conservative value for this screening-level check.

The results of the DCR comparisons showed that the 1997 1JBC provisions

do not always result in conservative designs, as was expected. The results

of the FEMA 356 provisions, especially for the Immediate Occupancy load

level, are typically much more conservative than the new building

provisions of 1997 LTBC. This is likely caused by the current m values used

in FEMA 356 and ASCE/SEI 31 under the Linear Static Procedures.

Several new subcommittees of the ASCE Seismic Rehabilitation Standards

Committee are being formed, including one for wood (Poland 2003). It is

recommended that the m factors be verified or modified for use in the LSP



to arrive at designs more comparable with the levels attained in current

design codes, or that a clear evidential basis be provided to explain the

design force levels and acceptance criteria.
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Buildinj Element Weights
C'assrooms

bLroof_CR Roofing + 5hething(0.75in) + Truss + Joist
+ bLbeams + Ceiling + Misc

bLroof_CR = 11.6 psf

Existinq Roof

11.5.fi(1.5.in)in)
Roofing = 2.25 psf BreyerApp. BRoofing

Sheathing(t) Sheething(0.75in) = 2.25 psf BreyerApp. B(3] (t)
in

(ôpIf)
Truss Truss= 1.Spsf

Estimate
(4ft)

Joist := 1.7psf Breyer App. A,
2x10 @ 24's

bLbeams 1.4psf Estimate

Ceiling 1.Opsf

Misc := 1.5psf Estimate

Spectral Acceleration values are taken from
http://eqint. cr. usgs. gov/eq/html/zipcode.shtml using

Spectral Accelerations (1O%150 years)

the zip code 97330.

5s_i := 43%.g 5s_I = 0.43g

Sii := 20%.g Si_i = 0.2g

Spectral Accelerations (2%150 years)

s_2 108%g 5s_2 = 1.08g

51_2 := 47%g S1_2 = 0.47g

Hoover Elementary School Preston Baxter

Seismic Accelerations
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New Roof

bL,'oof2cR bLro0f + Sheathing(O.75in)

bLroof 2_CR = 13.9 psf

Existinq Walls

Framing := 1.6psf

Siding := 2.5psf

( psf"
Gypsum := 2.14 (O.625in)

(\ in)

Insulation (lpcf) (óin)

bLwaIlcR := Framing + Siding + Gypsum + Insulation

bLwaiic = 9.6 psf DL of existing walls

New Panels

tponet := O.5in Assumed rehabilitation panel thickness

tpanel2 := 2 Use for sheathing on both sides

bLpanel_CR bLWQII_CR + Sheathing(tpanei)

bLpanel2_CR := bLw0ii CR + Sheathing(tpanel2)

DLpaneLCR = 11.1 psf DL of new panel with I layer of 1/2" plywood

= 12.6 psf DL of new panel with 2 layers of 1/2" plywood

Breyer App. A,
2x6@ 16"

Breyer App. B,
1" siding

Reinforced Masoniy
Table 5-1, 2 layers
of gypsum

1989 Fundamental
Handbook Table 4
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Gymnasium

bLroof GYM := bLroof Ck - Sheathing(O.7Sin) + Sheathing(O.625in)

bLroof_GYM = 11.225 psf

DLroof 2_GYM bLtf GYM + Sheathing (O.625in)

bLroof 2_GYM = 13.1 psf

DLwaJI GYM := bLwaILCR bLwaIi GYM 9.6 psf

bLpaneI GYM := bLpanelCR bLponei GYM = 11.lpsf

bLpaneI2_&yM bLpaneI2_Ci bLpanel2_GYM = 12.6 psf

Roof Elevations
hn CR := 9ft

hnGyM:= 2lft+4in

Buildinji Plan Dimensions
Classrooms

W := 9Oft Dimension in E/W direction

8Oft Dimension in N/S direction

90'

'it
80
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Shear Panel Lenqths

i:=l..2

'panel_CR_EW1

loft
l5ft

j:=l..l
PcrneI_cR_N5 : 80ff

H6

Number of wall panels for E/W seismic direction

Numpanel_CR_Ew1

Number of wa//panels for N/S seismic direction

NumponeL CR MS. := 2

Wall Openina Len qths

Lp CR N := 45ft LOP_CR_E := Oft

Lp CR 45ft LOP_CRW Oft

Gymnasium
WGYM := ll6ft

LGYM := 96ft

6

2
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Shear Panel Len qths

k:= 1..6

IpaneI_GYM_EWk :=

I:=1..7

'paneLGYM_N51

9ff
lOft
l3ft
18ff

2lft
37ft
55ff

Wall Openinq Len qths

LOP_GYM_N := 33ft

LOP_GYM_S := 34ft

Number of wa/I panels for E/W seismic direction

NUmpQneI&YMEW 1

Number of wall panels for N/S seismic direction

Numpanel_GYM_NS1 : 1

LQp GYM E := l4ft

LOP GYM W := 9ff

l4ft
l6ft
23ft
24ft
26ft
45ft
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Rapid Visual Screening of Buildings for Potential Seismic Hazards

FEMA-154 Data CoiiecVon Form HIGH Seismicity

Mdsi: 3836NWWsGlvU
90 Corvalhn, Or.gon 97320--i

Other Identifiers- - No.Sdus 1 Ys#JlJt 1967

Scrs.nar P. axt,r Dote November 1999

ITohil Ftoo A (s )
Classrooms: 7200 nfl Gymnasium: 11,136 Sf

1

II
I

I

I "

I I

Building Name Hoover Elementsry School classrooms & gymnasium

Us. School, tied Croon disaster heltsr (gymnasium)

I -

!'! ......-
A -

I 9' l'-
'I' 1

Scaie:t
OCCUPANCY SOIL TYPE FALUNG HAZARDS

Ms.mbly Govt Office NurnberofPerscase A B C D F 0 a a
CamnaI Historic ,R*ldeiUuJ 0-10 11-100 Hd Avg. Dense Soft Soft Pcox ui*c Perapets Cd1rç Oltec
Emil Services isdtssbal 101 1000 1000. Rocb ROCk SOI SCSI SCSI 001

BASIC SCORE, MODIFiERS, AND FINAL SCORE, S

BUILDIIO TYPE WI W2 31 62 53 54 55 Cl C2 CS PCI PC2 RMI RJ 1MM
1 liii lL CC SW lLU liFJ fieOJ fIu (Uie 5) ITUf 90) II

BaescSws 4.4 (35j 28 30 3.2 24 20 2.5 24 16 2.6 2.4 24 28 U
Mid Rise (4 u 7 stories) N/A N/A +02 +0.4 N/A .0.4 4Q.4 +0.4 40.4 +02 N/A .0.2 +0.4 +0.4 0.0

HIgiT R5e ( 7 stodes) N/A N/A +0.6 *0.8 N/A 40.8 +0.8 +0.6 +0,8 +03 N/A +0.4 N/A 40.8 N/A

V.ticallnsgSIscity -2.5 -2.0 -1.0 -1,5 N/A -1.0 -1,0 -1.5 -1.0 -1.0 N/A -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0

Plan friigtdvlty -0.5 -0.5 -05 -0.5 -0.5 -0,5 .0.5 -0,5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -05 0.5 -0.5

Pie-Code 0.0 -1.0 -1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.8 -0.2 -1.2 -1.0 -0.2 '0.8 -0.8 -1.0 -0.8 -02

PooI.8enth,narlc 2.4 .2.4 +1.4 .1.4 N/A 1.8 N/A +1,4 2,4 WA .2.1 N/A .24 .2.6 WA

SoilTypeC 00 -04 -04 -04 -04 -04 -04 -04 -04 -0.4 -04 -04 -04 0.4 -04

501 TypeD 0.0 {-oe) -0.6 -0.6 -0.6 -0.6 -0.4 -0.6 -0,6 -04 0.6 -0.6 -0.8 - -0.6 -0.6

Soil TypeE 0.0 -0.6 -1.2 -12 -1.0 -1.2 -0.6 .1.2 -0.8 -0.8 -0.4 -1,2 -0.4 -06 -0.5

FINAL SCORE, S 3.0

COMMENTS
D.talisd

Evaluation
R.qulrsd

YESI NO
I
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Rapid Visual Screet g of Buildings for Potential Seismic Hazards

FEMA-1 54 Data Coil ion Form HIGH Seismicity

OR" Bsaced frame MRF
FO 0 FlexIble diaphragm PC"
LM"tJghtmetal RD"Rlgtd

Figure B 2. RVS Form with Plans Inspection

EsUmeled. lUbjeC6O., or unteNabl, data
DNK Do Plel Know

SWS5rwa$
lit t,

IJRM 1* " Unrálarced masatey od81

Address' 3B36NWW0InL,tBlyd.
Corvolli., Oregon Zip 97330

Ottwrld.ntlffu.- - No.Sthdes I 1967

I I Scrsener P. Baxter () November 1999

'"+", I I ''' Tota' Floor Ares (sq. p,j CIooaroonis 7,200 of I Gymnosiom 11,136sfII
4 i

BuHdlng Name Hoover Elementory School clo,arooms & gymnosiun.

Use School, led Croo, disooter shelter (gymnaxum)

- I1

T

____It
Scale:

OCCUPANCY SOIL TYPE FAWNG HAZARDS

Assembly Govt OftIce NuinbercPersans A B C 0 E F o 0 0
Cunimeyced Hiatmic ,a..ioat 0-10 11-100 Hard Avg. Dense Suft Soft Poor Unrebced Parapets CUdç Olier.
Ernst Seivices Indusleal

J
101 1000 1000" Rock Rock Soil Sod Sod Sal

BASIC SCORE, MODIFiERS, AND FINAL SCORE S
$OIILDING TYPE WI W2 51 82 83 84 85 Cl (12 (13 PCI PC2 RMI R1 UM

P5Rt'l IM) Its) (505 tissas) (Met) (M) (UMIV) )fl4 IPEI (I
BeslcScare 44 2$ 30 32 3,8 20 2.5 2.5 II 2.6 24 2.1 2$ Ii
MidRiae (4lo7sltxieo) N/A N/A .0.2 0.4 N/A +0.4 +0.4 +0,4 +0.4 +0.2 N/A +0.2 +0.4 '0.4 0.0

Hlgfr Rise ('-7 atofles) N/A WA +0.6 +0.8 N/A +0,8 +0.8 +0.6 +08 i'OJ N/A $0.4 N/A +0,8 N/A

Veitical)rredariIy -2.5-2.0-1.0 -1.5 N/A -1.0 -1.0 -1.5 -1.0 -1.0 N/A -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1,0

Plan rrejladty -(1,5 -O -0.5 0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 .0.5 -05 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5

Pte-Code 0.0 -tO -1.0 -0,6 -0.6 -0.8 -0.2 -12 -1.0 -02 -0.5 -0.5 -1.0 -0.6 -0.2

Post-Bsrdimark +2,4 +2.4 +1.4 +1.4 N/A .1,8 WA +1,4 .2.4 N/A +2,4 lilA +2.8 +2.8 lilA

Sal T C 0.0 -04 -0.4' -04 -0.4 -0.4 -04 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0,4 -0.4 -04 -0.4

Sal TypeD 0.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.6 -0.6 -0.6 -0,4 -0.6 -0.6 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.8 - -0.6 -0,6

Sol TypeE 0.0 . -1.2 -1.2 -1.0 -1.2 -0.8 -1.2 -0.8 -0.8 .04 -1.2 -0.4 -0.8 .0.6

FINAL SCORE, S 1.0

COMMENTS D.tallsd

RequIred

YES NO
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Hoover School Analysis - FEMA 356
Ref erence:C: \Thesis\The Report\GIobaI tnputs.mcd(R) Preston Baxter

Shearwall Stiffness
The stiffness of wood panel sheathing as defined in Equation 8-2 of FEMA 356 is a
function of panel height, width and constants given in FEMA 356. In order to model the
shell elements in SAP to achieve the prescribed deflections at specified load, a "pseudo"
stiffness property E is applied to the model material. This stiffness is not related in any
way to the material property of wood or the components of the wall. Instead, this quantitiy is
used to help model the entire panel to achieve the performance prescribed by FEMA 356.

vLRFb:= 340p1f

VLRFb
Vy_panel := 0.8

0.65

E l600ksi

A := (1.5in).(5.51n)

& 90000psi

tpanel = 0.5 in

d0:= 0.lOin

e := 0.096

"Sheathing, Other Grades" with 8d@6"
assumed nail spacing, 15/32" plywood
thickness, = 0.65

vy_panel = 418 plf

Modulus of elasticity of boundary member,
assumed value for Douglas Fir wall stud

Area of 2x6 boundary element

Modulus of rigidity of panel

Assumed panel thickness

Assumed hold-down elongation

Use for 8d common nails

NEHRP Table
12.4.3-2a

Sec. 8.5.9.2 &
C8.5.9.2

APA Table 3

Sec. 8.3.2.5

Sec. 8.5.9.1

8f_° (vy_paneI(h)
pif )ift) pif ) ft) [hJ[dQ

+ +0.75.1- e+
(E ')( A (& (tponei (%ft) b in)J)) in)

Note: units are divided out of each variable because the equation is empirical.

in
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Classroom Panels
To determine the appropriate "pseudo" stiffness property for the sheaiwall panels, a test
model consisting of plate elements was constructed. For each length of shearwall the
deflection per FEMA 356 is calculated, and the "E" value modified in the test model
until the resulting deflection matched the calculated deflection.

z := 1.. 22

b A(hflcR,bz) =

4ft 1.003 in i71.9ksi

5ft 0.949 125.9 ksi

oft 0.913
99.5 ksi

0.8877ft 83.lksi
0.867

8ft 72 .4 ksi
0.852

9ft 64.9ksi0.840
lOft 59.7ksi0.830

lift 55.8 ksi0.822

l2ft 0.815 53.Oksi

l3ft 0.809 5O.9ksi

l4ft 0.804 49.3ksi

l5ft 0.799 48.lksi

loft 0.796 47.lksi
0.792l7ft 46.3 ksi
0.789

l8ft 45.8ksi
0.786

l9ft 45.3ksi
0.783

2Oft 45.Oksi0.781

2ift 44.7ksi0.779

22ft 0.777 44.Sksi

23ft 0.775 44.3 ksi

24ft 44.lksi

25ft 44.Oksi
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Short Panel Resu)ts

E

ksi

200

150

100

50

0 I

0 5 10 15 20 25

b1

ft
Wall Length

Vy oanelbz
wall (hcR,b)

Element Stiffness
I I I

Wall Stiffness
15 I I I

"wall
z

kip

in
5

0
I I

0 5 10 15 20 25

b

ft
Wall Length
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Gymnasium Panels

=b :=

8ft 2.309 in 242.2ksi

lOft 2.194 173.Oksi
2.117l2ft 133.3 ksi
2.063l4ft 108.5ksi
2.022

l6ft 92.1l<si
1.990

18ff 80.7ksi
1.964

20ff 72.6ksi1.943

22ff 66 .6 ksi1.926

24ff 1.911 62.lksi

26ft 1.899 58.6 ksi

28ft 1.888 55.9 ksi

30ff 1.878 53.8 ksi

32ff 1.870 52.2 ksi
1.862

34ft 51.Oksi
1.855

36ff 49.8ksi
1.849

38ff 48.9ksi
1.844

40ff 48.2ksi1.839

42ff 47.6ksi1.834

44ff 1.830 47.2ksi

46ff 1.826 46.8ksi

48ff 46.4ksi

50ff 46.2ksi
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E

ksi

300

200

100

V)
k0ll

z'4-
'4-
.*- kip-

5

0

0

Vy_panel b
k0ii

A(hflGyM,bZ)z

15

Element Stiffness

10 20 30 40 50

b

ft
Walt Length

Gymnasium Wall Stiffness

40 50

a Tall Panel Results

300 10 20

b

ft
Wall Length
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RoofDiaphragm Stiffness
The stiffness of wood panel sheathing as defined in Equation 8-4 of FEMA 356 is a
function of diaphragm span, width and constants given in FEMA 356. In order to model
the shell elements in SAP to achieve the prescribed deflections at specified load, a
"pseudo" stiffness property E is applied to the model material. This stiffness is not
related in any way to the material property of wood or the components of the wall.
Instead, this quantitiy is used to help model the entire panel to achieve the
performance prescribed by FEMA 356.

z := 1.. 4 Number of diaphragms to check

Location :=

"Classrooms EQ East"

"Classrooms EQ North"

"Gymnasium EQ East"

"Gymnasium EQ North"

Diaphraqm Dimensions

b :=

NS Seismic

Diaphragm
span, taken
as dimension[-CR WCR

WCR perpendicular
to EQ direction

[-CR EW Seismic

[-GYM WGYM NS Seismic

WGYM LGYM EW Seismic

Diaphraqm Chord Area

A1 := (O.0747in).(3in) Area of diaphragm boundary
element, use 3' wide l4ga metal

A2 A1 strap based on UBC analysis

A3 (t.51n).(5.5in) Single 2x6 at Gymnasium roof, North
and South Walls

A4 := (3)(1.5in) .(5.5in) Triple 2x6 at Gymnasium roof, East
and West walls

y := 3.. 4 Counter for wood diaphragm chord members

Chord Material Property

E := 29000ksi Modulus of Elasticity for steel straps

E lôOOksi Assumed Modulus of Elasticity for wood members
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Panel Thickness

troof :=
z

0.75in

0.75in

0.625in

0.625in

Yield Shear

VLRFb 840p1f

VLRFb := 420p1f

VLRFb
Vy_roof3:=

0.65

Panel thickness at classroom roofs (#1-2)

Gymnasium roof (#3-4)

VLRFb
Vy_roof1:=

"Sheathing, Other Grades" with I Od@4"
assumed nail spacing, 23/32" plywood
thickness, 4) = 0.65

Vy_roof2 := Vy_roof1

"Sheathing, Other Grades" with lOd@6"
assumed nail spacing, 19/32" plywood
thickness, 4:i = 0.65

Vy_roof4 := Vy_roof3

Vy_roof2

NEHRP Table
12.4.3-la

NEHRP Table
12.4.3-la

Vy_roof,, =
2 Location =

1292 pif 646 pif "Classrooms EQ East"

1292 646 "Classrooms EQ North"

646 323 "Gymnasium EQ East"

646 323 "Gymnasium EQ North"



Note: units are divided out of each variable because the equation is empirical.

L

z
y_roof1,Lz,Ez,Az,bz,troof

Zj

Diaphraqm "E" Property
Classrooms

= 3.978 in Epanel1 = 83.2 ksi

= 4.812 in Epanel2 = 82.7 ksi

Gymnasium

L3 = 3.974 fl Epanel3 = 59.2 ksi

= 4.686 in E0i = 67.7 ksi
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Deflections

Assumed summation of chord splice slip
2

cX := Oin

(vy(L
5pIfjft) ptf)ft) (L (AcX)

(v ,L,E,A,b,t):= + +O.3761 e+I in

8.1'--.(_-.I'--) 4G(t
psi (,in)

2.b.in)ft)

Model Stiffness

z
Eponel :=

LOCatiOflz =

"Classrooms EQ East" 3.978 in 83.2 ksi
"Classrooms EQ North" 4.812 82.7 ksi
"Gymnasium EQ East" 3.974 59.2 ksi

"Gymnasium EQ North" 4.686
67.7ksi

ECR mean('Epanel Epanel2

ECR = 82950psi Use for roof diaphragm

E&YM mean(Eponei3 Epanel4

E&YM = 63450 psi Use for roof diaphragm
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Model Element Weirzjils
Classrooms
Roof Elements

bLroof CR = 11.6 psf

bLroof2CR = 13.9 psf

roof1 = 0.75 in

2troof= 1.5 n

bLroof CR
Yroof_CR

troof

bLroof 2_CR
Yroof 2_CR :-

2 troof

Wall Elements

bLw0IICR = 9.6 psf

t1 un Modeled thickness of existing walls

bL0, LCR
'(wall_CR

twa"

Panel Elements

bLpanel_CR = 11.1 psf

bLpanel2_CR = 12.6 psf

tpanel = 0.5 in

tpanel2 = un

bLpanel_CR
'(panel_CR

tpaflel

bLpanel2_CR
Ypanel2_CR

tpanel2

'(roof_CR = 185.6 pcf

'(roof 2_CR = 110.8 pcf

'(wall_cR = 115.2 pcf

Modeled thickness of new panels

'(panel_CR = 266.4 pcf

Ypanel2_CR = 151.2 pcf
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Gymnasium
Roof Elements

bLroof GYM = 11.2 psf

bLroof 2_GYM = 13.1 psf

troof = 0.625 in

2troof = 1.25 in

Yroof_GYM :-
bLroof GYM

troof

bLroof2 GYM

Ypanel2_GYM :=

2 troof

bL0i I_GYM
Ywoll GYM=

twa'I

Panel Elements

bLpanel GYM = 11.1 psf

bLpaneI2 GYM = 12.6 psf

tponel =0.5 in Modeled thickness of new panels

tpanel2 = un

bLponel_GyM
Ypone I_GYM

tpanel

bLponel2_GYM

tponeI2

YrooL$YM = 215.5 pcf

Yroof 2_GYM = 125.8 pcf

YwaII_GYM = 115.2 pcf

YpaneL_GYM = 266.4 pcf

Yponel2..$YM = 151.2 pcf

Wall Elements

bLwafl GYM = 9.6 psf

tgffl=lIfl Modeled thickness of existing walls
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Seismic Hazard (Linear Static Procedure) Sec. 3.3.1

BSE-1 Spectral Accelerations (1 O%150 years)

Ss_1 = 0.43g si_i = 0.2g

Site Class

Without specific geologic survey data, use Site Class D 1.6.1.4.2

F0 := interpolate(0.25 .g, 0.50.9, 1.6, 1.4, s) Table 1-4

F interpolate(0.1.g, O.2O.g,2.4, 2.0,S11) Table 1-5

F0 = 1.456 F = 2.000

5xs_1 := F0 5s_i 5xs_1 = 0.6269 Eq. 1-4

5x1_1 := 5x1_1 =0.4009 Eq. 1-5

BSE-2 Spectral Accelerations (2%150 years)

= 1.089 i_ 0.47g

Site Class

F0 := interpolate(1.00.g, 1.25.9, 1.1, 1.0, 5s2) Table 1-4

:= interpolate(O.40.g,O.50.g, 1.6, 1.5, 512) Table 1-5

F0 = 1.068 F = 1.530

5xs_2 := F0552 5xs2 = 1.1539 Eq. 1-4

5x1_2 := Fv512 5x1_2 = 0.7199 Eq. 1-5

2 2
xs_2 = 0.769g 5x1_2 = 0.479g
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Desiqn Spectral Accelerations for BSE-1 1.6.1.2

2
:= min(Sxs 1' 5xs2

2
min[5xii 5x1_2

Design Spectral Accelerations for BSE-2

:= 5xs_2 Sxs2 = 1.153g

5x12 5x1_2 5x12 = 0.719g

n := 1.. 2 Counter: I = BSE-I, 2 = BSE-2

Period Determination Sec. 3.3.1.2 Method 2

Ct := 0.060 Type W2 building Sec. 3.3.1.2, Table 10-2

:= 0.75 Not steel or concrete MRF Sec. 3.3.1.2.2

(h '
T(h) := C,.1 - sec(ft)

Sxs1 = 0.626g

5x11 = 0.400 g

Fundamental building period Eq. 3-7
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Pseudo Lateral Load

:= 1.0 := 1.0

5x1 B
n

sec
Sxs B

I,

=

Check(T(h ),3.5.T5 ' =- n

OK"

"OK"

T(hflcR) = 0.3 12 sec

s0(T5,To,T,s5,si)

Coef(Ci,Sa) C1C2C3Cm

Assume 5% damping Table 1-6

T0 := 0.2.T Eq. 1-11 & 1-12

T0 =

Check applicability of Linear Static Procedures:

Check(T(hn&YM) 3.5T5

"OK"

"OK"

T(h GYM) = 0.596 sec

= 2.4.1.2

1(o.losec (i.s 1
tinterpli ,I ,TI Sec. 3.3.1.3.1

T )1.0) ]
1.5 if I < 0.l0sec

1.0 if TT5
Valid for linear procedures Sec. 3.3.1.3.1

C3 := 1.0 Assume that overturning need not be Section
investigated. 3.3.1.3.1

Cm 1.0 Use for all 1-story structures Table 3-1

- 2'L + 0.4]] it T Eq. 1-8

(sriIsec' if T>15 Eq. 1-10

)
sxs
- otherwise Eq. 1-9

Bs

Lateral load coefficient, to be
multiplied by seismic mass to Eq. 3-10

9 generate pseudo static lateral load

n n

0.639 sec 0.128 sec BSE-1

0.623 0.125 BSE-2

ci(T,T5)

C2 1.0
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Pseudo Lateral Load - Classrooms

hnCR= 9ft

TCR := T(hflCR)

C1 := C1(TCR, T5- n

Sa Ci :=Sa('Ts ,T0 'TCR'5xs ,5Xi- I, 11 fl fl

CoefCR := Coef(Ci CR S cr
fl k

- - fl)

C1 GYM =- n

1.04

1.027

5Q_GYM =
n

90.626

1.153

TCR = O.3l2sec

BSE-1 (LS)

BSE-2 (CP)

BSE-1 (/0)

BSE-2 (CP)

Pseudo Lateral Load - Gymnasium

= 21.333 ft

TGyM:= T(hfl GYM) TGYM = 0.596 sec

C1 GYM := C1(TGyM, T5 '- n fl)

5a_GYM := s(T5. T0, TGYM' Sxs, 5xi

CoefGYM := Coef (Ci GYM' 5Q_GYM

C1 CR =- n
SQ CR =- I,

1.304 0.626 9
1.298 1.153

CoefCR =

0.816

1.497

CoefGYM
n

0.651

1.184
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Accidental Torsion Load
Classrooms

WtcR := WCRLCRbLr00f CR

+ [ipanei CR EWbLpaneI CR
hnCR)

h ri_cR)
+ [ipanei CR_NS. DLpaneLCR

2 )- J

j

VCR WtCR.COefCR
n

O.O5VCR
n

V CR_EW
WCR

O.O5VcR
n

vCRNS:=
LCR

VCR =
n

WtcR2 WCRLCRbLroof2 CR

+ (ipanei CR EW -DLpaneI2 CR
hnCR)

2)
h n_CR)

+
[IPOnI_CR NS: bLpaneI2_CR

2 )- J

J

Total seismic story shear

Additional load to tops of walls for accidental torsion

VEW = VNS =

WtCR= 89kip

WtCR2 = 106 kip

72 kip 40 pif 45 pif BSE-1 (LS)
133 74 83 BSE-2 (CP)

VCR2
n

= VCR2EW = V2N5 =
86 kip 54 plf

158

48J plf
88 99

VCR2 := WtCR2.COefCR
n n

0.05 VCR2 0.05 VCR2
n Fl

VCR2EW
WCR

VCR2NS
LCR
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Gymnasium

WtGYM WGYMLGYM bLroof GYM
h GYM

+ bLpanel_GYM
2

(IpaneIGYMEW + (IponeI_GYM_N51

WtGYM2 := WGYMLGYMbLrOOf2 GYM

hnGyM
+ bLpanel2_GYM

2
(Ipanel GYM EW + (IPafleIGYMN5]

Lk I

+ bLw0IL GYM

+ bLWGIL GYM

h n_GYM

2

h n_GYM

2

- ('PaneL GYM_E Wk

L k

+ [2.LGYM - (IpaneIGYMN5"

[2.WGYM - (IpaneIGYMEW

+ [2.LGYM - (IpaneIGYMN5

VGYM2EW = VGYM2NS =

n n

113 kip 130 kip 49 plf 59 plf
205 236 89 107

56 plf 68 plf
102 123

WtGYM = 173 kip WtGYM2 = 199 kip

VGYM = VGYM2 = VGYMEW = VGYMNS =

VGYM := WtGYMCOefGYM VGYM2 := WtGYM2.COefGYM
n n

O.OSVGYM 0.05. VGYM2
n n

VGYMEW :=
WGYM

VGYM2EW
WGYM

O.OSVGYM 0.05. VGYM2
n n

VGyMNS:=
LGYM

VGYM2N5
LGYM
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Model Acceptance Criteria
Wall Panel "m" Factors

TBP := 1.. 3 Counter for Target Building Performance:
I = Immediate Occupancy
2 = Life Safety
3 = Collapse Prevention

mip- TSP

1.7

3.8

4.5

mp
- TSP

Roof Diaphraqm "rn" Factors

mi :=
- 1-SI,

1.5

3.0

4.0

Knowledqe Factors

Knowledge Factor, use each factor for each
Target Building Performance Level.

Factor for h/b < tO

Immediate Occupancy

Life Safety

Collapse Prevention

Factor for 2.0 <h.b <3.5

Factor for Ub <3.0

Factor for Ub = 4.0

Table 8-3

1.4

2.6

3.0

1.5

2.5

3.0

n

1.0

0.75
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Roof Diaphraqms
Yield Strength - Classrooms

Vy_roof1 = 1292 plf

Vy_roof 2 := 2Vy_roof Vy_roof 21 = 2585 plf Assume that double-sheathing
roof diaphragm doubles roof
diaphragm capacity

Acceptance Loads for Classroom Roof Diaphragm

Interpolate for
3.0 <Ub <4.0

L/b<3.O L1b4.O
pif pif

troof trrjf2 troof troof2
K = 1.0 3877 7754 3231 6462

Life Safety
K = 0.75 2908 5815 2423 4846

Prevention K = 1.0 5169 10338 3877 7754
Collapse

K = 0.75 3877 7754 2908 5815

V accept_CR_R2_L5
1

:= m_2 V y_roof 2 Acceptance loads for double-sheathed
roof diaphragm (double capacity
assumed)

V occept_CR_R2_LS
2

:= m2_R2 1( V y_roof21

V accept_CR_R2_CP
1

mi_3 1( Vy_roof 21

V accept_CRR2_CP
2

V y_roof21

Acceptance Loads - Classrooms

V accept_CR_R_L5 1= m1_R2.lcvy_roof1 Shear for LIb <3.0 Eq. 3-20

V accept_CR__LS
2

: m2_R2 K.V y_roof1 Shear for Lib = 4.0

V accept_C_R_CP
1
:= mi_3 KVy_roof1

V accept_CR_R_CP
2

:= m2_R3 K vy_roof1
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Weld Strenqth - Gymnasium

Vy_roof3 = 646 plf

Vy_roof23 = 1292 plf

Acceptance Loads - Gymnasium

V accept_GYM_R_IO := m1_R1.lcvy_roof3

V occept_GYM_R_IO
2

m2_R1 K Vy_roof3

V accept_GYM_R_CP
1

: K Vy roof3

V occept_GYM_R_CP := m2_R KV y_roof3

V accept_GYM_R2_IO
1
:= mt_1 K.V y_roof 23

V accept_GYM_R2_IO
2

m2_R1 K Vy_roof23

V accept_GYM_R2_CP
1

:= m_3 Vy_roof 23

V cccept_GVM_R2_CP
2

:= K Vy_roof23

Acceptance Loads for Gymnasium Roof Diaphragm

Interpolate for
3.0 < Ub <4.0

Llb <3.0 Llb = 4.0
plf plf

t.00f troof2 troof troof
K = 1.0 969 1938 969 1938

Immediate Occupancy
K = 0.75 727 1454 727 1454

K = 1.0 2585 5169 1938 3877
Collapse Prevention

K = 0.75 1938 3877 1454 2908
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Shear Panels

Yield Strength

vy_panel = 418 plf

Vy_panel2 := 2.v panel

Acceptance Loads

V accept_P_IOn
1
:= mi_p1 l(Vy_panel

V accept_P_IO
2

_p1 K Vy_panel

V accept_P_L5 := mi_p i( Vy_panelni 2 fl

V accept_P_LS
2
:= m2_P2ivy_paneI

n,

V accept_P2_IO
1
:= m1_P11cvy_paneI2

fl

V accept_P2_IO
2

m2_P11(vy_panel2
n,

Vy_panel2 = 837 plf Assume that sheathing on 2
sides of wall doubles the
panel capacity.

Shear for h/b < 1.0

Shear for 2.0 <h/b <3.5

V accept_P CP ml Vy_panel- n,1 3 fl

V'accept_P p mp 1( Vy_penel
n,2 3 fl

Acceptance loads for wall sheathed on
both sides (double capacity assumed)

V accept_P2_LS ml_P V
n, 1 2 n

y_panel2 V accept_P2_CP
1

l_P3y_paneI

V accept_P2_LS m2 p 1( V. panel2 V accept P2_CP := m P 1( Vy_panel
n,2 2 fl - n,2 3 fl

Acceptance Loads for Wall Panels

Interpolate for
1.0 <h/b <2.0

h/b<1.O 2.O<h/b<3.5
plf plf

tpanel tpanel2 t100f troof2

K = 1.0 711 1423 586 1172
Immediate Occupancy

K = 0.75 534 1067 439 879

K = 1.0 1590 3180 1088 2176
SafetyLife K=0.75 1193 2385 816 1632

K = 1.0 1883 3766 1255 2511
Collapse Prevention

K = 0.75 1412 2825 942 1883
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Desijin Results - Setup
Acceptance Criteria Selection

L for N/S seismic
b for EM seismic

Roof Diaphraqms

ForO < LIb <3.0, usevi.
For 3.0 <LIb <4.0 interpolate between v I and v2.
ForUb = 4.0, usev2.
Otheiwise set to zero.

vacceptR(vl,v2,L, b) :=

h

Opif

v if (3.O]

linterpi I
1(30 ' (vi Li

[3 0 4.0)
ft4.o)'v2)'b] b )

V2 if [.3.5)

L for EM seismic
N/S seismic
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Shear Wall Panels

ForO<h/b< 1.0, usevi.
For 1.0 <h/b <2.0 interpolate between v 1 and v2.
For 2.0 <h/b <3.5, usev2.
Otherwise set to zero.

V2 if [2.0< .. 3.5)

Acceptance of Seismic Coefficient
A check is conducted to ensure that P-L, effects need not be included.

9=-
V. h

The value 0 is set equal to 0.1, p equals the DL plus 25% of the total roof live load,
V equals the total lateral shear, and h is the building height. V equals the seismic
coefficient times the DL. The story drift coefficient can be re-written as:

(bL + 0.25LLroof)

(Coef.bL)h

Assuming the roof live load is equal to 25psf * W * L, the allowable story drift equals:

0.1.[(CoefbL)h]
(bL,Coef,h,W,L) :=

[bL+ 0.25.(25psf).(W.L)]

vacceptp(vl,v2,h,b) := Opif

v if

Iinterp
(1.o(v1
I

2.0)v2)
hi

, I , -
bj

if
( h
11.0 < - 2.0
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Desiiin Results - Classrooms
hCR = 9ft

h ci
Min:= -

3.5

BSE-1: Life Safety

Sin qle Panel Layer

VrOOfEW 983 plf

'paneI_CR_EW =

10

15

1POneLCR_NSJ =

80 ft

öEW 2.O8in

ft

Double Panel Layer

Vroof2EW := 1167p1f

VponeI2EW. :=

1368p1f

1242p(f

Wc=9Oft L=8Oft

Mm 2.571 ft Minimum panel length

Vroof_N5 := SO9pIf Maximum in-plane
shear force in roof

V pane LEW1 :=

1154p1f

lO4SpIf

VpaneINS. := 609p1f

6N5 := 1.29in Roof displacement

Vroof2NS := 609p1f

VpaneI2_N5 := 721p1f

62_EW := 1.23in 82_N5 := O.77in

Modeled panel lengths,
associated base
reactions
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Acceptance Criteria for Roof: E/W seismic direction

L := b := WCR W" is the dimension in the
EW direction

= 0.889
b

Choose appropriate value for knowledge factor

K=1 I for K = I
2 for K = 0.75

Sinqie Layer

V l_R V accept_C__LSK, 1

Roof acceptance shear for h/b < 1.0

V2_RK := V'occept_CR_J_L52 Roof acceptance shear for 2.0 <h/b < 3.5

V occept__EW := V accept_R( ' V L, b' Acceptance shear for h/b

Double Layer

V l_R2K := V accept_CR_R2_LSK, 1
V 2_R2 V 'accept_C_R2_LSK,2

VacceptR2EW VCCpt(V l_R2K V L, b

bCR2 EW
V roof 2_EW

- V accept_R2_EW

Acceptance Criteria for Roof: N/S seismic direction

L:= W b:= LCR
b

= 1.125

Sin qle Layer

V accept_R_NS : ciccept_R(" lRK V 2RK L, b bCRRNS :=
V roof _N5

V accept_I_NS

Double Layer
V roof 2_NS

VacceptR2NS := Vaccept R(V1 R2KV2 R2 , L, b bCRR2 N5- K - Voccept_R2_N5

DCR for roof shearbCRR EW
V roof _EW

- V occept_R_EW
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V1_P := v'accept_P_LSK
1

V accept_P_EW1 V accept_P(' 1_P' V 2j' h b)

V pane I_EW1

bCRp EW.- I V accept PEW.

Double Layer

vl_p2 : vaccept_P2_L5K
1

v2_p2 : v'accept_P2_LSK 2

Vacceptp2EW := vaccept p(v1p2 , h , b)

V pane2_EW1

bCRp2 EW.-
I Vaccept_P2_EW1

Acceptance Criteria for Wall Panels: N/S seismic direction

ii
b 'panel CR N5

b

{ 0.1131

Simile Layer

VacceptpNS := vaccept p(v p,v2 p, h, b)

v2_p : vaccept_P_LSK2

V pane I_NS

bCRPNS:=
J VacceptPNS

Double Layer VpaneI2N5
J

V Qccepf_P2_N5 := i accept_P( V 1.32 V 2_P2 h b) bCRp2 N5.- J VacceptP2N5.

Acceptance Criteria for Wall Panels: EIW seismic direction

h : he_cR b paneI_CR_EW
h

b1

Simile Layer 0.90

0.60
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anel_CR_NS Numpanel_CR_N5

EW NS
0.327

accept accept
0.203

Check Story Drift - Double Layer

bL : WcR L bLroof 2_CR + (I panel_tot bLpanel2_CR + 'wal I_toV bLwal I_CR) hn_CR

bL = 136 kip

accept o(bL COefCR , hn_CR, WcR, Lc accept = 0.552 ft

Check(2EW, 6accept) = "OK" CheCk(62N5 accept) =

2_EW
- 0.186

ö2NS
- 0.116

accept accept

Check Story Drift - Sin qie Layer

(panel_tot (lpanel_CR_EW1 NUmpaneICREW" tpanel_tot = 250 ft

J

1wall_tot := 2.(WCR + LCR) - Ipanel_tot 'wall_tot = 9Oft

bL WCRLCRbLI.00f CR + (Ipanel tovbLpanel CR + l0lltoVbLwallCR)hnCR

bL = 116 kip

VCR = 2.331 x io6 lb ft sec2

accept := Coef CR , hnCR, WCR, LCR accept = 0.53 ft

Check(EW, öaccept) = "OK" Check(N5, 8accept) =
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Data output

North-South Earthquake Direction
Classrooms, Life Safety, K = 1.0, Single Panel Layer

North-South Earthquake Direction
Classrooms, Life Safety, K = 1.0, Double Panel Layer

Roof

Wall Panel (ft)
80

V

(pit)
609

Vaccept

(pit)
7754

DCR

0.08

Status

OK

p

721 3180 0.23 OK

Classrooms, Life
East-West Earthquake Direction

Safety, K = 1.0, Single Panel Layer

V

(pit)
Vaccept

(pit)
DCR Status

Roof

Wail Panel (ft)

983 3877 0.25 OK

10

15

1154
1048

1590
1590

0.73
066

OK
OK

East-West Earthquake Direction
Classrooms, Life Safety, K = 1.0, Double Panel Layer

V Vaccept DCR Status
(pit) (pit)

Roof 1167 7754 0.15 OK

rwiipi(ft
10

15

1368
1242

3180
3180

0.43
(

OK
0.39 f OK

V

(pif)
Vaccept

(pit)
DCR Status

Roof

Wall Panel (ft

509 3877 0.13 OK

80 609 1590 0.38 OK
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Acceptance Criteria for Roof: E/W seismic direction

L :=

L
- = 0.889
b

K=2

b := WCR

Sin ale Layer

Vl_RK := v'acceptCRRLSKl v2_RK := VOCCPt_CR_R_LSK2

Vaccept_R_EW Vaccept_R(V 1-K' 2K' L, b

Vroof EW
bCR EW -

V accept_R_EW

Double Layer

V l_R2 := V accept_CRR2_LSK,l V 2.R2K V accept_CR_R2_LS2

Vaccept_R2_EW := Vaccept R(V lR2K V 2R2K L, b

bCRR2 EW :=
V roof 2_EW

- V accept_R2_EW

Acceptance Criteria for Roof: N/S seismic direction

L := W b

L
- = 1.125
b

Simile Layer

VacceptRNs := V accept 1R 2RK L, b

'W" is the dimension in the
EW direction

V roof_NS
bCRR_NS :=

V accept_R_N5

Double Layer

Vroof2NSV accept_R2_NS ' accept_R(" l_R2K V 2_2 K'
L, b bCR2N5

accept_R2_N5
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bCRp EW.
I VacceptPEW.

Double Layer

V1_P2 : v'accept_P2_LSK
1

V2P2 := v'accept_P2_LSK
2

V accept_P2_EW1 V accept_P(" 1_P2 V 2_P2' h b

V pane 12_EW1

bCRp EW. :=
I VacceptP2E\AJ

Acceptance Criteria for Wall Panels: N/S seismic direction

b Ipanel_CR_N5 h

b

I
0.113

Sinale Layer

V acceptJ_N5 := '' accept_P( V 1_P' V 2_P' h , b) V pane I_NSJ

bCRp N5.-
,j V acceptJ_NS

Double Layer
V pane I2_NS

V accept_P2_NS V accept_P( V 1_P2 V 2_P2' h b)
bCRp2_N5.

acceptj2_N5

Acceptance Criteria for Wall Panels: EIW seismic direction
h

h : hn_CR b := Ipanel_CR_EW
b

Sin ale Layer 0.90

vp v'accept P_LSK
1

V 2_P V accept_P_L5K,
2

0.60

Vaccept_P_EW1 := V accept 1_P' V 2_Pt h b1)

V pane I_EW1
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Data Output

East-West Earthquake Direction
Classrooms, Life Safety, K = 0.75, Double Panel Layer

Wall Panel (ft)

Classrooms, Life
East-West Earthquake Direction

Safety, K = 0.75, Single Panel Layer
V

(plf)
Vaccept

(p11)
DCR Status

Roof

Wall Panel (ft)

983 2908 0.34 OK

10

15

1154

1048
1193
1193

0.97
0.88

OK
OK

North-South Earthquake Direction
Classrooms, Life Safety, K = 0.75, Single Panel Layer

V

(plf)
Vaept
(pif)

DCR Status

Roof

Wall Panel (ft)

509 2908 0.18 OK

80 609 1193 0.51 OK

North-South Earthquake Direction
Classrooms, Life Safety, K = 0.75, Double Panel Layer

(p11)
-

(p11)
DCR Status

Roof

Wall Panel (ft)

609 5815 0.1 OK

-
80

{
721 2385 0.3 OK

V Vaccept DCR Status
(pif) (pin

Roof 1167 5815 0.2 OK
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Collapse Prevention
Single Panel Layer

VroofEw := 1803p1f

'pane I_CR_EW, =

10 ft
15

1PaneLCR_NS =

1

80 fl

Double Panel Layer

VrOOf2EW := 2l4lplf

V panel2_EW1 :=

2SlOplf

2279p1f

VroofN5 935p1f

V panel_EW1 :=

2118p1f

1923p1f

VpaneINS := lll8plf

Vroof2NS lll3plf

VpaneI2NS. := 1323p1f

6EW := 3.8lin öNS := 2.37in

62_EW := 2.26in ö2NS := 1.4lin
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Acceptance Criteria for Roof: E/W seismic direction

L := Lc

L
- = 0.889
b

Sin qie Layer

V l_R := V
accept_CR_R_CPK

1

(=1

b := W "W" is the dimension in the
EW direction

VacceptEW := Voccept R(V 1R V2R, L, b

bCR! EW :-
V roof _EW

- VacceptREW

Double Layer

vl_R2K := vaccept_CR_R2_CPK
1

V2R2K v'occept_CR_R2_CPK 2

Vaccept_2_EW := Vaccept R(V lR2K 2_R2K L, b

bCRR2 EW
V roof 2_EW

- VacceptR2EW

Acceptance Criteria for Roof: N/S seismic direction

V : V 'occept_CR_R_CPK,2

Double Layer

V accept_R2_N5 V accept_(" '2K' V 2_R2
K'

L, b'

L := W b := LCR

L
- = 1.125
b

Simile Layer

VacceptRNS := vaccept R('v1Rv2R L, b'
bCRR N5-

V roof _N5

- V accept_R_NS

bCRR2NS
V roof 2....NS

V occept_R2_NS
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vl_p2 : vaccept_P2_CPK
1

v2_p2 : v'accept_P2_CPK 2

V accept_P2_EW1 := V accept_P(v 1_P2 , V 2_P2 h, b)

V pane I2_EW

bCRP2EW :=
I Vacceptp2EW.

Acceptance Criteria for Wall Panels: N/S seismic direction

h

Double Layer

VacceptP2NS := V accept p(V 1_P2 , V 2_P2 h , b) V paneI2NS

bCRp2 NS.
J Vacceptp2N5

Acceptance Criteria for Wall Panels: E/W seismic direction
h

Ii := hn_c b 'paneI_C_EW
b1

Sin ale Layer 0.90

va_p := vaccept_P_CPK
1

V 2_P V' accept_P_CPK, 2

0.60

V accept_P_EW := i accept_P (v i_p' v 2_P' h, b

V panel_EW1

bCRp EW.
V accept P E W.

Double Layer

b : 1paneLC1_Ns
b

Sinqie Layer

Vaccept_P_N5 := Vaccept P(V 1_P' V 2_Ps h, b) V panei_Ns

bCRPNS
j VocceptPNS
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Check Story Drift - Single Layer

DL : WCR LR bLroof_CR + (i panel_tot bLpanel_cR + 'wall_tot bL0i I_CR) h n_CR

bL= 116 kip

t SecVCR=4.275x lO6lbf
-2

accept := CoefCR, hncR, WCR, LCR öaccept = 0.971 ft

Check(SEW, Baccept) = "OK" Check(NS, accept) = "OK"

öEW
- 0.327

NS 0.203
öaccept öaccept

Check Story Drift - Double Layer

bL : WCR LCi bLroof 2_CR + (ipanei_tot bLpanel2_CR + 'wal I_tot bL0i l_CR) hn_cR

DL = 136 kip

accept := Coef CR , hcR, W, LCR"1 accept = 1.012 ft

Check(62EW, 6accept) = "OK" Check(ö2NS, öcxccepi) = "OK"

ö2EW
= 0.186

2_NS
- 0.116

accept öaccept
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Data Output

North-South Earthquake Direction
Classrooms, Collapse Prention, K = 1.0, Single Panel Layer

Wall Panel (ft
80 1118 { 18831

Classrooms, Collapse
East-West Earthquake Direction

LayerPrevention, K = 1.0, Single Panel

(pIf)
Vacept
(pif)

DCR Status

Roof

Wall Panel (ft)

1803 5169 0.35 OK

10

15

2118
1923

1883
1883

1.12

1.02

NG
NG

rClassrooms, Collapse
East-West Earthquake Direction

Prention, K = 1.0, Double Panel Layer
V Vaccept DCR Status

(pIf) (plf)
Roof 2141 10338 0.21 OK

1..rWall Panel (ft)
10

15

2510
2279

3766
3766

0.67
0.61

OK
OK

North-South Earthquake Direction
Panel LayerClassrooms, Collapse Preention, K = 1.0, Double

V

(plf)
Vaccept DCR Status
(plf)

Roof

WaH Panel(ft)

1113 10338 0.11 OK

80 1 IL .9IJ OK

V Vacept DCR Status
(plf) (pif)

Roof 935 5169 I 0.18 OK
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Acceotance Criteria for Roof: E/W seismic direction

L := LCR

L
- = 0.889
b

Sin ale Layer

:= V 'accept_C...R_CPKl V 2_RK : V accept_C_R_CPK2

VacceptREW := vaccept R('V lRK 2R L, b"

bCRR EW
VroofEW

V accept__EW

K=2

b := WCR

Double Layer

Vl_R2K v'accept._.CRR2CP
1

VacceptR2EW := vaccept 1R2' V 2R2 L, b

bCRr2 EW
V roof 2_EW

- V accept_2_EW

Acceptance Criteria for Roof: N/S seismic direction

b:=LCR

= 1.125
b

SinIe Layer

Vaccept_R_N5 := Vaccept_R(v iRK 2RK L, b

Double Layer

V accept_R2_NS V accept_R(V 1_R2
K'

V 2_R2
K'

L, b

'W" is the dimension in the
EW direction

V2R2K := v'accept_CR_R&..CPK2

DCRR NS-
V roof _N5

- V acceptR_NS

DCRR2NS
V roof 2_N5

V occept_R2_NS
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Sinqle Layer

Vaccept_P_NS vacceptp(vlp,v2p, h , b)

Acceptance Criteria for Wall Panels: £'W seismic direction
h

h hn_CR b := 'panel_CR_EW
b

Sinale Layer 0.90

Va_p := v'accept_P_CPK
1

V2P V'acceptpCp
2

0.60

VacceptpEW vaccept i_p' v 2_P' h, b1)

V pane LEW1

bCRp EW.-
I VacceptpEW

Double Layer

vl_p2 vczccept_P2_CPK
1

v2_p2 : vaccept_P2_cPK 2

Vacceptp2EW. := vaccept_p(v 1_P2 V 2_P2 Ii , b,)

V pane 12_EW1

bCRp2 EW. :=- Vaccept_P2_EW1

Acceptance Criteria for Wall Panels: N/S seismic direction

h
b 1panel_CR_NS

b

I
O.113

bCRp N5.
V pane I_NSa

-
.i V accept_P_NSa

Double Layer

V accept_P2_NS V accept_P (v 1P2 , v 2_P2 Ii , b)
bCRp2 NS.

V panel 2_NSJ

i Vaccept_P2_N5
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Classrooms, Collapse
East-West Earthquake Direction

LayerPrention, K = 0.75, Single Panel
V

(pit)
Vaccept

(pif)
DCR Status

Roof

Wall Panel (ft)

1803 3877 0.47 OK

10

15

2118
1923

1412
1412

1.5

1.36

NG

NG

North-South Earthquake Direction
LayerClassrooms, Collapse Prevention, K = 0.75, Single Panel

(pit) (pif)
DCR Status

Roof

Wall Panel (ft)

935 3877 0.24 OK

80 1118 1412 0.79 Ok

East-West Earthquake Direction
LayerClassrooms, Collapse Prention, K 0.75, Double Panel

(pit) (pit)
DCR Status

Roof 2141 7754 0.28 OK

WaU Panel (ft)
10

15

2510

J 2279
2825
2825

0.89 OK
0.81 OK

North-South Earthquake Direction
LayerClassrooms, Collapse Prevention, K = 0.75, Double Panel

(pit)
CCPt

(pit)
DCR Status

Roof

Wall Panel (It)

1113 7754 0.14 OK

80 1323 2825 0.47 OK

I, Data Output
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DesiMn Results - Gymnasium
hn6yM = 21.333 ft WGYM = 116 ft I-GYM =96 ft

h GYM
Mm := - Mm = 6.095 ft Minimum panel length

3.5

Immediate Occupancy
Sin qie Panel Layer

VroofEW := 844p1f

IpaneLGYM_EWk =

'PQneLGYM_N51 =

ft
10

13

18

21

37

55

Double Panel Layer

Vroof2_EW := 973 plf

v pQneI2_EWk :=

1733p1f

1928p1f

l800pIf

1349p1f

1617p1f

1047p1f

l5llpIf
1681p1f

1569p1f

1174p1f

1407p1f

9lOpIf

V pane I_N51 :=

1449p1f

1284p1f

1247p1f

1466p1f

1424p1f

1097p1f

856p1f

Vroof2_N5 := 925p1f

VpaneI2_N51 :=

1657p1f

1475p1f

1429p1f

1685p1f

16 37p If

1261p1f

984p1f

ö2EW := 2.46in

2_N5:= 2.55in

Vroof_N5 := 802plf EW := 4.28in

V panel_EWk := &NS := 4.42in

ft14

16

23

24

26

45
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Acceptance Criteria for Roof: E/W seismic direction

L LGYM

L
- = 0.828
b

bCRj2EW :-

K=1

V roof 2_EW

V occept_R2_EW

b := WGYM "W" is the dimension in the
EW direction

Acceptance Criteria for Roof: N/S seismic direction

L := W&YM b := LGYM

L
- = 1.208
b

Sin qie Layer

VocceptR_N5 := vaccept (v1Rv2 L, b

Double Layer
V roof 2_NSV accept_R2_NS : ' accept_R(V lR2K V 2_R2 K'

L, b"
bCRR2NS :=

V accept_R2...N5

Sin qie Layer

Vl_RK := vaccept_GyM__IOK
1

V2R VacceptGYMIQ

Vaccept_R_EW := V accept_R( ' V 2R1< L, b

bCRR EW :-
V roof_EW

- VaccepfEW

Double Layer

V 12K : V accept_GYM_R2_IOK1 V 2....R2K : V accept_GYM_R2_IOK,2

V accept_R2_EW := V accept_R(" lR2K V 2R2K L, b

bCRRNS
V roof _NS

V accept .R_N5
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Acceptance Criteria for Wall Panels: E/W seismic direction

V pane LEWk

bCRPEWk :=
VacceptPEW

Double Layer

V1P2 := VacceptP2IOK I
V2P2 := vaccept_P2_IOK,2

VacceptP2EWk vacceptp(v 1_P2 , V2p2, h , bk)

V pane IZ_EWk

bCRP2_EWk
V accept P2 EW

Acceptance Criteria for Wall Panels: N/S seismic direction

h
b tpaneLGYM_NS b1

Single Layer

Vaccept_P_N51 := vaccept_p(vl_p,v2_p, h , bi)

V pane I_N51

bCRPNS1
V accept_P_N51

Double Layer

Vaccept_P2_NS1 := vaccept_p(v1_P2 V 2_P2 h bi)

V pane 12_NS1

bCRp2 NS
I VacceptP2NS1

2.37

2.133

1.641

1.185

1.016

0.577

0.388

h := hnGyM b 1panel&YMEW
h

bk

Sin qie Layer 1.524

1.333
va_p vaccepf V2P v'accepf 0.928

0.889
VacceptpEW V accept i_p' v 2_P' h , bk)

0.821

0.474
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Check Story Drift - Sin qie Layer

'panel_tot (Ipane I_GYM_E Wk NUmpaneI_GYM_EWk' 'panel_tot = 3llft

+ (Ipanei GYM N51 NUmpanel GYM

'wall_tot 2.(WGyM + LGYM) - 'panel_tot 'wall_tot = 113 ft

bL := WGYM'LGYMIDLroof GYM

+ (Ipanel_tot bLpanel_GYM + 'wal l_tot bLi I_GYM)' h n_GYM

bL= 222 kip

VGYM = 3.633 x l06lbftsec2

accept (bL CoefGYM1' hn_GYM, WGYM, LGYM accept = 1.057 ft

Check(öEW, öaccept) = "OK" Check(6NS, öoccept) = "OK"

6EW NS
= 0.337 0.348

accept öaccept

Check Story Drift - Double Layer

bL : WGYM'LGYM'IDLrOof 2_GYM

+ (ipanel_tot bLpanel2_GYM + 'wall_tot' bLwall_GYM)

bL = 253 kip

accept (bL C0efGYM1, h n_GYM' WGYM, LGYM öaccept 1.089 ft

Check(2EW, accept) = "OK" Check(82N5 , öaccept) = "OK"

ö2EW
- 0.188

2_NS
- 0.195

öaccept öaccept
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North-South Earthquake Direction
Gymnasium, Immediate Occupancy, K = 1.0, Single Panel Layer

Gymnasium, Immediate
East-West Earthquake Direction

LayerOccupancy, K = 1.0, Single Panel

V Vaccept DCR Status
(pit) (pit)

Roof 844 969 0.87 OK

Wall Panel (ft)
14 1511 646 2.34 NG

16 1681 670 2.51 NG

23 1569 711 2.21 NG

24 1174 711 1.65 NG

26 1407 711 1.98 NG

45 910 711 1.28 NG

V

(rif)
Vaccept

(pit)
DCR Status

Roof 802 969 0.83 OK

Wail Panel (ft)
9 1449 586 2.47 NG

10 1284 586 2.19 NG

13 1247 631 1.98 NG

18 1466 688 2.13 NG

21 1424 709 2.01 NG

37 1097 711 1.54 NG

55 856 711 1.2 NG
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Data Output

East-West Earthquake Direction
Gymnasium, Immediate Occupancy, K 1.0, Double Panel Layer

Roof

Wall Panel (ft)
14

16

23
24
26
45

V

(pit)
973

Vaccept

(pif)
1938

DCR

0.5

Status

OK

1733 1291

1928 1339

1800 1423

1349 1423

1617 1423

1047 1423

North-South Earthquake Direction
Panel LayerGymnasium, Immediate Occupancy, K = 1.0, Double

(pit) (pit)
DCR Status

Roof 925 1938 0.48 OK

iWall Panel
9 1657 1172 1.41 NG

10 1475 1172 1.26 NG

13 1429 1262 1.13 NG

18 1685 1376 1.22 NG

21 1637 1419 1.15 NG

37
55

1261 1423 0.89
0.69

OK
OK984 1423

OK

1.34 NG

1.44 NG

1.27 NG

0.95 OK
- 1.14 F NG

0.74
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L := LGYM

L
- = 0.828
b

bCRREW
V roof _EW

K=2

Acceptance Criteria for Roof: E/W seismic direction

Sin qie Layer

Vl_K vaccept_GyM_R_IOKI

VQCCeptREW := V accept R('v V 2R L, b

V accept_REW

Double Layer

Vl_R2K vaccept_GyM_R2_IOK
1

v2_R2K := voccept_GYM_R2_10K2

V accept_R2_EW := V accept_R('V lR2K V 2_R2
K'

L, b

bCRR2EW :=
V roof 2_EW

V accept_R2_EW

Acceptance Criteria for Roof: N/S seismic direction

b := WGYM "W" is the dimension in the
EW direction

VacceptRNS := vaccept 1R 2R,L, b

Double Layer

VacceptR2NS := V accept R(V 12 2R2 L, b'

V 2RK V accept_&YM_J_IOK2

bCRRNS :=
V roof _NS

V accept_R_NS

L := W&YM b := LGYM

L
- = 1.208
b

Sin qie Layer

bCRR2NS :=
V roof 2_N5

V accept_R2_NS
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Acceptance Criteria for Wall Panels: E/W seismic direction

h hn_GyM

Sin qie Layer

vp : vaccepf

V accept_P_EWk

I_EWk
bCRp EW- k V aCCePt_P_EWk

Double Layer

vl_p2 : vaccept_P2_IOK I

Vacceptp2EW := V accept p(v 1_P2 , V 2_P2 h , bk)

V pane 12_EWk

bCRP2EW
V accept_P2_EWk

Acceptance Criteria for Wall Panels: N/S seismic direction

b : 'paneLGYM_NS

Sin qie Layer

VacceptpNs := vaccept p(v p,V2 p, h , bi)

V pane t_NS1

DCRp NS- I Vaccept_P_N51

Double Layer

VacceptP2NS1 vacceptp(v 1_P2 , V 2_P2 h , bi)

V pane 12_N51

bCRp2 NS :=- I Vacceptp2N5

V2P2 VacceptP2tQK2

b : 'panel_GYM_EW
h

bk

1.524

1.333
V2P vacceptPIOK 2 0.928

iaccept_p(\ p , V 2_P h , bk)
0.889

0.821

V pane
0.474

h

b1

2.37

2.133

1.641

1.185

1.016

0.577

0.388
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East-West Earthquake Direction
Gymnasium, Immediate Occupancy, K = 0.75, Single Panel Layer

Roof

Wall Panel (ft)
1511

1681

1569
1174

1407

910

Vaccept

(pif)
727

DCR

1.16

Status

NG

4

502
534
534
534
534

3.12 NG

3.35 NG

2.94 NG

2.2 NG

2.64 NG

1.71 NG

North-South Earthquake Direction
Gymnasium, Immediate Occupancy, K = 0.75, Single Panel Layer

9

10

13

18

21

37
55

V

(plo
Vaccept

(pif)

1449
1284
1247

1466
1424
1097

I

856 1

DCR Status

439 3.3 NG

439 2.92 NG

473 2.64 NC

516 2.84 NC
532 2.68 NC

534 2.06 NC

534 1.6 NG
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Data Output

East-West Earthquake Direction
Gymnasium, Immediate Occupancy, K = 0.75, Double Panel Layer

Wall Panel (ft)
14

16

23
24

26

1733

1928

i soo
1349

1617
1047

968
1O04

1067

1067
1067
1067

1.79
1.92

1.69
1.26
1.52

0.98

NG
NG

NG
NG

NG
OK

North-South Earthquake Direction
Panel LayerGymnasium, Immediate Occupancy, K = 0.75, Double

V Vacept DCR Status
(pif) (pif)

Roof 925 1454 0.64 OK

Wall Panel (ft) i:..
9 1657 879 1.89 NG

10 1475 879 1.68 NG

13 1429 946 1.51 NG

18 1685 1032 1.63 NG
21 1637 1064 1.54 NG
37 1261 1067 1.18 NG

55 984 1067 0.92 OK

V Vaccept OCR Status
(PlO (pif)

Roof 973 1454 0.67 OK
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Collapse Prevention
Sin qie Panel Layer

VroofEW 1535p1f

'pane I_GYM_EWk =

ft14

16

23

24

26

45

'paneLGVM_NS1 =

ft9

10

13

18

21

37

55

Double Panel Layer

Vroof2_EW 1769p1f

VpaI2EW :=

3 152p1f

3506p1f

3273p1f

2454p1f

2940p1f

1903p1f

2749p1f

3O56pf

2853p1f

2135p1f

2559p1f

1655p1f

V pane I_N51

26 37p If

2336p1f

2269p1f

2667p1f

2589p1f

1994p1f

1557p1f

Vroof2_N5 := 1682p1f

V panel2_N51

3016p1f

2683p1f

2600p1f

3063p1f

2976p1f

2292p1f

1790p1f

2EW := 4.48in

2_NS := 4.63in

V roof_N5 1458p1f

V panel_EWk öNS 8.O3in

EW 7.79ifl
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Acceptance Criteria for Roof: E/W seismic direction

L := L&YM

L
- = 0.828
b

Sinqie Layer

V := V QCCePt_&YM_R_CPK
1

VacceptREW := V accept i s' 2_R1( L, b

bCRREW :=

bCRR2EW

V roof _EW

K=1

V accept_R_EW

Double Layer

V l.....R2K : V accept_GYM_R2_CPK,
1

VacceptR2EW := V accept 1R2 V 2R2 L, b

V roof 2_EW

V accept_R2_EW

Acceptance Criteria for Roof: N/S seismic direction

L := WGYM b := LGYM

L
- = 1.208
b

b WGYM "W" is the dimension in the
EW direction

Double Layer

V accept_R2_NS := V accept_R('V lR2K V 2R2 L, b

V 2RK V accept_GYM_R_CPK2

v2_2K := v'acceptGyMR2CPK2

bCRR2_N5
V roof 2_NS

V accept_R2...NS

Sinqie Layer

VacceptRNs := vaccept l_RK 2RK L, b"
bCRR N5=

V roof _NS

- V accept_R_NS
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Acceptance Criteria for Wall Panels: E/W seismic direction

h : hn_GYM b 'paneLGYM_EW

Sin ale Layer

Va_p := vacceptpCp

VacceptpEW := vaccept p,v2 p, h , bk)

V pane I_EWk

bCRp EW- k VacceptpEW

Double Layer

V1P2 vacceptj2CP1

Vacceptp2EW := vacceptp(vlp2 , h , bk)

V pane 12_EWk

bCRP2EW :=
V accept_P2_EWk

Acceptance Criteria for Wall Panels: N/S seismic direction

b : 'panel_GVM_NS

Single Layer

Vaccept_P_N51 := vaccept p(v _' V 2_P' h bi)

V pane L.N51

bCRp NS
I VacceptpN5

Double Layer

V accept_P2_N51 := v accept.y('.' 1j2 , V 2_P2' h , b

V pane 12_NS1

bCRp2 N5 :=
I Vacceptp2NS

v2_p : V'accept_P_CPK2

V 2_P2 : V accept_P2_CPK,2

h

bk

h

bj

2.37

2.133

1.641

1.185

1.016

0.577

0.388

1.524

1.333

0.928

0.889

0.821

0.474
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Check Story Drift - Sin qie Layer

bL : WGyMLGyMbLroof GYM
+ (iafl, tot bLpanei GYM + bL0i IGYM) h n_GYM

bL=222kip

VGYM = 6.606 x 106 lb ft sec2

accept := COefGYM , WGYM, LGYM 6occept = 1.923 ft

Check(6EW, öaccept) = Check(6NS, &accept) = "OK"

EW NS
0.338

6accept öaccept

Check Story Drift - Double Layer

bL : WGYMLGYMbLr00f2 GYM

+ (Iponel tot. bLponeI2_GYM + 'wall_tot bL0i I_GYM) hn_GYM

bL=253kip

accept := o(bL C0efGYM2, hn_GYM, WGYM, LGYM" accept 1.98 ft

Check(62EW, Baccept) = "OK" Check(&2N5, Soccept) "OK"

2 EW- =0.189
accept accept

= 0.348

ö2N5
= 0.195
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Gymnasium, Collapse
East-West Earthquake Direction

LayerPre.ention, K = 1.0, Single Panel
V

(pit)
Vaccept

(pit)
DCR Status

Roof 1535 2585 0.59 OK

Wall Panel (ft)
14 2749 1554 1.77 NG
16 3056 1674 1.83 NG
23 2853 1883 1.52 NG
24 2135 1883 1.13 NG
26 2559 1883 1.36 NG
45 1655 1883 0.88 OK

North-South Earthquake Direction
LayerGymnasium, Collapse Prevention, K = 1.0, Single Panel

(pit) (pit)
DCR Status

Roof 1458 2585 O.56 OK

Wall Panel (ft) 1.

9 2637 1255 2.1 NG
10 2336 1255 1.86 NG
13 2269 1481 1.53 NG
18 2667 1767 1.51 NG
21 2589 1873 1.38 NG
37 1994 1883 1.06 NG
55 1557 1883 0.83 OK
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Data Output

East-West Earthquake Direction
Gymnasium, Collapse Prevention, K = 1.0, Double Panel Layer

Status

OK

NG
NG
OK
OK
OK
OK

L
North-South Earthquake Direction

LayerGymnasium, Collapse Preention, K = 1.0, Double Panel

V Vaccept DCR Status
(plf) (pIf)

ROOf 1682 5169

Wall Panel (ft)
9 3016 2511 1.2 NG
10 2683 2511 1.07 NG
13 2600 2961 0.88 OK
18 3063 3534 0.87 OK
21 2976 3746 0.79 OK
37 2292 3766 0.61 OK
55 1790 3766 0.48 OK

V

(pif)
Vaccept

(pif)
DCR

Roof 1769 5169 0.34

Wall Panel (ft)
14 3152 3109 1.01

16 3506 3348 1.05
23 3273 3766 0.87
24 2454 3766 0.65
26 2940 3766 0.78
45 1903 3766 0.51
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Acceptance Criteria for Roof: E/W seismic direction

L := LGYM

L
- = 0.828
b

Sin qie Layer

Vl_K := v'accept_GyM_RCpK
1

V2_ : voccept_GyM_R_CPK 2

VacceptREW := Voccept R(V1RV2R L, b

bCRR EW
V roof _EW

- V accept_R_EW

Double Layer

V12 := v'acceptGyM2Cp
1

V occept_R2_EW := V occept_R(V 1_R2K'
v 2_R2

K'
L, b

bCRR2 EW-
V roof 2_EW

- VacceptR2EW

Acceptance Criteria for Roof: N/S seismic direction

L := WGYM b := LIYM

L
- = 1.208
b

Krr2

b := WGYM

Sin qie Layer

Vaccept__N5 L, b

Double Layer

V accept_R2_NS V occept_R(v 1R2K V 2_R2K'
L, b'

"W" is the dimension in the
EW direction

V 22K := V accept_&YM_R2_CPK,2

bCRRNS :=
V roof _NS

V accept_R....NS

bCRR2NS :=
V roof 2_NS

V accept_R2_N5
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vl_p2 vaccept_P2_CPKl

Vacceptp2EW vacceptp(vlp2 ,V2p2, h , bk)

v pane 12_EWk

bCRp2 EW :=- k Vacceptp2EW

Acceptance Criteria for Wall Panels: E/W seismic direction

b 1panel_GYM_N5

Single Layer

V accept_P_N51 := V accept_P (v i_p' v 2_P' h b

V pane I_N51

bCRp N5- I V accept_P_N51

Double Layer

Vaccept_P2NS1 vacceptp(vlp2 ,V2p2, h , bi)

V pane 12.N51

bCRp2 NS
I Vaccept_P2_N51

V 2_P2 V 'accept_P2_CPK,
2

Acceptance Criteria for Wall Panels: E/W seismic direction
h

bk
h := hn_&yM b 'panel_GYM_EW

Single Layer 1.524

1.333
V1_P vaccept_P_CPK I

v2_p vaccept_p_CPK
2 0.928

VacceptpEW := vaccept p,v2 p, h , bk)
0.889

0.82 1

V pane I_EWk
0.474

bCRp EW- k VacceptpEWk

Double Layer

h

bi

2.37

2.133

1.641

1.185

1.016

0.577

0.388
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North-South Earthquake Direction
Gymnasium, Collapse Preention, K = 0.75, Single Panel Layer

Roof

Wall Panel (It)
9

10

13

18

21

37
55

Gymnasium, Collapse
East-West Earthquake Direction

LayerPrevention, K = 0.75, Single Panel

V Vaccept
DCR Status

(PlO (pif)
Roof 1535 1938 0.79 OK

Wall Panel (It) *

14 2749 1166 2.36 NG
16 3056 1255 2.43 NG
23 2853 1412 2.02 NG
24 2135 1412 1.51 NG
26 2559 1412 1.81 NG
45 1655 1412 1.17 NG

V Vaccept
DCR Status

(pif) (pif)
1458 1938 0.75 OK

2637 942 2.8 NG
2336 942 2.48 NG
2269 1111 2.04 NG
2667 1325 2.01 NG
2589 1405 1.84 NG
1994 1412 1.41 NG
1557 1412 1.1 NG
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Data Output

East-West Earthquake Direction
Gymnasium, Collapse Preention, K = 0.75, Double Panel Layer

Roof

Wall Panel (ft)

16

23
24

26
45

North-South Earthquake Direction
LayerGymnasium, Collapse Preention, K = 0.75, Double Panel

V Vaccept
OCR Status

(pif) (plf)
Roof

Wall Panel (ft)

1682 3877 0.43 OK

9 3016 1883 1.6 NC
10 2683 1883 1.42 NC
13 2600 2221 1.17 NC

18 3063 2650 1.16 NC

21 2976 2810 1.06 NC
37 2292 2825 0.81 OK
55 1790 2825 0.63 OK

V Vaccept DCR Status
(PlO (pIt)
1769 3877 0.46 OK

3152 2331 1.35 NC
3506 2511 1.4 NC
3273 2825 1.16 NC
2454 2825 0.87 OK
2946 2825 1 .Ô4 NC
1903 2825 0.67 OK
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Classroom Roof Results Summary
Single Panel

EWDir NSD1r

Classroom Wall Results Summary
Single Panel

Panel Length (ft)

v (pif) 983 509 v(plf) 844 802

LS Vacpt (plf) 3877 3877 lO Vaccept(pif) 969 969
DCR

K=1 .0
0.25 0.13 DCR

K=1 .0
0.87 0.83

v(plf) 1803 935 v (pit) 1535 1458

cP Vaccept (pIt) 5169 5169 CP Vaccept (pit) 2585 2585
DCR 0.35 0.18 DCR 0.59 0.56

v (pif) 983 509 v (pit) 844 802

LS Vaccept (pif) 2908 2908 tO Vaccept (pit) 727 727

DCR
K=0.75

0.34 0.18 OCR
K= 0. 75

1.16 1.1

v(plf) 1803 935 v (pit) 1535 1458

P Vaccept (pit) 3877 3877 CP Vaccept (pit) 1938 1938

DCR 0.47 0.24 OCR 0.79 0.75

10 15 80

K-b

v(plf) 1154 1048 609

LS Vaccept (pit) 1590 1590 1590
DCR 0.73 0.66 0.38
v(plf) 2118 1923 1118

P Vaccept (pit) 1883 1883 1883

DCR 1.12 1.02 0.59

;K=0.75

v(plf) 1154 1048 609
LS Vaccept (pit) 1193 1193 1193

DCR 0.97 0.88 0.51
v(plf) 2118 1923 1118

CP Vaccept (pit) 1412 1412 1412

DCR 1.5 1.36 0.79

Gymnasium Roof Results Summary
Single Panel

EW Dir NS Dir
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Ho

K=1.O i

K=O.75

Gymnasium Wall Results Summary
Singie Panei, EQ in EW direction

Gymnasium Wall Results Summary
Singie Panel, EQ in NS direction

Panel Length (ft)

v (pit)
Vcept (pit)

DCR
v(pif)

CPvaccept(Plf)
DCR

v (pit)

DCR
v (pit)

CP Vaccept (pit)

DCR

856

711

1.2

1557

1883!

0.83

856

534

1.6

1557

1412

11

Panel Length (ft)
14 16 23 24 26 45

v(pIt) 1511 1681 1569 1174 1407 910

LS Vaccept (pit) 646 670 711 711 711 711

K=1.O
DCR 2.34 2.51 2.21 1.65 1.98 1.28
v(pIf) 2749 3056 2853 2135 2559 1655

CP Vaccept (p11) 1554 1674 1883 1883 1883 1883
DCR 1.77 1.83 1.52 1.13 1.36 0.88
v(pIf) 1511 168115691174 1407 910

LS Vaccept (p if) 484 502 534 534 534 534

K=O.75
DCR 3.12 3.35 2.94 2.2 2.64 1.71

v(plf) 2749 3056 2853 2135 2559 1655;
CP Vaccept (pit) 11661255 1412,1412 1412 1412

DCR 2.36 2.43 2.02 1.51 1.81 1.17

10 13 18 21 37

1449 1284 1247 1466 1424 1097
586 586 631 688 709 711

2.47 2.19 1.98 2.13 2.01 1.54

2637 2336 2269 2667 2589 1994
1255 1255j 1481 1767 1873! 1883
2.1 1.86 1.53 1.51 1.38 1.06

1449 1284 1247 1466 1424 1097
439 439 473 516 532 534

3.3 2.92 2.64 2.84 2.68 2.06
2637 2336 2269 2667 2589 1994
942 942 111113251405 1412
2.8 2.48 2.04 2.01 1.84 1.41

i0 Vaept (pit)
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Classroom Wall Results Summary
Double Panel

Panel Length (if)

Classroom Roof Results Summar, Gymnasium Roof Results Surnma,y
Double Panel

NSDir
Double Panel

NSDirEWDir EWDir
v (plf) 1167 609 v (pIf) 973 925

LS Vacpt (plf) 7754 7754 10 Vaccept (pIf) 1938 1938

K=1 o
DCR 0.15 0.08

K=1 0
DCR 0.5 0.48

v(plf) 2141 1113 v(plf) 1769 1682

CP Vacpt (plf) 10338 10338 CP Vaccept (plf) 5169 5169

DCR 0.21 0.11 DCR 0.34 0.33

v (plf) 1167 609 v(plf) 973 925
LS Vaccept (pif) 5815 5815 10 Vacpt (pIf) 1454 1454

OCR
K=0.75

0.2 0.1 OCR
K=0.75

0.67 0.64
v (pif) 2141 1113 v(plf) 1769 1682

CP Vacpt (plf) 7754 7754 CP Vacpt (plf) 3877 3877

DCR 0.28 0.14 DCR 0.46 0.43

10 15 80

v(plf) 1368 1242 721

Vaccept (pIf) 3180 3180 3180

DCR
K=1.0

0.43 0.39 0.23
v(plf) 2510 2279 1323

CP Vaccept (pIf) 3766 3766 3766

DCR 0.67 0.61 0.35
v (pif) 1368 1242 721

LS Vaccept (plf) 2385 2385 2385
DCR

K=0.75
0.57 0.52 0.3

v (plf) 2510 2279 1323

CP Vaccept (pIf) 2825 2825 2825

DCR 0.89 0.81 0.47
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e Data Output

Gymnasium Wall Results Summary
Double Panel, EQ in EW direction

Panel Length (ft)

Gymnasium Wall Results Summary
Double Panel, EQ in NS direction

Panel Length (ft)
ióTr1'ä21 37 55

984

1423'

0.69
17901

3766

0.48

984

1067

0.92
1790

2825

0.63

14 16 23 24 26 45

-K-I 0

v(plf) 1733 1928 1800 1349 1617 1047
10 accept (pit) 1291 1339 1423 1423 1423 1423

DCR 1.34 1.44 1.27 0.95 1.14 0.74
v(plf} 3152 3506 3273 2454 2940 1903

CP Vaccept (plf) 3109 3348 3766, 3766 3766 3766
DCR 1.01 1.05 0.87 0.65 0.78 0.51

-K-0 75

v(plf) 1733 1928 1800 1349 1617 1047
lOVaccept(Plf} 968 1004 1067 1067 1067 1067

DCR 1.79 1.92 1.69 1.26 1.52 0.98
v(plf) 31523506327324542940 1903

CP Vaccept (plf) 2331 2511 2825 2825 2825 2825
DCR 1.35 1.4 1.16 0.87 1.04 0.67

v(plf) 1657 1475 14291685 1637 1261
tO Vaept (pit) 1172 1172 1262 1376 1419 1423

DCR 1.41 1.26 1.13 1.22 1.15 0.89
v(plf) 3016!2683 260030632976 2292

CP Vaccept (pIt) 2511 2511 2961 3534 3746 3766
DCR 1.2 1.07 0.88 0.87 0.79 0.61

v(plf) 1657 1475 1429, 1685 1637 1261
10 Vaccept (pIt) 879 879 946 1032 1064 1067

OCR 1.89 1.68 1.51 1.63 1.54 1.18

v (pIt) 3016 2683 2600 3063 2976 2292
CP Vaccept (pIt) 1883 1883 2221 2650 2810 2825

DCR 1.6 1.42 1.17 1.16 1.06 0.81

K=1.0

K=O.75
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Diaph ram Deflections

The diaphragm deflection is defined as the maximum lateral deformation of the diaphragm,
or the lateral deflection in excess of the supporting shear wall deflection. The maximum
lateral diaphram deflection is taken from the MIDAS models. An average stoty drift is
taken as the average of the all node deflections at the top of the shear walls resisting
lateral load. These values are used to classify the diaphragms as either flexible, stiff, or
rigid. All model results are taken from the Collapse Prevention level forces, single
thickness panels.

Classrooms. EM Direction

3.807in

briftCREW :=
...\FEMA CR EW Sto, Drtft.9s

I I (iY'
'CR_EW := submatrixi Drif tCR EW. 2, Iength briftCREW - 1, 2,2

Extract only the DX story displacements

mean(LcREw) = 2.849 in Average story drift

CIQSSCREW :=
(AREW - mean(zx CR EW)"

< 0.5"Rigid" if
mean(ACREW) )

- mean(LcR EW)
"Flexible" if

mean(ACREW)
2.0

'Stiff otherwise

C1aSS1EW = "Rigid"

AR_EW - mean(ACR EW)
= 0.336

mean(LcREw)

Maximum DX diaphragm displacement

Import all selected story drift values

I
Iength briftCREW = 184
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Classrooms, N/S Direction
Similar to the Eli/ti direction, except use DY displacements.

2.369in

briftCRNS :=
.\FEMA CR NS Story Driftx

I
Iength briftCR_NS = 164

I I
ACRNS submatrix( brif tCR Ns 2, length briftCRNs - 1, 3, 3 J in

mean(ACRNS) = 1.082 in

CIQSSCRNS :=
1R_N5 - mean( CR NSfl

< 0.5
mean(cRNs) )

IL NS - meon(cR N5)
"Flexibl&'

L
- mean(iCRNs) >

2.0

"Rigid" if

"Stiff" otherwise

CIOSScRNS = "Stiff"

R_NS - mean(cRN5)
= 1.189

mean(zcRN5)

Structure diaphragm classification is "Rigid" if either direction is "Rigid." If neither direction
is "Rigid" then the structure diaphragm classification is "Stiff" if either direction is "Stiff."
Otherwise the structure diaphragm classification is "Flexible."
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Gymnasium N/S Direction

7.785in

briftGyMN5
.\FEMA GYM NS Story Dnftxt

I (iY'
lengthL brift&yMNS J = 196

I I (iY
GYM_NS := submatrixl briftGyM N5' 2, length briftyN5 J - 1, 3, 3 J in

mean(6yMNs) = 4.858 in

CICSSGYMNS :=
- mean(GyM NS) '

< 0.5
mean(iGyMN5) )

1R_NS - mean(LGyMN5)
"Flexible" if > 2.0

"Rigid" if

"Stiff" otherwise

CIOSSGYMNS = "Stiff"

R_N5 - mean(AyN5)
-0.603

mean(yN5)

meon(z&yMN5) )
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Gymnasium N/S Direction

'R_NS := 8.029in

brift&yMNS :=
\FEMA GYM NS Story Drift.xI

I
length brifty_N5 = 196

I I (iY'
&YM_NS submatrix brif tGyM NS' 2, length briftGyMN5 - 1, 3, 3 in

mean(zGyMNs) = 4.858 in

CIOSSGYMNS :=

"Flexible"

"Stiff"

CIGSSGYMNS = "Stiff"

_N5 - mean(AGyM NS) 'i
<0.5

mwn(yMN5) )
(_Ns - mean(iGyM N5)

If I >2.0
mean(&yMNs) )

otherwise

ARNS - mean(AGyMNS) 0.653
meon(AGyMNS)

"Rigid" if
(AR
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Hoover School Analysis - ASCE 31
Ref erence:C:\Thesis\The Report\&Iobal Inputs.mcd(R) Preston Baxter

Structure Geometry
Classrooms

W = 90 ft Building dimension in E/W direction

= 8Oft Building dimension in N/S direction

'pane I_CR_EW1 = Num0I_CR_EW. = Length of shear panels

10 ft 6

15

1anel_CR_NS =

I 801 ft

=

ri
LOP_CR_N =45 ft =45 ft Length of wall openings

LOP_CR_W = Oft LOPJR_E = Oft
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Gymnasium
WGYM = lloft

'paneLGYM_EW =

ft14

16

23

24

26

45

'PGneLGYM_N51 =

ft9

10

13

18

21

37

55

LOP_GYM_N = 33 ft

LOP_GYM_W =9 ft

LGYM =96 ft

NUmPOCLGYMEW =

1

1

1

1

I
I

NUmPGLGYMN5 =

I

I

1

I

I

I

1

Lop_GYM_s =34 ft

LOP_GYM_E =14 ft
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Level of Seismicilv
MCE Spectral Accelerations (2%150 years)

5s_2 Ss = 1.089

51:=51_2 Si=O.47g

Period Determination Sec. 3.5.2.4

Cp : 0.060 Type Wi building

0.75 Not steel or concrete MRF

(h
T(hfl) Ct.I - sec(ft)
T(hflcR) = 0.3 12 sec

Fundamental building period Eq. 3-8

T(hfl GYM) = 0.596 sec

Site Class
geologic suivey data, use Site Class D Sec. 3.5.2.3.1Without specific

I(O.4.g (1.6 1
:= linterp

I Sil F = 1.530 Table 3-5
L0.5g) 1.5) j
F(i.00.g " (1.1 1

F0 := Iinterp
I I I

F0 = 1.06 8 Table 3-6
L1.25.9) 1.o) j

Acceleration Parameters
2

5b1= F5i 5b1 = O.479g Eq. 3-5

2
5b5= F0S 5bS = 0.769g Eq. 3-6
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Spectral Acceleration

= O.769g

5b1
Sa_CR: mn[() Sec,SbS

T(hfl GYM)
sec =0.8059 5a_GYM =0.7699

Eq. 3-4

5bi

T(h nCR)
sec = 1.538g 5a_CR = 0.769g

( b1
5a_GYM := mini i SEC, 5b5

GYM) )
5bi
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Tier 1 Analysis, Rehabilitated Buildin'
Pseudo Lateral Force

C := 1.3 Use for 1-stoiy, WI buildings Table 3-4

rn := 4.0 mGyM := 2.0 Component modification factors Table 3-7

Classrooms

'OP tot := LQp CR N + LOP_CR_s + LQp CR W + LQp CR E

Wtroof CR := (WCR + 2Oft).(LCR + 2Oft).bLroof CR

Wtroof CR = 127.6 kip Weight of roof

WtijrjflCR := [2.(WCR) + 2LCR - (loptOt)].hflCRbLW0I,cR

WtwflsCR = 21.6 kip Weight of walls

WtCR := Wtroof CR + WtWQIISCR

Sa CRV:=C WtCR
9

1 VCR
AWCR := -

mCR l000plf

Demand/Capacity Ratios

Only wall panels with an aspect ratio less than 1.5:1 may be used in the resistance of
lateral forces. More narrow panels must be neglected for lateral resistance.

luse(lpanei Numpi hn) := 'tot - Oft

'w_min -
iE-1

while i < length(lpanei)

Iw Ipanei1Numponel1

'tot (itot + ') f (i lwmin)

i4i+1
'tot

WtCR = 149.2 kip Total building weight

VCR = 149.1 kip Total pseudo
lateral force

A CR = 37.3 ft Total required length
of shear wall
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AwCR
bCRCREWT1

'pane I_CR_EW_T1

AwCR

'panel_CR_NST1

bCRREWT1 = 0.414

bCRCRNSr1 = 0.233

Gymnasium

LOP GYM tot := LQp GYM N + LOP GYM S + Lp GYM W + LQp GYM E

Wtroof GYM := (W&yM) (LGYM) bLroof GYM

Wtroof GYM = 125 kip Weight of roof

WtwaIls GYM := [2(WGyM + LGyM).hfl GYM - (LOP GYM tot)(hn GYM - 7ft)]bLwaii GYM

WtwaIIs GYM = 74.5 kip Weight of walls, approx 88' x 7' wall openings

WtGYM Wtroof GYM + Wtwalls GYM WtGyM = 199.5 kip

5a_GYM
VGYM C. WtGYM VGYM = 199.4 kip

9

1 VGYM
AWGYM := Aw&yM = 99.7 ft

l000pIf

h c- oft Maximum length of usable shear panel
1.5

'panel_CR_EW_Tl := Iuse(Ipanei CREW, NumpaneI_CR_Ew hnCR)

'pane I_CREW_T1 = 90 ft Usable length of shear panel

'pane I_CR_NS_T1 'use (i pane I_CR_NS' NumpaneI_CR_Ns h n_CR)

'paneLCR_NSJl = l6Oft
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Demand/Capacity Ratios

hn GYM-
- 14.222 ft

1.5

'panel_GYM_EW_Ti Iuse(paneI_GYM_EW, NUmpaneI_GYM_EW hn_GyM)

1panel_GYM_EW_T1 = 134ft

'panel_GYM_NS_Tl Iuse(IpaneIGyMNS, NUmpGneI_GYM_NS hn_GyM)

'poneLGYM_NS_Tl = l3lft

bCRGyMEWT1 :-
AWGYM

I bCRGYM_Ew_-rl = 0.744

bCRyMN5T1 = 0.761

a Data Output

panel_GYM_EW_Ti

AwGyM
bCR&yMNST1 :-

'pane I_GYM_N5_T1
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Tier 2 Analysis, Rehabilitated Structure
Pseudo Lateral Force

The method for calculating pseudo lateral force is the same as calculated for Tier 1.

1.25
QCE_GyWt_roof 420p1f. QCE_GYM_roof = 808 plf

QCE_GYM_roof 2 2QCE_GyM_roof Q.CE.$YM.joof2 = 1615 plf

mroof CR := 3.5

1.25
QCE_woII := 34Oplf.-

0.65

QcE_waIl2 2QCE_waII QCE_wcill2 = 1308p1f

mW0IICR(h,L) :=

mW0IIGyM(h , L)

mroof GYM := 2.0

h
4.5 if 1.0

L

I'
2.0 if 1.0

L

QCE_CR_roof = 1615 plf

QCE_cR_roof 2 = 3231p1f

QCE_woll = 654 plf

1('(4.s hi h
linterpli ,I ,I if 1.02.0

L2) (3.5) Lj L

3.5 if 2.0 3.5
L

0 otherwise

1(i (2.0) hi h
linterpi I r, I , - I if 1.0 2.0

L2) 1.7) L] L

1.7 if 2.03.5
L

0 otherwise

Element Capacity

QCE_CR_roof 840 plf
1.25

QCE_CR_roof 2 := 2QcE CR roof
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Classroom Panels (sinqle layer)

h n_cR
'mm :=

'panel_CR_EW_tot (I ponel_CR_E W. Numpanep_CR_E WI

'panel_CR_NS_tot (I PaneI_CR_NS NUmPQflCI_CR_NSJ

1panel_CR_EW_tot = 90 ft 1pcneLCR_N5_tot 160 ft

Classrooms, Single Panel, EW

EW Seismic Force

Roof Diaphraqm

Wtroof CR = 127.6 kip Weight of roof

Use weight of upper half of wails perpendicular to direction of EQ loading.

(h_c
WtwaIIs (2.LCR - IpaneICRN5tot) bL0jL CR

(' CR)
+ 'panel_CR_NS_tot bLpanel_CR

'mm = 2.571 ft

So_CR
Vroof := C (Wtroof CR + Wtwaiis)

Total roof
diaphragm force

Wt15 = 8 kip Vroof = 135.5 kip

104.3 kip

Wall Panels

a CR
VwaII C bLWQ,IcR.hflCR(2.WcR - IpanelCREwtot)

S0 CR
Vponel := C bLponel_CR hn_CR tpanel_CR_EW_tot

Vw0fl = 7.8 kip =9 kip

Total seismic
force from
walls

Total seismic
force from
panels

r
Vroof

Lateral force applied at roof level Eq. 4-4
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Acceptance Criteria: roof

'pane I_req_roof
QCE_CR_roof .

'panel_req_roof = 20.3 ft

'panel_CR_EW_tot = 90 ft

bCRCRREWT2 :-

Acceptance Criteria: shear panels

mwal I_CR_EW := mwol LCR(hmn_CR paneLCREW

lpaneI_CR_EW
Ratio1 :-

1panel_CR_EW_tot

1.1(Vroof + VwalI + Vpanei)
Ratio,tpaneI_req_poneI

QCE_wal I_CR_EW.

'panel_req_panel,

bCRCRPEWT2 :-
'panel_CR_EW

hnCR

'pane I_CR_EW,

0.90

0.60

tpone _req_.paneI =

Classrooms, Single Panel, EW

'paneL_req_roof

'pane I_CR_EW_tot

mwalI CREW. =

4.50

4.50

1ponel_CR_EW

Total panel length required for roof
shear and accidental torsion

bCRCR_R_EW_T2 = 0.225

Ratio of each panel length to
summation of panel lengths

Required panel length at
each panel location,
including effect of
accidental torsion.

Ratio of required panel length
(including 10% additional for
accidental torsion) to actual
panel length

Ratio, =

0.111

0.167

CRCRPEWT2

0.633

0.633

6.3 ft 10 ft
9.5 15
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Classrooms, Single Panel, NS

NS Seismic Force

Roof Diaphraqm

WtroofCJ = 127.6 kip

(h cia)
Wt := (2WCR Ipanel_CR_EW_tot)

I
bLwaIICR

SQ CR
Vroof := C (Wtroof CR +

Vroof

C

Wt = 8.4 kip Vroof = 135.9 kip

= 104.6 kip

(hnCR''
+ IPafleJ_CR_EW_totl 2 )

bLpaneI_CJ

Wall Panels

So CR
V0,i C bLQIICRhnCR(2LCR - IponelCRN5tot)

So CR
Vpanel := C bLponel_CR hn_CR 1panel_CR_NS_tot

Vw011 =Okip Vpanel = 16 kip

Acceptance Criteria: roof

QCE_CR_roof m-c,fC

1paneLreq_roof = 20.3 ft

'panel_CR_NS_tot = l6Oft

1pane I_req_roof

'pane i.yeq_roof

bCRCRRNST2
'pane I_CRNS_tot

DCRCRR_N5_T2 = 0.127

Eq. 4-4
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Acceptance Criteria: shear panels

m3ii CR_NS. := mwall cR(hn_cR, IpaneICRN5- J .li

'pane I_C_NSJ
Ratios

1panel_CRNS_tot

1.1(Vroof + VwaII + Vpanei)
Ratio'paneJ_req_paneJ :=

mwaIIcRNs

1paneJ_req_paneJ

bCRCRPNS T2.
IPaneI_CR_NS

hncR

IPaneJ_CR_N5

'paneLreq_poneI =

28.4 ft

Classrooms, Single Panel, NS

mwalLcRNS =

IPaneI_CR_NS =

ft
I 801

Ratio =

I 0.51

=

0.355
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Classroom Panels (double layer)
Classrooms, Double Panel, EW

EW Seismic Force

Roof Diaphraam

Wtroof2CR (WCR + 2Oft) (LCR + 2Oft). bLroof2CR

(F1
Wtws2 (2LCR - IponejCRN5fof) bLwijjc

h ci.i
+ IPaneI_CR_N5_tot{ bLpaneI2_Ci

So CR
Vroof 2 := C ; (Wtroof2CR + Wtw011s2)

Vroof 2
Eq. 4-4

C

WtwoIIs2 = 9.1 kip Vroof 2 = 161.4 kip

= 124.1 kip

Wall Panels

So CR
V0p C. ; bLW0IICR.hflcR.(2.WCR - IponelCREWtot)

SO CR
Vponel2 C bLponeI2_CR h n_CR' ponel_CR_EW_tot

Vj = 7.8 kip Vpj,eI2 = 10.2 kip
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Acceptance Criteria: roof

'panel2_req_roof :-
QCE_CR_roof 2 mroof CR

'panel2_req_roof = 12.lft

'panel_CR_EW_tot 90 ft

bCRCR2EWT2

Acceptance Criteria: shear panels

m0I I_CR_EW1 mwal l_CR(hn_CR 'panel_CR_EW1

'pane I_CR_EW1

Ratio1
'panel_CR_EW_tot

1.i(Vroof2 + VwaII + VponeI2)
'panel2_req_panel,

QCE_waIl2 mwal I_CR_EW1

'panel2_req_panel1

bCRCR_P2_EW_T2
'panel_CR_EW1

hncR

'pane I_CR_EW.

Classrooms, Double Panel, EW

'pane 12_req_roof

'pane l_CR_EW_tot

m0II CREW =

DCRCR_R2_EW_T2 = 0.134

Ratio1

'pane 2_req_panel1 = Ipanel_CR_EW1 = bCRcRP2EWT2.

3.7 ft 10 ft 0.372

5.6 15 0.372

0.90 4.50 0.111

0.60 4.50 0.167
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Classrooms, Double Panel, NS

NS Seismic Force

Roof Diaphraqm

Wtroof2CR = 152.4 kip

WtJ2 := (2.WCR - 'poneLCR_EW_tot)I bL0II CR
2 )

(h c
+ 'paneI_CR_EW_totj bLpanel2_CR

So CR
Vroof 2 := C ; (Wtroof2CR + wt0ii52)

Vroof 2
Eq. 4-4

C

WtwaIJs2 = 9 kip Vroof 2 = 161.3 kip

= 124.1 kip

Wall Panels

SO CR
:= C - bLW0IICRhflCR(2LCR - IpanelCRN5tot)

9

So CR
Vpanel2 .- C bLponel2_CR h_cR 1ponel_CR_N5_tot

VwciII = Okip = 18.1 kip
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Acceptance Criteria: roof

lpanel2_req_roof :-
QCE_CR_roof 2 mroof CR

lpanel2_req_roof = 12.1 ft

'panel_CR_NS_tot = 160 ft

bCRCRR2NST2
1panel2_req_roof

lpanel_CR_N5_tot

Acceptance Criteria: shear panels

CR NS. := mwall CR(hn_CR, 'panel CR- - - - -
'pane I_CR_NSJ

Ratios
lpanel_CR_NS_tot

1.1(Vroof2 + + Vpanel2)
'panel2_req_panel Rotio

bCRCR P2 N5 12. :=- - - ,j 'panel_CR_NSa

h n_CR

1aneI_CR_NS

I 0.111

1paneI2....req...panel =

116.81

Classrooms, Double Panel, NS

i QCE_waII2 mwaIICRN5

tpaneI2_req_panel

mwaILCRNs =

4.50J

lPanel_CR_NS =

ft

bCRCRR2NST2 = 0.075

Ratios =

I 0.51

bCRCRP2NST

0.21ft 80
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Gymnasium Panels (single layer)
Gymnasium, Single Panel, EW

'mm

h n_GYM

3.5

'panel_&YM_EW_tot (I paneLGYM_E Wk NumpGneI_&yM_Ew

'pone_GYM_NS_tot (IPQne GYM N51

'ponel_GYM_EW_tot = 148 ft

1PQneLGYM_NS_tot = 163 ft

EW Seismic Force

Roof Diaphraqm

Wtroof GYM = 125 kip

(2.LGyM - IpaneIGYMNStot) bLwaII_GYM

(h GYM
+ 'paneI_GYM_NS_tot

2 )
bLponel_GYM

cx GYM
Vroof := C. (Wtroof_GyM +

Vroof

C

= 22.3 kip Vroof = 147.2 kip

= 113.2 kip

Wall Panels

o_GYM
:= C bLwaIIGyMhnGyM(2WGYM - IpaneIGyMEWtot)

5a_GYM
Vpanel := C bLponel_GyM . hn_y 'ponel_GYM_EW_tot

= 17.2 kip Vponel = 35 kip

'mm = 6.095 ft
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Acceptance Criteria: roof

'pane I_req_roof
QCE_GYM_roof . 'panel_req_roof = 77.1 ft

'panel_GYM_EW_tot = 148 ft

tpanel_req_roof
bCR&YMEWT2 :=

'ponel_GYM_EW_tot

Acceptance Criteria: shear panels

mp I_GYM_EWk mwal LGYM(hmn_GYM IpaneIGYMEW

'ponel_GYM_EWk

1.52

1.33

0.93

0.89

0.82

0.47

Gymnasium, Single Panel, EW

1.1(Vroof + Vwaii + Vpanei)
RatiOkIpaneI_req_paneI :=

QCE_waII . I_GYM_EWk

lpanel_req_paneI

bCRGYMPEWT2 :-
'pane I_&YM_EWk

hnGyM

mwall&YMEW =

1.84

1.90

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

DCRGYMR_EW_T2 = 0.521

Ratiok =

0.095

0.108

0.155

0.162

0.176

0.304

tpanel_req._panel = 'paneLGYM_EWk = bCRGYM_P_EW.J2k

17.2 ft 14 ft 1.23

19.1 16 1.193

26.1 23 1.134

27.2 24 1.134

29.5 26 1.134

51 45 1.134

'pane I_&YM_EWk
Ratiok:=

1panel_GYM_EW_tot
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Gymnasium, Single Panel, NS

NS Seismic Force

Roof Diaphraqm

Wtroof GYM 125 kip

Wt0J := (2.WGyM - lpaneLGYM_EW_tot) n_6YM.ba,l_GYM

(h &YM

2 )

'panel_req_roof

bCRGYMRNST2

+ 'pane I_GYM_E W_tot
2

,j bLpane I_GYM

5o GYM
Vroof := C (Wtroof GYM + Wt0ii)

Vroof

C

Wt0l, = 26.1 kip

= 116.2 kip

QCE_GYM_roof mroof GYM

'panel_req_roof = 79.1 ft

'panel_GYM_NS_tot = 163 ft

'pane I_req_roof

'pane l_GYM_NS_tot

Vroof = 151.1 kip

Wall Panels

5a GYM
V0ii := C .bLWQILGYM.hnGYM.(2.LGYM - lpaneIGYMNStot)

5a GYM
Vpanel := C bLpanel_GYM hn_GYM.I paneLGYM_NS_tot

= 5.9 kip Vp011 = 38.6 kip

Acceptance Criteria: roof

bCRGYMR_NS_T2 = 0.485
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Acceptance CriterIa: shear panels

mwaIlGyMNS := mwalL &YM(hn GYM' Ipanel GYM NS1

'panel_GYM_N51

Ratio1 :-
'pariel_GYM_NS_tot

1.1(Vroof + V&i + Vpanei)
Ratiol'panel_req_panel1 :=

QCE_wal I mci I_GYM_N51

bCRGYMPNST2 :-
I 'panel_GYM_NS1

hnGyM

Gymnasium, Single Panel, NS

1panel_req_panel1

tpanel_req.panel1 = 1parseLGYM_NS1 = bCRGYM_P_N5_T2

10.7 ft 9 ft 1.188

11.9 10 1.188

14.5 13 1.117

18.7 18 I .038

21.2 21 1.012

37.3 37 I .009

55.5 55 I .009

Ipanel_GYM_N51 mwaIIGyMNs = Ratiol =
2.37 1.70 0.055

2.13 1.70 0.061

1.64 1.81 0.08

1.19 1.94 0.11

1.02 2.00 0.129

0.58 2.00 0.227

0.39 2.00 0.337
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Gymnasium Panels (double layer)

Gymnasium, Double Panel, EW

EW Seismic Force

Roof Diaphraqm

Wtroof 2 GYM := (WGYM) (LGYM) btroof 2_GYM

hnGyM

2 )
bL0ii GYMWt2 := (2LGyM - IpaneIGyMNStot)

+ tpanel_GYM_NS_tot1
2

5a GYM
Vroof 2 := C (Wtroof2 GYM + WtwQIIs2)

Vroof 2

C

Wtw01152 = 24.9 kip Vroof 2 = 170.7 kip

= 131.3 kip

Wall Panels

5a_GYM
:= C bL0I,GyM.hflGyM(2WGyM - IponeIGYMEWtot)

9

5a GYM
Vpanel2 C bLpanel2_GYM h n_GYM' panel_GYM_EW_tot

= 17.2 kip V.j2 = 39.8 kip

Acceptance Criteria: roof

bLpanel2_GYM

'panel2_req_roof :=
QCE_GYM_roof 2 mroof GYM

lpanel2_req_roof = 44.7 ft

tponel_GYM_EW_tot = 148 ft

bCR&YMR2EWT2 :=
'pane 1_GYM_EW_tot

Ipclne 12_req_roof
bCRGYM_R2EW_T2 = 0.302
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Acceptance Criteria: shear panels

mwaILGyMEw m0i L&YM(hn_GYM' paneLGyMEW'

'pane I_&YM_EWk
RatiOk.-

'pane 1_GYM_EW_tot

1.1(Vroof2 + + Vpanel2)
.RQtiOkIpaneI2_req_paneI

QCE_wal 2 mwaIIGYMEW

IpaneI2_req_paneI

bCRGYMP2EWT2
k

Ipanel_GYM_EWk

h n_GYM

'pane I_GYM_EWk

1.52

1.33

0.93

0.89

0.82

0.47

Gymnasium, Double Panel, EW

mwaIL GYM EWk =

1.84

1.90

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

Retiok =

0.095

0.108

0.155

0.162

0.176

0.304

IpaneI2_req_pane = IpaneLGYALEW = bCRGYMJ2_EW_T2

9.8 ft 14 ft 0.702

10.9 16 0.681

14.9 23 0.647

15.5 24 0.647

16.8 26 0.647

29.1 45 0.647
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Gymnasium, Double Panel, NS

NS Seismic Force

Roof Diaphraqm

Wtroof 2_GYM = 145.9 kip

(hflGyM
WtwoIIs2 := (2.WGyM - IpaneIGYMEwtot)t 2

bL0ii GYM

(h GYM1
+ 'panel GYM EW tot

2 j bLpaneI2 GYM

5a GYM
Vroof 2 := C (Wtroof2_GYM + Wtw01152)

Vroof 2

C

Wtvfls2 = 28.5 kip Vroof 2 = 174.3 kip

= 134.1 kip

Wall Panels

5a_GYM
:= C. bLWOILGYM.hflGYM.(2.LGYM - IpaneLGYM_NS_tot)

So GYM
VponeI2 C bLpane2_GYM hn_GyMI panel_GYM_NS_tot

V = 5.9 kip VpaneI2 = 43.8 kip

Acceptance Criteria: roof

1.1F
'panel2_req_roof :-

QCE_GYM_roof 2 mroof GYM

'ponel2...req...roof = 45.7 ft

'panel_GYM_NS_tot = 163 ft

'panel2_req_roof
bCR&YMR2NST2 :-

'pane l_GYM_NS_tot
bCRGYM_R2_N5_12 = 0.28
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Acceptance Criteria: shear panels

mwaIlGyMNS mwalIGYM(hn&YM 'panel GYM

Ipanel_GYM_N51
Ratio :-

'pane I_GYM_NS_tot

1.1'(Vroof2 + VwalI + Vpanel2)
Ratio'panel2_req_panel1

QCE_wal 12' mwallGyMN5

bCRGYMP2NST21 :-

hnGyM

Gymnasium, Double Panel, NS

Data Output

1panel 2_req_pane I

'panel_GYM_N51

'ponel2_req_punel1 = 1paneLGYM_N51 = DCR&YMP2NST21

6.1 ft 9ft 0.68

6.8 10 0.68

8.3 13 0.64

10.7 18 0.595

12.2 21 0.579

21.4 37 0.578

31.8 55 0.578

1panel_GYM_N51 mwaIlGyMNS = Ratio1 =

2.37 1.70 0.055

2.13 1.70 0.061

1.64 1.81 0,08

1.19 1.94 0.11

1.02 2.00 0.129

0.58 2.00 0.227

0.39 2.00 0.337
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Tier 3 Evaluation, Rehabilitated Structure
Use the 3-D models developed for FEMA 356, using 0.75 times the applied forces.
For methods, equations, and calculations details see FEMA 356 calculations. Tier 3
DCR results are equal to 0.75 times the FEMA 356 results.
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Hoover School Analysis - UBC 1997

'paneLcR_NS =

ft80J

Buildinq Weiqhts

bLroof_ = 11.6 psf

bLroof2_ = 13.9 psf

= 11.1 psf

bLpaneI2_c 12.6 psf

NumpaneICREw. = Shear panel dimensions

6

NumponeLcRNs =

Single-panel roof DL

Double-panel roof DL

Single-panel shear wall panel DL

Double-panel shear wall panel DL

bLwoIicR = 9.6 psf Existing wall DL

Ref erence:C: \Thesis\The Report\GIobaI Inputs.mcd(R) Preston Baxter

Structure Information
Classrooms
Bulldinq Dimensions

W = 90 ft Structure dimension in E/W direction

I-CR 80 ft Structure dimension in N/S direction

= 9 ft Classroom wa/I height

15 2

'panel_CR_EW1 =

10 ft
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Gymnasium
Buildinq Dimensions

WCR =90 ft Structure dimension in E/'vV direction

LCR = 80 ft Structure dimension in N/S direction

IpcxneLGYM_EWk =

ft14

16

23

24

26

45

1paneLGYM_NS1 =

ft
10

13

18

21

37

55

Bulldinq We,qhts

bL,f_CR = 11.6 psf

b,f2_ = 13.9 psf

9

bLponeICR = 11.1 psf

bLpaneI2CR = 12.6 psI

bLwaII_CR = 9.6 psf Existing wall DL

= Shear panel dimensions

I

Numponel GYM N51 =

Single-panel roof DL

Double-panel roof DL

Single-panel shear wall panel DL

Double-panel shear wa//panel DL

hncR= 9ft Gymnasium wall height
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Seismic Loadinjr
1.00

'GYM := 1.25

C 0.36

Cv := 0.54

R:= 5.5

Buildinq Period

C.. := 0.020

3

(h
T(h) := Ct.1-) sec

Seismic Coefficient

Redundancy Factor

(io
VwaIIi

'
r

Vstory

where:

therefore:

cv .1
V1 Eq. 30-4

(TRI
(sec)

V2 mifl[V
2.5CI

Upper limit Eq. 30-5

v- max(V2,O.11C0.t) Lower limit Eq. 30-6

V

Vwaii = V5j.,

r(Itot) :=

Standard occupancy

Group 1, Division I (shelter facility)

Soil type S Z = 0.3

Bearing walls, light-framed shear walls

lOft

'tot

tot

Table 16-K

Table 16-Q

Table 16-R

Table 16-N

Sec. 1630.2.2

Eq. 30-8

Sec. 1630.1.1
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Classroom Areas
Seismic Inputs

Coef:= V(IcR,T(hcR)) Coef =0.164

Seismic Load: EIW Direction, Sinqie Panel
Seismic Weiqht

bLroof := bLroof CR Total weight of roof

bL := bLwallcR Weight of existing walls

bLpanel := bLpanelcR Weight of new pane/s

h:= Height of walls

Vroof +
yR roof := 2L

Dimensions

L := W Building dimension parallel to EQ

W := LCR Building dimension perpendicular to EQ

'panel 'panel_CR_EW Panel length(s)

'panel_tot := (Ipanel_CR_E W, NUmpanel_CR_EW ' I panel_tot = 90 ft

'panel_tot (Ipanel_CR_NS. Numpanel CR NS Total length of panels
J - J perpendicular to EQ

l'panel_tot = l6Oft

Diaphraqm Shear to Top of Wall

Vroof := (bLroof) . (L + 20 ft) . W. Coef Include 20 ft of additional roof for 10' overhangs

Shear into diaphragm due to top half of walls perpendicular to EQ

(hn
Vwalls := [I' panel_tot bLpanel + (2. W - l'pariel tot) bL0ii] )Coef

VRroof = 100.065p1f

Vroof = 16.7O4kip Vwalls = 1.308 kip

bLroof = 11.6 psf

bLwall = 9.6 psf

bLpanel = 11.1 psf

hnr9ft
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Adia -

en(v , efl nail) := linterp(vnaji, efl nail' v).1.2

Input a load per nail, choose the data for the nail size, and the e value is returned. The
1.2 factor is for lumber except Structural I.

Diaphragm Deflection

§VR roofW yR roofW- - + 0.188.We+ APA 1997a
8.ERAR.L 2L

V R_roof = 100 plf Total load divided by length of BUILDING walls parallel to load

W = 80 ft Dimension perpendicular to seismic load direction

ER := 29000ksi Young's modulus for steel strap

AR := 0.224in2 Steel strap area

L = 90 ft Width of diaphram parallel to load

& 90000psi Modulus of rigidity, Exterior C-D

tR 0.75in Panel thickness

b := 0 X := 0 Assumed values

AR CR
5VRroofW3 VRr00fW

+ 0.188We R CR:=
8ERARL + 4GtR

Table 23-2-J

= 0.832 in

Nail Slip

'6OIbf "0.008)

8Olbf 0.012

lOOlbf 0.018

l2Olbf 0.023

l4Olbf 0.031
Vnajl := en8d n_10d :

l6Olbf 0.041

l8Olbf 0.056

200 lbf 0.074

2201bf 0.096

enRCR enII[v R_roof (4in)], enlOd]

VRroof(4ifl) = 33 lbf enRCR = 0.0008

240lbf) '0 )

o.00ó Table 23-2-K

0.010

0.013

0.018

0.023

0.029

0.037

0.047

0.060

\0.077
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Wall Panel Stiffness

Wall panel deflections are calculated at an assumed load level. The resulting deflection,
divided by the applied load, is used as the panel stiffness. The sum of the panel stiffness
is used to compute the story drift. If the diaphragm is RIGID then the input load must be
iterated.

If the diaphragms are classified as FLEXIBLE from the deflection calculations, then the
shear load to each panel is equivalent. Otherwise the shear forces are distributed based
on relative stiffness, or relative rigidity, of the panels.

waI I

38.vh Vh h
= + + (O.75.hn.en) + -

EpApb Gtp b

h hcR Classroom wall height

Ep := lóOOksi Assumed wood stiffness

Ap := 1.5in5.5in 2x6 boundary member

tp := 0.5in Panel thickness

6 = 90 ksi Panel shear modulus

:= O.lOin Assumed hold-down slip

kpanel_CR_EW. :-

CR...EW :=

enpcR enl{v.(6in)],en8d]

P_CREW1

Vroof +

: (kpanel CREW NumpaneI_cREw1

APA 1997a

15
224p1f enpC =

0.0243

0.0252

8v..h3 v..h
h1,

APCREW. := + +
Ep Ap 'panel_CR_EW 6 tp

(0.75. hnenj_C +
1paneL.CR_EW1

V1 'pane I_CR_EW

IpaneLCR_EW1

10 ft

V.

218p1f
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RR1

CR_EW

"Rigid" otherwise

kpanel_CR_EW,

(kpanei CREW Numpane I_CR_E W1

CR_EW

biaphragm = "Rigid"

RR =
0.11

0.169

kpanelcREw =
LPCREW. =

lbf
CR_EW = 2.02 in

9832.217 in in15102.225

biaphragm
'R CR- 2.0

LRCR
-0.412"Flexible" if

VCREW
Vf =V roof

'pane I_CR_EW1
218 pif

Design load to panel from roof 224

VwaII bLpaneihnCoef VwaIl lôplf

Design seismic load from panel self weight

VCR_EW. := (Vroof + V0il5).i.i.(RR) VCREW =

Total force to each pier from roof 2184 lbf
diaphragm, including accidental torsion 3355
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CopaCifyR 425p1f

(v roof + V waii)
Ewaii:p

1.4

Capocifyp 260p1f

Demand / Capacity Ratios

Eroof
bCRCRREW :=

CapacityR

DCRREW = 0.168

20

I A
rmax

'4 ft

Desiqn Shear (Allowable Stress Level)

E := Opif Use zero for Allowable Stress Design

V R_roof
Eroof:= p.

1.4
+ E

rmax = 0.111 p = 1.00

Eroof = 71 plf

Use for roof diaphragm
capacity, assumes 19/32"
panel with lOd@4" spacing Table 23-11-H

E0ii =

168

171

pif

Use for wall panel capacity,
assumes 19/32" exterior
sheathing with lOd@6" edge
nailing

EwaI I
bCRcR P EW

Capacityp

bCRcR_P_EW. =

0.645

0.659

Sec. 1630.1.1

Eq. 30-1,
convert to
allowable
stress level

Table 23-11-I-I

p := P1 <-2

Redundancy Factor

rm := r(Ipanei_tot) Ab:= LW

P2 min(pl, 1.5)

max(p2, 1.0)

p := max(p') p =1.0
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Seismic Load: EM Direction, Double Panel
Seismic Weiqht

bLroof:= bLroof2CR bLroof=13.9PSf

bLpanel := bLpaneI2CR bLpanel = 12.6 psf

Diaphraqm Shear to Top of Wall

Vroof := (bLroof) (L + 20ft) WCoef

(h
Vwaiis := [I'panei_totbLpanei + (2w - Ipanei_tot)bLwaii]i - Coef

VRroof
Vroof + Vwcills

2L
VRroof = 119.047p1f

Vrf = 19.944kip VwolIs = 1.485 kip

Diaphraqm Deflection

VRroof = 119 plf tR := 1.5Oin

enRCf := en[vR roof(4'n)]' enlOd]

VRroof(4ifl) 40 Ibf CnRCR = 0.0023

0.0324

0.0336

ARCR :=
[5VRroofW VR roofW

+ - +0.188We
8ERARL 4GtR

ARcR = 1.219w

Wall Panel Stiffness

tp := 1.Oin

V. :=
enpCR enl[v.(6ifl)],en8d]

'panel_CR_EW1 =

ft10
260p1f

15
enpcR =265plf
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38v.hn v..h
hn

1P_CR_EW1 := + +
Ep Apipane I_CR_EW. & . tp

('0.75. hn en_p_C +
1panel_CR_EW1

kpanel_CR_Ew. :-

CR_EW

biaphrogm

RR1

LPCR_EW1 =

in2.878

2.902

VCREW.
Vroof :=

I 1ponel_CR....EW

V. 'panel_CR_EW1

1PCREW.

Vroof +

('kponel_CR_EW. . Nump l_CR_E W.

kpanel_CR_EW,

('kpane CREW NumpaneIcREW

kpanel_CR_EW1 =

lbf

in
903

1370

LR CR
"Flexible" if - 2.0

CR_EW

"Rigid" otherwise

cR_EW = 2.626 in

'R CR- = 0.464
ACREW

biophrogrn = "Rigid"

RR1 =

0.111

0.168

3957

V roof =

261

264

Vwall := bLpaneihnCoef Vw011 l9plf

pif

VCREW := (Vroof + v,is)1.1(RR) VCREW =

2609 lbf
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Desiqn Shear (Allowable Stress Level)

V R_roof
Eroof:p

1.4

(Vroof +
Ewaii:p

1.4

Demand / Capacity Ratios

Eroof
bCRCRR2EW

2Capacity

bCRCR_R2_EW = 0.1

0.384

0.388

Eroof = 85 plf

=

E0,i
bCR P2 EW- - 2.Capac;typ

DCRcRP2EW. =

200 pif
202
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Seismic Load: N/S Direction. Sincile Panel

Seismic We,qht

bLroof := bLroofCp bLroof = 11.6 psf

bLpanel := bLporielcR bLpariel = 11.1 psf

Dimensions

L := LCR Building dimension parallel to EQ

W := Building dimension perpendicular to EQ

'panel 'panel_CR_NS Panel length(s)

'panel_tot := (I panel CRNS. Numponel_cR_Ns '
J jJ

j
panel_tot := ('pane I_CR_E W NUmpanel_CR_EW,'

ECR

Diaphraqm Shear to Top of Wall

Vroof (bLroof) . CL + 20 .ft) WCoef

(h
Vwatls := [lpanel_totbLpaneI + (2.w - Ipanel tot)bLwali]i - Coef2)

Vroof + V0,i
VRroof 2L

VRroof = 115.347p1f

Vroof = 17.084k1p Vwalls = 1.372 kip

Diaphraqm Deflection

VRroof = 115 plf tR := 0.75in

enRCf enE[v R_roof . (4 in)], enlod]

VRroof(4ifl) = 38 lbf enRCR = 0.002

§VRroofW VR._roof.W

8EARL + 4&tp +O.188W.efl_R_C)

'panel_tot = l6Oft

I panel_tot = 9Oft

'SR_CR = 1.664iii
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Wall Panel Stiffness

tp:= O.5in

v. := 260p1f enpCR e4[v..(6in)] en_8d]

ACR Ms:=

biaphragm :=

e P CR. =

I
0.0324

8v.hn3 v.h hn
APCRNS:= + +- - J EpApipaneiCR_Ns Gtp

(O.75hn.en_P_CR. +
1aneI_CR_NS

j

V 'paneI_CR_NS

kponeIcRNs
.- APCRNS.

Vroof + Vi,5

(kpaneI_CR_NS NUmpaneI_cR_N5

AR CR
"FIexibIe if - 2.O

ACRNS

"Rigid" otherwise

kpaneICRNS

1 76901

kpaneI_CR_Ns =

Ibf

in

RR

(k NUmPQICRNS

VCRNS (Vroof + Vii5)1.1.(RR)

ACRJ3= 1.2 in

ARCR 1.386
ACRNS

biophragm = "Rigid"

RR =

I 0.51

VCRNS =

Ibf10151

'paneI_CR_NS =

I 801 ft

APCRNS =

2.705 in
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VCRNS
Vroof. :=

j lpaneI_CR_NS

Eroof = 82 plf

Vroof =

11271 pif

VwciII := bLpaneihnCoef VwoII = 16 plf

Desian Shear (Allowable Stress Level)

VRroof
Eroof:p

14

(v roof + vW0ii)
E0ti := + E =

1.4 J

11021 pif

Demand / Capaciti, RatIos

Eroof E0pi
DCRCR NS := bCRCR P_N5.- - CapcicltyR j Copocityp

DCRcj.5 = 0.194 bCRCR_P_N5. =

I
0.393]
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Seismic Load: N/S Direction, Double Panel

Seismic Weiqht

bLroof := bLroof 2_CR bLroof = 13.9 psf

bLpanel bLpaneI2CR bi_panel = 12.6 psf

Diaphraqm Shear to Top of Wall

Vroof := (bLroof)(L + 20ft)W.Coef

(hr)
:= [Ipanei_totbLpaneI + (2.w - I'panei_tot)bLwaii]i - Coef2)

VRroof = 136.678p1f

Vwolls =1.471 kip

Diaphraqm Deflection

VRroof = 137p1f := 1.5Oin

enRCR enftiv R_roof . (4 in)], enlod]

VRroof(4ifl) = 46 Ibf enRCR = 0.0037

R CR
[5VRroofW3 VRroofW

+ O.l88WeRCR
8ERARL + 4GtR

Wall Panel Stiffness

tp := 1.Oin

v. l5Oplf enpCR := enE[v.(6in)] en_8d]

e P CR. =

I
0.0132

1aneLCR_N5 =

I 801 ft

)
SR_cR =2.219 in

Vroof +
VRroof :=

2L

Vroof = 2O397 kip
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8v.h3 v.h h

AP_CR_NSJ:
EpApipaneIcRNS + Gtp

+ (O.75hnen._P_C + d0
lpanel_CR_NS

j

V 'panel_CR_N5

kpanel_CR_NS.
J AP_CR_NS.

J

Vroof + V0ii5
ACR_N5 :-

:: (kpanel CRNS.

J

APCRNS =

in

biophragm :=

kpanel_CR_N5. =

lbf

inI
10856(

ARCR
"Flexible" if 2.0

ACRNS

"Rigid" otherwise

kpaneICRNS
RR -

(kpanei CR NS . NUmPOneICRNS

VCRNS := (Vroof + v0ii5)l.1(RR)

VCRNS
Vroof :=

1PGflel_CR_N5

'CRjiS =1.007 in

AR CR- 2.203
ACRNS

biaphragm = "Flexible"

RR =

I 0.51

VCRN5 =

lbf
I 120281

Vrf =

11501 plf

V wall bLpaneihnCoef Vwall = l9pIf
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Design Shear (Allowable Stress Level)

V R_roof
Eroof:= p.

1.4
+ E

(v roof + V wall)
E0,i := p +

1.4

Demand / Capacity Ratios

Eroof
bCRcR R2_NS- 2Capacity

bCRCR_R2..N5 = 0.115

Eroof =98 plf

E0i, =

0.232

Note: because there are no openings, a RIGID and FLEXIBLE diaphragm assumption result in
the same shear wall forces.

E0ij
bCRCR P2_N5. :=- .j 2Capacityp

bCRCRP2NS. =

11211 plf
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Gymnasium
Seismic Inputs

Coef := V(IGYM, T(hflyM)) Coef =0.205

Seismic Load: EIW Direction. Sinqie Panel
Seismic Wejqht

bLroof := bLroof GYM bLroof = 11.2 psf

bLpanei := bLpanel GYM bLpanel = 11.1 psf

bL0ii := bLwalI GYM bL0,i = 9.6 psf

h:= hnGyM h = 21.333 ft

Dimensions

L := WGYM Building dimension parallel to EQ

W := LYM Building dimension perpendicular to EQ

'panel := 'ponel_GYM_EW Panel length(s)

tpaneLtot := (lpanei GYM EWk. NUmPOneLGYMEW" Ipanel_tot = 148 ft

'panel_tot := (Ipanet GYM NS1 Numponel_GyM_Ns1 'panel_tot = 163ft

Diaphraqm Shear to Top of Wall

Vroof := (bLroof).L.W.Coef

:= [lpanei_tot bLpanel + (2.w - lpanei_tot).bLwali].

Vroof +
VRroof

2L
VRroof = 129.843p1f

Vrf = 25.569 kip Vwalls = 4.555 kip

h
- Coef
2)
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enRGyM := en[IIIv roof(4'n)] ,

Vroof(4ifl) = 43 Ibf enRGyM = 0.0032

roofW VRroofW
0.188 WeR GYMR_GYM= 8EAL + 4GtR +

vkhn
P_GYM_EWk := + + (o.75.h

EpApIpaneIGyMEW G.tp
nenpGyM

+ d0

JPOn1_&YM_EWk

kpanelGyMEw

GYM_EW :-

flJV< (óin)] , en_8d]

8 .v
k

h3

V
k IpaneI_GYM_EWk

LPGYMEWk

Vroof + V&ig

(kpanei GYM EW NUmpGneLGYMEW

k

14

16

23

24

26

45

RGYM = 1.889 in

Ipanel_GYM_EWk =

ft

Wall Panel Stiffness

enpGyM

enp&yM =

tp := 0.5in

Vk :=

205p1f

2lOpIf

222p1f 0.0223

223p1f 0.0231

225p1f 0.0249

236p1f 0.025

0.0253

0.027

Diaphraqm Deflection

VRroof = 130 plf 0.625in
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biaphragm
AR GYM

"Flexible" if - 2.O
AGYALEW

"Rigid" otherwise

kpanelGyMEW

(kpanel GYM EW

VGYMEW := (Vroof + v0,i5) .1.1.(RRk)

VGYMEW
V roof

k 'panel GYM EW

Vwall bLpaneihnCoef

= =

AR GYM 0.367
AGYMEW

biaphragm = "Rigid"

= 48p1f
RRk = VGYMEW Vrf VwalI

0.088 2914 lbf 208 plf
0.103 3399 212

0.154 5106 222

0.162 5352 223

0.176 5843 225

0.318 10521 234

'P_GYM_EWk =
kpanel GYM EWk =

lbf
A&YMEW = 5.146 in

515in5.575
in6015.595

5.66 902

5.66 946

10325.667
18595.714
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Des,qn Shear (Allowable Stress Level)

V R_roof
Eroof :=

1.4
+

(Vroof + vwapI)
Ewaii:p

1.4

Demand! Capacity Ratios

Eroof
bCR&YMEW:=

CcxpacltyR

Eroof = 93 ptf

=

pif183

186

193

194

195

202

bCRGYMR_EW = 0.2 18 bCRGYM_P_EWk =

E0i I
bCR&YMPEW :=

Capocityp

0.705

0.717

0.743

0.746

0.75

0.775
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Seismic Load: EM Direction, Double Panel
Seismic Weiqht

bLroof bLroof 2_GYM bLroof = 13.1 psf

bLpane bLpanel2_GyM bLponel = 12.6 psf

Diaphraqm Shear to Top of Wall

Vroof (bLroof) L W Coef

(h
[Ipanei_totbLpanei + (2.w - Ipanei_tot)bLwaii]I - Coef

V R_roof :-
Vroof +

2 L
VRroof = 150.551p1f

Vf = 29.839 kip = 5.088 kip

Diaphraqm Deflection

Vroof l5lpIf tR := 1.25in

enRGYM eE[v R_roof (4in)], enlOd]

VRroof(4ifl) = 50 Ibf enRGYM = 0.0048

§VR_roofW VR_roofW )
_GYM := + + 0.188 WCnRGYM R_GYM = 2.4011n

8ERARL )
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kPOneJGYMEW :-

GYM_EW

k
hn

L\PGYMEWk := + +
Ep Ap 'paneLGYM_EWk G .

(0.75. h en_P_GYMk)

+ d0

Ipanel_GYM_EWk

LP_GYM_EWk =

6.976

7.005

8 v h n

V
k IpaneI_GYM_EWk

LP_GYM_EWk

Vroof +

:: (kpanei GYM EW

k

kpanel GYM EWk =

Ibf

in
492

569

839

877

953

1689

'GYM...EW = 6.447 in

Wall Panel Stiffness

nPGyM

enp&yM

:= enE[vk (6in)] en_8d]

=

IpaneLGYM_EWk =

ft

tp 1.Oin

Vk :=

14
245p1f

16
249p1f 23

258p1f 0.0288 24

259p1f 0.0298 26

261p1f 0.0319 45

269p1f 0.0322

0.0326

0.0346

7.075

7.087

7.12

7.169
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biaphrczgm :=

RRk

vroofk
lpanel_GYM_EWk

R GYM
"Flexible" if 2.O

GYM_EW

"Rigid" otherwise

kPGneIGYMEW

::: (kpanet GYM EWk

VGYMEWk (Vroof + VW0II5).1.1.(RRk)

VGYMEWk

SR_GYM 0.373
GYM_EW

biaphrogm = "Rigid"

Vwall

RRk =

bLpaneihnCoef

VGYMEWk = Vrf = Vwoll = SSplf

0.091 3487 lbf 249 pif
0.105 4033 252

0.155 5948 259

0.162 6220 259

0.176 6759 260

0.312 11974 266
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Des,qn Shear (Allowable Stress Level)

V R_roof
Eroof := p + E

1.4

Demand / Capacity Ratios

Eroof
bCR&YMR2EW

2 CapacIty

bCRGYM_R2_EW = 0.127

Eroof = 108 plf

(v roof + VøII)
E0pj := p + E E0ii =

1.4

pif
219

224

224

225

229

217

bCRGYMP2EW
2 .Capacityp

bCRGyp2Ewk =

E0i I

0.418

0.422

0.431

0.432

0.433

0.441
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Seismic Load: N/S Direction, Sinqie Panel
Seismic Weiqht

bLroof := bLroof GYM bLroof = 11.2 psf

bLponel := tLpaneLGyM bLpanel = 11.1 psf

Dimensions

L LGYM Building dimension parallel to EQ

W := WGYM Building dimension perpendicular to EQ

'panel 'panel_GYM_NS Panel length(s)

'panel_tot := (lpaneI_GYM_N51 . Numpanel_GyM_N51" 'panel_tot = 163 ft

panel_tot := ('panel GYM EWk NumpaneI_GyM_Ewk panel_tot = 148 ft

k

Diaphraqm Shear to Top of Wall

Vroof (bLroof)L.W.Coef

(hn "
Vwalls := [Ipanel_totbLpanel + (2w - I'panel_tot)bLwall]i - Coef(2)

Vroof + Vwofls
VRroof = 161.00lplf

= 5.344kip

VRroof
2 L

Vry.,f = 25.569 kip
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Diaphraqm Deflection

VRroof = lôlpIf tR 0.625in

CnRGYM := en[[v roof (4in)] , enlOd]

VRroof(4ifl) = 54 Ibf enRGyM = 0.0057

roofW VroofW
+ +0.188.R_&YM

8.ER.A.L 4Gt W.enRGYMJ

GYM_NS :-

8 ..h3 v1.h

P_GYM_NS1
EpApIpaneIGyMN5 + Gtp

+ (O.75.hn.en_P_GYM1

h
+ d0

'ponel_GYM_N51

V 'paneL.GYM_N51

kpaneIGyMNS
L\PGYMNS1

Vroof +

(kpanel GYM N5 NumP0IGyMN5

R_6YM = 4.592 in

Wall Panel Stiffness

enp&yM := efll[vI.(óin)],efl8d]

=

'paneLGYM_N51 =

ft

tp:= 0.5in

V

9
175p1f

10
l80pf

13
l9OpIf 0.0171 18

200pIf 0.018 21

204 p If 0.0198 37

217p1f 0.0216 55

223p1f
0.0222

0.0241

0.025
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biophra9m
SR_GYM

"FexibIe" if 2.0
GYM_NS

"Rigid" otherwise

kpanel&yMNS

(kPOrieI_GYM_N51 . NumpaneI_GyM_N5

VGYMNS := (Vroof + v0ii5)1.1.(RRi)

VGYMNS
Vroof

I 'panel_GYM_N51

VWaII bLpaneihnCoef

SR_GYM
- 0.976

AGYMNS

Diaphragm = "Rigid"

= VGYMNS = Vrf = =48p1f

0.048 1637 Ibf 182 pif
0.0 54 1853 185

0.074 2511 193

0.106 3619 201

0.127 4306 205

0.234 7970 215

0.356 12107 220

kpanepGyMNs =
P_GYMNS1 = AGYMNS = 4.703 in

Ibf
4.976 in 317

in
5.026 358

5.088 485

5.145 700

5.147 832

5.211 1541

5.24 2340
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Desiqn Shear (Allowable Stress Level)

V R_roof
Eroof := p

1.4
+ E

(Vroof + vwaII)
Ewii:p

1.4

Demand! Capacity Ratios

Eroof Ewall
bCYMNS := bCR&YMPNS

CapacityR Capocityp

bCRy = 0.271 DCR&YM_P_NSI =

Eroof = 115 plf

E0ii, =

pif165

167

173

178

181

188

192

0.633

0.642

0.664

0.685

0.696

0.725

0.738
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Seismic Load: N/S Direction, Double Panel
Seismic Weiqht

bLroof bLroof2 GYM Nroof = 13.1 psf

bL0i := bLpaneI2 GYM bLpanel = 12.6psf

Diaphraqm Shear to Top of Wall

Vroof (bLroof)LWCoef

(h
:= [Ipanei_totbLpanei + (2w - I'panei_tot)bLwaii]i - Coef

VRroof = 185.768p1f

V,lJs = 5.828 kip

Diaphraqm Deflection

VRroof = 186 plf tR := 1.25in

enRGyM := enftv R_roof (4in)], enlQd]

VRroof(4ifl) = 62 Ibf enR&yM = 0.0077

[5 V R roof W V R_roof W
+ 0.188 W.nRGYMR_GYM

8ERAR.L + 4GtR
'SR_GYM = 5.54 in

Vroof +
VRroof 2L

= 29.839 kip
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Wall Panel Stiffness

tp:= 1.Oin

V :=
e4[v1.(oin)] en_8d]

'panel_GYM_N51 =

ft9

10

13

18

21

37

55

8v,.hn3 v1.h

P_GYM_NS1
EpApipaneLGyMNS + Gtp

+ (o.m.hn.en_P_GvM1

I1,1

+ d0
'pane I_GYM_N51

kpanelGyMNs :-

GYM_NS :-

V 'panel_&YM_NS1

P$YM_N51

Vroof +

(kpaneLGYM_N5i NUmpaneI_GyM_Ns1

enpGyM
2O2ptf

208p1f enpGyM =

221p1f 0.0219

235p1f 0.0228

240p1f 0.0247

250p1f 0.0268

254p(f
0.0276

0.03

0.031
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biaphragm :=

RR1

kpanel_GyM_N51

=

SR_GYM
"Flexible" if 2.0

&YM_N5

"Rigid" otherwise

('kpaneLGYM_N51 . Numpanel_GyM_N51

VGYMNS := (Vroof + VwalIs)1.1(RRl)

VGYMNS
Vroof :=

'panel_GYM_N51

V wall : bLpaneihnCoef

=

SR_GYM 0.969
&YM_NS

Diaphragm = "Rigid"

= 55p1f
RR1 = VGYMNS1 Vrf, Vwall

0.048 1883 lbf 209 pif
0.055 2142 214

0.075 2930 225

0.109 4257 237

0.129 5062 241

0.233 9159 248

0.352 13800 251

LP_GYM_N51 =
kpanel_GyM_N51 =

lbf
VM_N5 = 5.72 in

299in6.075
in3406.109

4666.169
6776.251
8056.265

6.354 1456

6.369 2193
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Des,qn Shear (Allowable Stress Level)

V R_roof
Eroof := p

1.4
+ E

(Vroof + vwaII)
Ewaii:p

1.4

Demand! Capacity Ratios

Eroof
bCRGYMR2NS

2.Capacity

bCRGYM_R2_NS = 0.156

Data Output

Erf = 133 plf

E0,i1 =

189

192

200

208

211

216

218

pif

Ewal I
bCRGYM P2 N5 :-- - 2Capacttyp

bCR&yp2_Ns1 =

0.363

0.37

0.385

0.4

0.407

0.416

0.42



MIDAS SOFTWARE

The finite element software used for the various analyses is IIv11DAS/Gen

v5.8.1, developed by MIDAS Information Technology Co., Ltd. The software is

a commercially-available structural analysis and design program.

WALL STIFFNESS TEST MODELS

The models are comprised of nine rows of 1 ft. x 1 ft. x 0.5 in. plate elements.

Nodes at the base of the wall are fixed against rotation and translation in all

directions. The diaphragm shear load is applied along the nodes at the top of

the wall. The Poisson's ratio is equal to 0.4 (Bodig and Jayne 1993).

For the length of wall being modeled, the material stiffness "E" is modified

until the deflection at the top corner of the wall is equal to (or slightly less

than) the calculated deflection in the calculations. The wall length is then

modified by adding or removing a column of elements and verifying the

applied loads. For each length of wall the appropriate "E" value is noted.

Models, inputs and outputs were generated in 1 ft. increments from for

classroom wall segments from 4 ft. to 25 ft. long in 1 ft. increments. For the

gymnasium structure wall segments from 8 ft. to 50 ft. long in 2 ft. increments

were modeled. The graphics, inputs and outputs included in this appendix

pertain to a 4 ft.-long segment of a classroom wall. The model files are

included on the CD that accompanies this report.
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Figure F 1. Classroom Test Wall Elevation
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Figure F 2. Classroom Test Wall Applied Loads (lbf)
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Figure F 3. Classroom Test Wall Displacement (inches)
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ROOF DIAPHRAGM STIFFNESS TEST MODELS

The models are comprised of 1 ft. x 1 ft. plate elements, with the thickness

matching the existing plywood thickness for each structure. For a given

direction of loading, half of the diaphragm is modeled. A line of symmetry at

the center of the diaphragm, in the direction of load, is used as a boundary.

The nodes at the edge supported on a wall line are restrained against

translation. The nodes at the diaphragm centerline are restrained against

rotation about the "upward" axis, perpendicular to the plane of the model.

The calculated diaphragm load is applied along the diaphragm center nodes.

Poisson's ratio is equal to 0.4 (Bodig and Jayne 1993).

The material stiffness "E" is modified until the maximum model deflection is

equal to (or slightly less than) the calculated deflection in the calculations. A

similar model is constructed for the same diaphragm loaded in the orthogonal

lateral direction. The average of the resulting "E" values is used for the

material stiffness in the structure models.

The graphics, inputs and outputs included in this appendix pertain to the

classroom roof diaphragm loaded in the East direction. The width in the "Y"

direction is equal to 40 ft., or half of the actual 80 ft. width. The length in the

"X" direction is equal to 90 ft. The model files for the diaphragms are included

on the CD that accompanies this report.
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Figure F 4. Classroom Test Roof Plan

Figure F 5. Classroom Test Roof Applied Loads
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Figure F 6. Classroom Test Roof Displacement (in.)
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STRUCTURE MODELS

The models are comprised of 1 ft. x 1 ft. plate elements, except the top row of

the gymnasium walls which are 1 ft. x ift. 4 in. plate elements. The nodes at

the base of the walls are fixed against translation and rotation. Openings in the

walls approximate the locations and sizes of the openings in the actual Hoover

School classroom and gymnasium structures. The thickness of the elements

depends on the wall or roof diaphragm being modeled:

Existing walls = 1 in. thick

Walls with 1 layer of plywood sheathing = 0.5 in. thick

Walls with 2 layers of plywood sheathing = 1 in. thick

Existing roof elements = plywood thickness from the construction

documents

Roof elements with additional plywood layer =2 x the thickness used for

existing roof elements.

The material "E" stiffness derived in the wall test models is applied for the

length of modeled shear wall (distance between wall openings). The roof

element stiffness value is the average value derived from the roof stiffness

models. The "E" value for existing walls which are not rehabilitated is set to

zero. Poisson's ratio is equal to 0.4 (Bodig and Jayne 1993).

The weight density for each element type is calculated as the total weight of

the wall or roof assembly, divided by the thickness noted above. This weight

density is input for each element type. The applied load is a multiple of the

structure's self weight, activated in the lateral direction. The multiple is equal

to the calculated seismic shear coefficient, Coef.
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Figure F 7. Classroom Model

- 1._ Static Loads

Static Load Case 1 [EEW ;

Sell Weight [ SX=1 .497]

Figure F 8. Model Lateral Load Coefficient, East (SX) Direction
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The roof diaphragm shear is taken as the maximum value of Fxy (in-plane

element shear) for the roof diaphragm elements only. The wall shear is taken

as the maximum reaction at the base of each length of shear wall. Because the

walls are modeled as one-foot elements, the reaction is equal to the "pounds

per foot" in-plane shear of the wall.

The graphics, inputs and outputs included in this appendix pertain to a

classroom model loaded in the East direction, and wall reactions show 10 ft.-

long walls. Separate models are used for each structure, for each load level

(BSE-1 and BSE-2), and for the case where additional sheathing is applied. All

model files are included on the CD that accompanies this report.
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Figure F 10. Model Wall Reactions, loft, walls (lbf)
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